Welcome to this Open Science Project on
Self-empowerment, Disempowerment, Geopolitics, and Cognition
**

What’s new?
• Interview on the Corbett Report, the concept map addressing authority and
agency is addressed here Summary of attitudes towards the world.
• The piece on bureaucracy as part of this website or as stand-alone text (pdf)
• The analysis of Woodrow Wilson’s famous wish: “We want one class of
persons to have a liberal education and we want another class of persons, a
very much larger class of necessity, to forgo the privileges of a liberal
education.”
• Many of the ideas on which this website is based are published as a peerreviewed Frontiers in Psychology article: Learning Autonomy in Two or Three
Steps: Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended
Development. Gradually more and more of this article will find its way into the
website.
• Calamaro, the program in which this website is made, will be downloadable
soon on this page
• A extensive 2-hour interview addressing a number of the topics on this site is
available at Red Ice Creations (the second hour is for members).
• New to this site? Continue reading the rest of this page.
This site is an open science project addressing geopolitics from an unusual â€” but very useful
â€” perspective: namely from a cognitive science perspective and in particular from a cognitive
science inspired perspective on topics like authority, power, self-empowerment,
disempowerment.
How to read this site is outlined in the About us section
What is developed in these pages is a link between individual development and the largest,
both in time and in place, human environment. We hope this site shows that the links between
micro- and macro level developments are much more intimate and logical than you ever
thought would be possible. As such this site attempts to integrate a wide variety of scientific
domains. This is a step-by-step process of which only the first few steps have been taken. So
the integration of insights will gradually improve and be extended. However, apart from trying
to be as accessible and clear as possible no effort has been made to dumb-down the content.
This entails that this text may not be easy to grasp in full at first glance
This site is under (constant) construction. And as new text is gradually refined, formulations will
improve and typo’s will gradually disappear from the text. As science in progress it has both
mature and immature ideas side by side. Of course it is up to the reader to determine the
validity of the content, but we make that as easy as possible by providing ample sources: both
to books and scientific literature (as references at the bottom of the page) and as links to
internet resources.
Since the scope of this website is ridiculously broad it is well beyond the scope of a single
individual’s effort to make and find all relevant links and facts among the clutter of irrelevancy,
to weed out all inconsistencies, and to formulate the resulting insights into something
productive. Constructive reader feedback is therefore highly appreciated and will be used for
improvement.

Why are geopolitics and cognition intimately connected?
Geopolitics is the struggle for the earth’s resources of which the most important â€” even more
important than oil, gold, fertile lands, and water â€” is human behavior, or more precisely
‘human agency’. Agency refers the capacity to initialize self-selected behavior. Without human
agency none of the other resources would have any value. Since human agency is a topic of
cognitive science, geopolitics and cognition are intimately connected.
Who is at ultimo the beneficiary of your agency? Is that you and everything you love, feel
associated with, and would like to support? Or will it be some anonymous group or influence
who tricked you into participating in games that you neither fully oversee nor understand and
that are, like a casino, set up to guarantee that you loose? The Cypriots recently lost most of
their life’s savings, and the Polish even more recently lost half of their pensions. So who have
they been working and saving for? Definitely not as much for their own benefit as they thought.
Actually it is up to you to decide whether you want to be exploited. If you decide to spend your
life in a bubble of blissful ignorance and complacency, chances are that people will exploit your
ignorance, gullibility, and complacency. This site argues you are exploited by the very
influences that made you ignorant, gullible, and complacent in the first place. However in these
times of economic and social upheavals, more and more people are realizing that blissful
ignorance is a guaranteed loosing strategy.
This site should provide a solid foundation for improved strategies.

Made with Calamaro
This site is made with a free (donation-ware) program called Calamaro that is downloadble
from this site. It translates multimarkdown files (basically plain text with simple mark-up codes)
into a site like this. It can be just as well be used to rapidly make (and upload) a small one page
website or a big site like www.geopoliticsandcognition.com (> 60.000 words, ~ 100 pages).
With other programs it is possible to change the same basic text into other book-formats (pdf,
LateX).
Below is the table of contents of the whole site.

Introduction
This section provides a concise introduction to the website. A more complete, but very concise
overview of the core concepts of Geopolitics and Cognition is available as subsection of this
introductory section.

To be or not to be in control of your life
Self-empowered individuals control their own destiny and make the most of their lives and
environments. In contrast disempowered individuals allow their destiny to be shaped by others.
This entails not only that they are ineffective in shaping their lives and environments, they are
also likely to be exploited and to suffer from mental problems as indicative of their inadequacy.
Their general inadequacy also a constant source of problems for others.
There are two ways of empowering yourself

Absolute empowerment

This entails that you actively empower yourself through self-development and
constructive and creative efforts of some sort. The result is that you become more
competent in all aspects of life. Some forms of education and coaching catalyze
empowering, but it is essentially something you do yourself.
Relative empowerment

This entails that you empower yourself by disempowering others. This typically
involves stultifying the development of others or by actively destroying the fruits of
creativity and other efforts. The others become less competent to shape their own
life and as such you end up as relatively more empowered. Forced schooling, the
military, most of government and big-business, charities and think-tanks, organize
religions, PR-agencies, mainstream media, and many other well-known institutes are
efficient instruments of disempowerment.
If your consider this list of instruments of disempowerment shocking or otherwise problematic,
realize that they all involve hierarchy and therefore stable power relations that can only exist if a
need for them is maintained. If you still find this problematic you might skip to the section
addressing the question Are you pathologically normal?
All power relations â€” including global power relations â€” are defined by a balance between
self-empowerment and disempowerment. Of course pervasive (dis)empowerment has
(geo)political consequences. More or less pervasive disempowerment leads to hierarchical
societies in which some elite, which is not necessarily highly self-empowered and capable to
manage their own lives, controls even less empowered masses. The more layers in the
hierarchy, the more levels of (dis-)empowerment. Stable societal hierarchies are indicative of
pervasive disempowerment.
How many layers of hierarchy exists between you and the people who control
geopolitical developments?
Per definition, hierarchical societies have a most empowered class at the top, the least
empowered classes at the bottom, and intermediately empowered classes in the middle. Since
[aristocracy] is defined as “the highest class in certain societies, typically comprising people of
noble birth (whatever this ”noble birth“ is supposed to mean) holding hereditary titles and
offices” it makes sense to refer to the top of the social hierarchy as the aristocracy. When this
top is able to shape the society without being controlled and curtailed by the rest of society we
have aristocracy as state form (‘aristocracy’ is Greek for ‘rule by the best’).
When the aristocracy only appears “noble” but is actually highly corrupt, one might speak of a
[corruptocracy]: rule by the corrupt. Corruptocracy leads to the most pervasive exploitation of
society and the most pervasive disempowerment of its lower classes. The most unequal
societies are characterized by this phenomenon, but it is not exclusive to highly unequal
societies.
Pervasive disempowerment is apparent in the form of [hierarchical societies] in which a
majority of disempowered members show a [pathological dependence] on the very structures
that suppress their self-development, curtail and direct their thoughts and behavior, and create
and maintain their problems. It will be argued that these societies are characterized by
centralized or group authority, suppression of diversity, and dependent (i.e., authority
supporting) thought, which are all characteristic of modern [globalization]. In contrast pervasive
self-empowerment leads to egalitarian and sustainable societies characterized by individual

authority, expression of diversity, and independent thought, which can be referred to as
(cognitive) [localization]. In table-form these basic concepts look like this.
Basic concepts
Pervasive disempowerment
Globalization

Self-empowerment
Localization

The individual needs authority
Hierarchical organization

The individual is authority
Egalitarian organization

Complexity reduction through suppression of
diversity
Dependent thought

Pervasive optimization and expressions of
diversity
Independent thought

Note that the four lower cells combine an authority type with a type of society and a mind-set
that supports it. This table summarizes the reason why the domain name involves both
cognition and geopolitics: the individual affects the global and vice versa. This table is a very
short summary of the section [Cognition for geopolitics].
The structure of the lower four cells is the consequence of very deep psychology associated
with two attitudes towards a complex world that will be outlined in the sections on [cognition
for geopolitics]. The structure corresponds to the concepts of [authoritarianism and
libertarianism] in political psychology. It seems that his deep psychology, which we only
recently approached scientifically, has been known (implicitly or explicitly) and used throughout
(written) history by the aristocracy to keep themselves in power by disempowering the rest of
society.
The dynamics of that process is by and large determined by the manipulation of our sense of
morality (what people think is good or bad behavior). People in a very large majority tend to
choose behavior that they think is moral, and they oppose any individual or group that is
considered to act amorally. Authoritarians â€” and especially fearful authoritarians â€” have
almost opposite moral values as libertarians. This is depicted in the next table. And derived in a
proper context in Three sets of morals.

Authoritarian
Norm compliant behavior.
Support of authorities in
all their efforts. Subtle
Good
self-imposed limits on
exploration and selfexpression.
Bad

The moral opposites
Fearful authoritarian

Actively curtailing individual
autonomy; Suppression of
diversity; Norm compliant
behavior irrespective of
adverse consequences

Norm violating behavior. Increasing individual
Challenging, questioning, autonomy and diversity;
or ignoring authorities.
Independence of thought,
opinions, and activities.
Freedom of self-initiated
activities; Actively curtailing
individual autonomy.

Libertarian
Increasing individual
autonomy and diversity;
Independence of thought,
opinions, and activities.
Freedom of self-initiated
activities. Freedom from
oppressive authority
Actively curtailing
individual autonomy;
Suppression of diversity;
Norm compliant behavior
with adverse consequences

Authoritarian

Fearful authoritarian

Libertarian

Unsupported authorities.
This table reflects two stable moral states (or [attractors]). One dominated by the libertarian
mode of being and one dominated by the fearful authoritarian mode of being; one free and
democratic and one oppressive and centralized. The upper echelons of the aristocracy have
probably known about this dynamic[1] and used it to keep societies in either the oppressive
mode or in a free and democratic mode near the tipping point (a true democracy â€” rule by
the people â€” has no role for aristocracy). The transition from one domain into another is
known as [regime change]. And it we look at the history of the 20th-century is it clear that most
countries experienced this change one or more per century. In fact every one might expect
such a change within a life-time.
However, while this allowed aristocracy to remain at the top of a long succession of societies
and state forms, the aristocracy’s efforts to prevent the commoners from self-empowerment
looks more like a prolonged retreat than a perpetual victory over the commoners: more and
more people empower themselves and this is changing our societies profoundly. In fact it
might well lead to a gradual (probably bumpy) change in geopolitical structures and more and
more effective explorations of high quality freedom and true democracy. In fact we might
venture into realms of human empowerment and self-development that exceed anything in
human history.
If we dare to face societal and political corruption and educate ourselves out of dependence
on (corrupt) authority, humanity has a bright future with literally endless possibilities.
Nevertheless the gloom and doom scenario is also realistic since its has many witting and
many more unwitting proponents. But it will be averted if we empower ourselves enough to
effectively control and curtail centralized authorities, or, even better, to abolish the need for
external authority altogether.
This ideal may seem as ideal for true libertarians it is positively alarming for true authoritarians
who cannot envision a life with authorities: that makes then authoritarians. And it motivates
them in stronger than libertarians. This is referred to as the authoritarian dynamic which is an
important force that shapes geopolitics.

Self-empowerment and disempowerment
This subsection contrasts self-empowerment and disempowerment. A later section on selfempowerment goes in considerable detail how self-empowerment works and how it is related
to personal development. Also the section on disempowerment addresses complex and
institutionalized structures designed to cap the intellectual development and empowerment of
the masses.
Self-empowerment is something that you do to yourself. Others can facilitate selfempowerment in others, but eventually everyone can only empower oneself. It is like freeing a
caged animal. You can open de door, but if the animal is too terrified to leave the only
environment it knows, it will not take the freedom you allow it. So freedom is never given, it is
essentially taken (and often without a door conveniently opened). The same holds for
empowerment, it can only be developed by taking matters in one’s own hand. It requires the
self-acquisition of experience and confidence and it demands ample interaction with a wide
range of known and unknown aspects of the world.
A safe “home-situation” to return to after success or failure and support during the process of

learning to take matters in one’s own hand is very important. It is also important to be
challenged to select your own decisions and to follow your developing conscience, to be
stimulated to learn to understand the world, and be helped to develop a sound judgement. So
a stimulating context is important. But in the end it is still you that have to experience all these
facets and you have to synthesize all these experiences into a coherent and reliable
understanding of the world.
Disempowerment is something that is done to others. Disempowerment it is typically aimed at
removing the factors that facilitate empowerment. These include corrupting the safety of the
home situation, reducing the breadth and usefulness of experiences, ensuring that people are
not or minimally exposed to positive role models and exposing them to false role models,
punishing people for independence, individuality, and explorations beyond the norm, forced
and uniform education/training (instead of curiosity guided and learner adapted education),
representative democracy (which boils down to giving control away), etcetera, etcetera.

Empowering yourself
Except for extreme social suppression there is nothing but ourselves that keeps us [trapped]
[traps] in situations we subtly or profoundly undesirable or even outright exploitative: we can
educate ourselves out of pretty much all dependence and any societal trap. There is nothing in
humanity that prevents it from aspiring and realizing self-empowerment well exceeding the
average corrupt aristocrat. In fact uncurtailed curiosity and [openness to experience] will do
just that; and it is an innate ability, and â€” if not suppressed â€” a strong one.
Dependence was never a natural end-state of mammalian development: as long as an animal
is not utterly dispirited (i.e., has learned to believe in its own helplessness) it will escape from
an environment that prevents or curtails its development and keeps it dependent. Selfempowerment is not uniquely human: it is a deep biological drive that can be suppressed for
some time, but that will always resurface. The aristocracy (both as a group and as mindset)
were simply the first to discover that they could use their own self-empowerment to
disempower other by promoting pathological, deeply unfair, and highly unequal societies.
Self-empowerment is essentially driven by curiosity and playful interaction with the real-world
in the safety typically provided by secure and loving home-situations (with home in the sense
of where you feel at home). Positive and diverse exploratory and playful childhood experiences
are highly beneficial and adverse childhood experiences are highly effective in preventing or
curtailing self-empowerment.

Methods

Stimulating self-empowerment
Examples

Section

Safe explorative
childhood

Secure attachment, widely aimed playful
exploration of real world

[Two modes of
being]

Learning to think

High quality education, committed teachers
allowing exploration and self-expression

[Intellectual
development]

Healthy habits

Automate healthy essentials of life

[healthy living
environments]

Sustainable natural
environments

Prefer co-construction over control

Co-creation

Methods

Examples

Section

Media

Media for empowerment

Alternative media

Positive role models

Focus of healthy psychology and wisdom in role [Positive role
models
models]

Separate needs and
wants

[Media and PR]

Resource security

Grow your own food

Social diversity

Multiculturalism as resource

Wise leaders

Stimulate stimulate holistic leadership

[Localization]

[Power vs Wisdom]

Disempowering others
Because self-empowerment is generally hindered by adverse childhood experiences, it is quite
logical to expect [child-abuse] to be associated with strongly hierarchal organizations such as
the clergy, intelligence agencies and the military, the political elite, and the aristocracy. And
evidence involving all of these groups in child-abuse is not difficult to find: in fact [child-abuse
networks] have been reported on extensively.
Animals (including humans) adapt to what they consider normality. This entails that they in
principle can adapt to a deeply unhealthy and undesirable situations as long as they consider it
“normal”. Individuals who are so adapted to a pathologically situation that they cannot even
envision the non-pathological situation can be called pathologically normal.
Self-empowerment is not only hindered by adverse childhood experiences. Preventing
curiosity, play, and exploration, regimented education and ideologies, and bad role models or
the absence of good role models have similar results and work complementary. This can be
achieved via for example child-abuse, fostering bad (drug-crime infested) neighborhoods,
perpetual fear and frustration, poverty and other forms of structurally unfulfilled needs, boring
living environments, no contact with nature, economic depressions, forced education, and
fundamentalist religions.

Tool

Stimulating disempowerment
Examples

Section

Lock in problem
solving mode

Child abuse (by pedophile clergy, aristocracy,
politicians, or loveless or inadequate parents)

[Two modes of
being]

Suppress curiosity
and undirected
learning

Boring and tightly regimented schools, many obligations

[Forced
schooling]

Uncouple from nature Urbanization, industrial grade food,
Suppress playful
interaction with the

Stimulate boring environments (uniform cities, destroy Co-creation
nature), stimulate computer (virtual-world) dependency

Tool

Examples

Section

real-world

(pervasive games, transhumanism)

Instill fear and anxiety

Terror theatre (controlled terrorism), stimulate crime (war [Strategy of
on drugs)
tension]

Lifelong frustration

Reduce education to training (outcome-based
education), disempowering media (only negative role
models), pervasive corruption (no accountability)

[Media and
PR]

Unfulfilled needs

Change wants to needs (consumerism), impossible
social/personal standards (beauty, wealth, career,
American Dream)

[Media and
PR]

Resource problems

Debt, wars, economic recessions

[Money]

Social problems

Multiculturalism as problem

Bad leaders

Stimulate bureaucrats, technocrats, and psychopaths in [Power vs
defacto leadership positions
Wisdom]

By stimulating disempowerment in a variety of ways, the aristocracy can remain at the top of
any society. In fact they to not need to represent any genuine ‘nobility’ of any kind. They just
need to be more self-empowered, and determined to remain in power than the average Joe.
Helping to create a facade of ‘nobility’ (whatever that means) helps to distance commoners
and discourage them from realizing their own potential because they find their dependence
normal. In a truly hierarchical society the commoners are so disempowered that they cannot
control and curtail the aristocracy. This entails that it is the aristocracy that determines the
environment in which the rest of society lives. This makes the aristocracy â€” per definition â€”
the stable authority of these societies.

Core concepts of Geopolitics and Cognition
Control over one’s destiny
The core concept of cognitive geopolitics [2] pertain to the ability to influence and shape your
destiny. You can either be a tool in the hands of others or a self-deciding and self-steering
individual who takes control of its destiny and shapes its own living environment. A number of
core concepts are listed below.

Concept

Agency

Core concepts of cognitive geopolitics
Definition
The capacity to be the source of self-selected behavior. Disempowerment
removes control over the ultimate benefits of behavior to third parties.
Agency is the most important geopolitical resource because it gives value
to anything that is relevant to self-selected behavior.

Concept

Definition

Authority

The capacity to create, maintain, or influence the living environment (of
self or other agents).

[Internalized
Authority]

The capacity to create and maintain one’s own living conditions

The capacity to create, maintain, or influence the living conditions of
[External authority] others, in particular of those who demand it and accept it freely, but also
of those who resist it inadequately
Self-empowerment The process of internalizing authority (becoming more agentic)
Disempowerment

The process of externalizing authority (becoming less agentic)

Learned
helplessness

A state-of-mind in which one has learned to believe in the pointlessness
of one’s own agency. It is the slave state-of-mind.

Pathological
normality

Seemingly symptomless and near perfect adaptation to a deeply
suboptimal living environment, characterized by a suppressed humanity,
an illusion of individuality, conformity towards uniformity and lack of
freedom.

Self-actualization

Advanced stages of self-empowerment, characterized by a very good
grasp on reality, personal autonomy, and internalized authority. Selfactualization is a sign of optimal agency

[Cognition]

The (perceptual, learning, decision, and execution) processes that lead to
the activation, selection, and execution of behavior at all possible timescales.

Intelligence

A measure of the effectivity of closed-world strategies. Knowing how to
act in controlled closed-world situations (typically associated with lefthemispheric strengths)

Understanding

A measure of the effectivity of open-world strategies. Knowing how and
why to act in uncontrolled/uncontrollable open-world situations (typically
associated with right-hemispheric strengths)

Shallow
understanding

Cognition based on norms, rules, procedures, examples, instances,
habits, and stereotypes, typically derived from some sort of external
authority. Only reliable in closed environments where the rules,
procedures, etc, are actually effective.

Experience-based cognition leading to the ability to generalize knowledge
and experience to novel situations. Typically based on the understanding
Deep understanding
resulting from experiential and/or playful sampling of a wide variety of
real-world dynamics. Allows co-creation
co-creation

the ability to work with the inherent dynamics of the world instead of

Concept

Definition
suppressing and controlling it). Co-creation allows for pervasive
optimization.

Two routes to empowerment
This table compares two routes to empowerment: either via s[elf-empowerment] or via the
disempowerment of others.
Absolute and relative empowerment
Absolute empowerment
Relative empowerment
Empowerment through preventing or
stultifying self-empowerment in others

Definition

All self-development activities

Result

Increased competence in all aspects of Decreased or capped competence in
own life
some of all aspects of the lives of others.

Active
actors

Self-empowering individual

Forced education, military, organized
religions, advertisement agencies,
mainstream media

Passive
actors

Self-empowered parents, student
centered teachers and coaches,
supportive friends

Disempowered individuals

Core Concepts of Authoritarianism and Libertarianism
Note that the terms authoritarianism, authoritarians, libertarianism and libertarians in the
website (unless explicitly stated) refer in the first place to psychological mind-states.
Authoritarian and libertarian modes of thought differ in whether or not authority has been
internalized in a particular situation. So an authoritarian is someone in a authoritarian state-ofmind. And the same holds for a libertarian.
People shift in and out authoritarian and libertarian modes as function of the complexity of the
current living environment. However a shallow understanding of the world does not provide a
basis to internalize authority and leads to an authoritarian personality. So an authoritarian is
either someone in an authoritarian mind-state or someone with an authoritarian personality.
The context should disambiguate.
Core concepts of authoritarianism
Concept

Definition

[Authoritarian
mode of
thought]

A mindset associated with an urge to reduce the complexity of the world
through for example intolerance to difference and authority support

Concept

Definition

[Libertarian
mode of
thought]

A mindset in which somewhat more societal or world complexity can be
dealt with through heightened cognition and sharpened curiosity.

[Authoritarian
personality]

A state of arrested or incomplete intellectual development defined by a
shallow understanding of the world resulting in a preference for a less
complex world apparent from a preference for uniformity and central or
group authority in combination with authority derived beliefs, goals, and lifestrategies

[Libertarian
personality]

A state of more advanced intellectual development, defined by a deeper and
more integrated understanding of the world resulting in the ability to take the
responsibility for pervasive optimization of the living environment, through a
self-validated and consistent belief-base and self-selected life-goals and
-strategies

Dependent
thought

A form of thought aimed at norm compliance and voluntary support of
authorities. Leads to increasing uniformity and disregard of (top-)quality. An
analysis of to whom the support is directed, especially when challenged, will
reveal someone’s true authorities.

Independent
thought

A form of reality-based thought aimed at producing self-intended result.
Independent thought leads to the diversity associated with pervasive â€”
local â€” optimization.

Normative
threats

Threats to norms, definitions of “us” and “them” and the definitions of
“oneness” and “sameness” that authoritarians need to base their behavior
and opinions on. The treats typically involve questioned or questionable
authorities, disrespect for leaders or leaders unworthy of respect, and lack of
conformity in group values, norms and beliefs.

Ingroup

People who adhere to the same norms and the same values systems as a
particular authoritarian and who are therefore predictable and no threat to
feelings of agentic inadequacy

Outgroup

People who are thought to adhere to different norms or a different value
systems – from the viewpoint of a particular authoritarian – and who are
therefore unpredictable and a threat to feelings of agentic adequacy

Authoritarian
dynamic

“Intolerance = authoritarianism x threat.” The authoritarian dynamic is the
main driver behind the separation of society (by authoritarians) in ingroups
(to be loyal to) and outgroups (to be intolerant to or even to be disgusted by
and hated).

Authoritarian
conscience

Norm adherences and support of authority

[Libertarian
conscience]

A brake on initiating or continuing behavior that might hinder or harm others

Concept

Definition

Cognitive
(in)capacity

A measure of the (in)ability to deal with one’s own (social) environment

Pathological
normality

Absence of symptoms of conflict through total submission and adaptation to
an unhealthy reality.

Authoritarians have problems with thoughts that do not comply with their
own normative system and in particular with the moral values of ingroup
Thought policing loyalty, authority respect, and purity & sanctity. They engage in voluntary
thought policing strategies to keep the complexity of the world within (for
them) acceptable) bounds.

Authoritarian and Libertarian Morals
Authoritarians and libertarians differ essentially and predictably in the course of action that they
endorse and abhor on moral grounds.

Good

Authoritarian and libertarian morals
Bad

Support of authorities in all their
efforts. Subtle self-imposed limits on
exploration and self-expression. In
Authoritarian
times of fear: Actively curtailing
individual autonomy; Suppression of
diversity; Norm compliant behavior

Libertarian

Norm violating behavior. Challenging,
questioning, or ignoring authorities. In
times of fear: increasing individual
autonomy and diversity; Independence of
thought, opinions, and activities.
Freedom of self-initiated activities;
Unsupported authorities.

Increasing individual autonomy and
diversity; Independence of thought,
Actively curtailing individual autonomy;
opinions, and activities. Freedom of
Suppression of diversity; Norm compliant
self-initiated activities. Freedom from behavior with adverse consequences
oppressive authority.

Since authoritarians (especially in times of fear) focus on everything that they think may keep or
return world complexity within manageable bounds. They consider any seed of increased (or
perpetuated) complexity as something to be controlled and suppressed at any cost. This
voluntary behavior boils down to thought policing. Some example of this are below.
Thought policing strategies
Activity

Strategy

Deriding
uncomfortable
thoughts

The active suppression of any thoughts, irrespective their support in facts
or logic that challenge the authoritativeness of authorities. Typically by
using at some moment the conspiracy label.

Activity

Strategy

Propaganda and
self-censorship in
the media

As individually felt responsibility, fearful authoritarian journalists curtail
free-thought by ignoring any information that might put their authorities
into a bad light (self-censorship) and instead focusing on all types of
information that lead to more uniform thought (propaganda).

Outgroup
membership
suppression

Ruthless state-sanctioned repression of anyone who confronts the
(fearful) authoritarian with his/her inadequacy to cope. For example
Obama’s NDAA 2012 singing of indefinite detention without charge or trial
into law for anyone suspected (by authoritarians) or terrorism. Stalin,
Mao, Pol Pot, Hitler, the Argentinian Junta, etcetera allowed themselves
similar privileges and later acted on it.

Socialization in
education

Authoritarian teachers see their role according to authoritarian child
rearing qualities. They help to train their students to behave in a (in their
eyes) acceptable way.

authoritarians have no difficulty in punishing victimless crimes such as
Wars on victimless recreational drug-use or non-standard (but fully consensual) sexual
crimes
practices. The distaste they feel is based on some violation of their
morals and it is enough incarcerate “moral violators” for years.

Bureaucracy

Bureaucracy is a pathological state of human organization, characterized
by intelligence without understanding. Bureaucracy stems from the
desperately embraced authoritarian illusion that human organizations can
be approached as closed systems to be fully described in rational and
formal terms. This results in the mass destruction of the available
competence and commitment.

Spying on the
population

To curtail the self-initiative and self-empowerment authoritarian leaders
set-up a elaborate systems to spy on the population. Ideally this leads to
models or each and any member or society that can be used to predict
their danger to an ordered society.

Core Concepts of “Agentic Cognition”
{Section under development}
“Agentic cognition” is a term introduced in this website. It refers to the cognitive core
processes that directly relate to maintaining agency and viability.
Agentic cognition
Concept

Definition

[Brain]

The most energy demanding organ of the human body (20% of total
energy), with a single purpose: to come up with strategies to improve and
maintain viability. Health (see below) is the key outcome of a well
functioning brain.

Concept

Definition

[Viability]

Distance to death. A healthy and safe agent is far from death in the sense
that it has many behavioral options that allow it to remain alive and
healthy. Low viability entails that it has few or no behavioral options to
remain alive or health

[Health (WHO,
1948) ]

â€œHealth is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmityâ€ﾝ

[Health (Shepherd
2013)]

“Health is existing in an environment affording an individual the potential
to adapt and optimize physical, psychological, and social wellbeing, not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”

[Cognition for
control]

…

[Cognition for
pervasive
optimization]

…

[Affordances]

Action possibilities, perceivable by and agent, provided by an
environment (including the agent)

[Complexity of
action selection]
Key property Left hemispheric strength

Right hemispheric
strengths

[Purpose of
thought ]

To restore or maintain a feeling of agentic adequacy

The pervasive optimization
of all aspects of life.

Scope

Closed worlds created and maintained by some
authority (either an external authority or the right
hemisphere)

Open, self-maintained and
co-created worlds

About us
This ‘about’ section addresses a number of topics about this site, the reader, and the editor.

Who is “us”?
The “us” in the tittle of this section includes to the reader as well.
The reader may ask him or herself how to respond to the information and ideas in this site or
ask oneself to what degree one wants to take responsibility for the geopolitical situation.
This site is targeted to people who prefer to gradually increase their control over oneâ€™s own
affairs, priorities, and destiny over a life of constant or increasing supervision and guidance.

This site is therefore aimed at people who want to take some â€” non-negligible â€”
responsibility for their own and other’s situations.
This site is not targeted at people who recognize themselves as typical [authoritarians]
[Dependent thought – authoritarians] with no intention to develop towards libertarian modes of
thought.
Quite a bit of the content of this site is easily interpreted as highly derogatory towards people
â€” actually the large majority in our Western Societies â€” who did not (yet) have had the
chance to develop beyond the level of dependent thought to [independent thought]
[Independent thought â€” libertarians].
Sorry for that. The intention is not derogatory, but factual and scientific. No one can be blamed
for being authoritarian. But some blame might be in order if authoritarians adhere to and
support authorities that abuse their trust and loyalty at the detriment of others and, quite likely,
oneself. If you are being tricked by a con-man it makes sense to blame yourself of your own
gullibility. Only blaming the con-man for exploiting your gullibility while not learning from the
experience is a open invitation to be abused again.

What is this site?
This site is a research project addressing the many strong links between geopolitics and
cognition. It is about wisdom and foolishness, about empowerment and self-enslavement,
about good and evil, and about the mindsets and strategies of the empowered and the
disempowered. It is a public research project in the sense that it is open for everyone to read,
to follow its development, and to contribute to.
As research project it is open to (constructive) criticism. So please use the [contact form] if you
see opportunities to improve formulations, correct factual errors, add missing insights, or even
to add fields of expertise that have not yet been addressed and that supports, extends or
otherwise improves the scientific basis, the explanatory power, or the way its content can be
applied.
As research project it is constantly striving to become better, more comprehensive, and more
consistent with a broader knowledge base. This website is not primarily an attempt at the
normal experiment driven and deductive way of science, but as an integrative inductive effort.
As such it synthesizes a wealth of experimental and observational evidence into a relatively
small number of basic principles (such as authority, empowerment, world complexity, the role
of fear, and personal development). At the same time, more and more parts of it will become
gradually stable and strongly supported by theory, quantitative research, and case studies.
As research project it consists of well-validated and peer-reviewed results by others in
combination with not yet peer-reviewed ideas, interpretations, and hypotheses. It is up to the
reader to decide how to deal with the information. Taking all of it at face value is foolish, and
the same holds for dismissing it all. Doubting everything is unwieldily. According to Aristotle “It
is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it.” That is
probably the wisest (and oldest) advice to approach this site.

Open research
Being “open” research entails a number of things

1. The whole projects, with typo’s, suboptimal formulations, and mature and immature
ideas is visible to everyone.
2. Everyone can contribute to improve the site with ideas and text suggestions. There is an
editor (in chief) who takes responsibility for the site. Contributions by others will be
attributable to the contributor.
3. The research project aims to collaborate with other activities that comply with any open
research or open intelligence approaches.
4. The website attempts to make closed or otherwise not easily accessible key scientific
information and insights available to a wider public. Most researcher nowadays prefer
open-access publications and/or provide copies on their website or elsewhere. If
possible links will be made to publicly available versions.
5. This is an open research project because it is essentially not defined as a project for a
particular research domain. Really important scientific insights proof their worth in other
domains than the domain that formulated them first. This research project searches for
these deep and powerful insights and tries to give the researchers and deep-thinkers
that formulated them the credits they deserve.

How to read this site?
This side is designed to be read in multiple ways:
1. Section-level reading leads you to a number of introductory summaries of the content of
the subsections. This provides an overview of the basic ideas and some summaries of
key-conclusions. Simply follow the blue links to integer-numbered sections at the top
and bottom of each page.
2. Subsection-level reading leads to the justification of the top-level summaries and it
provides scientific details, arguments, and justifications. This form of reading is a bit like
reading a book by following the non-integer subsection links on each page. The
arguments are (ideally) presented in a sensible order, but some information, that
otherwise fits well with the topic of a later section, is sometime necessary. This
information is linked with wiki-style links.
3. Wiki-style reading. This facilitates a â€” typically seemingly unstructured â€” interestguided approach that is facilitated by the numerous internal links. This approach is
however encouraged because there is no more effective way to learn than via interest
guided learning.
4. Reading the whole website on a pdf-reader (no links yet working) using this pdf.
5. Printing out the website-pdf and reading it in a traditional way (110 pages).
6. Any combination of the above.
When browsing this site you will see a number of defunct links like [this link]. These are
basically reminders to be linked-up later as more text becomes available.

But is it truth?
No, it isn’t!
If you â€” at face-value â€” adopt the information on this site as your own beliefs, you miss a

key point of it. It would be (authoritarian) dogma instead of (libertarian) “truth”. In the real world
truth is never fixed or dogmatic. In the contrary it is elusive, always developing, domain
dependent, changing in the light of new information, and always just out of reach. This site is a
current best effort to explain the intimate relation between personal development and
geopolitical developments. No more, no less.
In general is important to separate two types of truth.
Closed-domain truth and beliefs

Close-domain beliefs can often but not always be proven formally true or false.
Typically the concept of truth as used in logic and mathematics depends on a formal
framework defined by postulates that completely define â€” and therefore close â€”
the state-space of possibilities. Left hemispheric strengths are good for dealing with
this kind of truth. Note that some closed-domain truths might be false in general, but
can be made to appear truthful in a closed domain. For example the notion that the
state will take care of you in only valid in the (closed) context of a functioning state,
and that is not guaranteed as history has shown abundantly.
Open-domain truth and beliefs

Open-domain beliefs cannot be proven as true with formal means because the
state-space cannot be closed. In an open domain it is only possible to test beliefs
and to try to find the conditions in which predictions accurately predict the testoutcome. But even then beliefs can never be proven to be fully correct or final. Yet
many beliefs always seem to lead to predictable results. For example the belief that
gravity will work is tested with every step and is highly reliable. Yet there exists no
formal proof that gravity will always be as reliable as it is. Right hemispheric
strengths are better in dealing with an open world.

Developing a belief-basis
It is a key task of science to ever improve its belief-base by disproving false or suboptimal
beliefs and adopting more reliable and more productive beliefs and more useful concepts. But
this process should of course not be limited to science: it is just as important for everyone who
aims to become evermore in charge of one’s own destiny; which is assumed here. Developing
a reality-tested belief base is therefore a key task in life.
It is possible to effectively close one’s belief system by adopting some sort of ideology and
limiting oneself to whatever the ideology affords and allows. This basically entails that one
adopts the designers and controllers of the ideology as de facto authorities that define the
bounds of allowed thought processes. This artificially closed world then allows closed-world
approached. These may be of some service to test the internal consistency of the ideology, but
it is ultimately not productive for use in an open-world.

Are you pathologically normal?
This site addresses many important, unpalatable, corrupt, and sometimes shocking sociopolitical trends and psychological realities without much qualms. Many of these uncomfortable
realities are hardly ever described in full in the mainstream media, so they will be new for many.
The existence of ignored corruption, abuse, and depravity is a real problem of our time and will

be addressed [elsewhere]. But much worse is the near complete adaptation to these and other
profoundly pathological aspects of our societies. This adaptation can explain both why the
corruption exists and why it is ignored.
So a question you can pose to yourself is how normal you consider the profoundly abnormal
and even pathological aspects of your society? And how well are you adapted to it? Do you
accept whatever seems normal, as normal and desirable and do you support its perpetuation?
Or are you at the other side of the spectrum and do you secretly or overtly mistrust or question
everything that is normal, simply because it is normal. Probably you are somewhere in the
middle by having a nagging feeling that many things that are normal and unquestioned are not
as good as they should be.
This site assumes that very little in our societies in truly healthy and optimal and much is
pathological and deeply suboptimal. [3] So pathological and suboptimal in fact that many do
not even know what healthy and optimal is anymore and might not even know in what direction
health and optimality can be found.
One of the most damning and precise descriptions of pathological normality is given by Aldous
Huxley in ‘Brave New World Revisited’ [Huxley, 1958, 4]Huxley:1958tx where he quotes Erich
Fromm (needs sourcing).

PathologicalNormality
Our “increasing mental sickness” may find expression in neurotic symptoms. These
symptoms are conspicuous and extremely distressing. But “let us beware,” says Dr.
Fromm, “of defining mental hygiene as the prevention of symptoms. Symptoms as
such are not our enemy, but our friend; where there are symptoms there is conflict,
and conflict always indicates that the forces of life which strive for integration and
happiness are still fighting.” The really hopeless victims of mental illness are to be
found among those who appear to be most normal. “Many of them are normal
because they are so well adjusted to our mode of existence, because their human
voice has been silenced so early in their lives, that they do not even struggle or
suffer or develop symptoms as the neurotic does.” They are normal not in what may
be called the absolute sense of the word; they are normal only in relation to a
profoundly abnormal society. Their perfect adjustment to that abnormal society
is a measure of their mental sickness. These millions of abnormally normal
people, living without fuss in a society to which, if they were fully human beings,
they ought not to be adjusted, still cherish “the illusion of individuality,” but in fact
they have been to a great extent de-individualized. Their conformity is developing
into something like uniformity. But “uniformity and freedom are incompatible.
Uniformity and mental health are incompatible too [5] â€¦ Man is not made to
be an automaton, and if he becomes one, the basis for mental health is
destroyed.” (Emphasis added)
In the course of evolution nature has gone to endless trouble to see that every
individual is unlike every other individual. We reproduce our kind by bringing the
father’s genes into contact with the mother’s. These hereditary factors may be
combined in an alâ€‹most infinite number of ways. Physically and mentally, each one
of us is unique. Any culture which, in the interests of efficiency or in the name of
some political or religious dogma, seeks to standardize the human individual,
commits an outrage against man’s biological nature.
The last paragraph of the quote shows that people like Aldous Huxley (and Fromm) were

intimately familiar with the characteristics of authoritarianism (which forms a core concept of
this site). The first two paragraphs lead to a very useful description of ‘pathological normality’
that can be contrasted to “healthy normality” as its healthy opposite.

Pathological normality

Two forms of normality
Healthy normality

Absence of symptoms of conflict through Self-initiated activities to improve aspects of
total submission to an unhealthy reality unhealthy reality
Suppressed humanity

Expressed humanity

Illusion of individuality, while being deindividualized

Genuine individuality, expressing of uniqueness,
exploration of diversity

Conformity developing towards
uniformity and lack of freedom

Self-initiated original contributions to society

De-individualization (like an automaton)
destroys the basis for mental health

Well-developed individualization forms the basis of
self-initiated and self-maintained care of the physical
and mental self.

Pathological normality, so defined, is characteristic of the most disempowered individuals.
These individual should have symptoms of conflict, but they do not because of a complete
stultification of self-empowerment: there is no personality left to rebel and no idea what to
rebel for. There is no individuality and no agency to rebel and the result is indeed an automaton
with very little understanding of, or interest in, its role in a wider societal machine. This is the
state-of-mind of the population that is coveted by those who shape and maintain a
dictatorship: the pathologically normal do anything they consider normal. And they can accept
the most unethical as normal. So they are the obedient unquestioning subjects for a
dictatorship.
They do not even realize they are part of a dictatorship, because they have no idea
what their full potential might be. Do you have an idea of what your full potential
is, or might have been?
Hannah Arendt [1963, 6]Arendt:1963vd provides a great example of pathological normality in
her well-known analysis of Eichmann’s trial in Jerusalem, Eichmann was the bureaucrat
responsible for the EndlÃ¶sung, and she describe him as an example of the â€œbanality of
evilâ€ﾝ. She could also have used the term pathological normality.
Throughout the trial, Eichmann tried to clarify, mostly without success, this second
point in his plea of “not guilty in the sense of the indictment.” The indictment implied
not only that he had acted on purpose, which he did not deny, but out of base
motives and in full knowledge of the criminal nature of his deeds. As for the base
motives, he was perfectly sure that he was not what he called an innerer
Schweinehund, a dirty bastard in the depths of his heart; and as for his conscience,
he remembered perfectly well that he would have had a bad conscience only if
he had not done what he had been ordered to do â€” to ship millions of men,
women, and children to their death with great zeal and the most meticulous care.
This, admittedly, was hard to take. Half a dozen psychiatrists had certified him as
“normal” â€” “More normal, at any rate, than I am after having examined him,”
one of them was said to have exclaimed, while another had found that his

whole psychological outlook, his attitude toward his wife and children, mother
and father, brothers, sisters, and friends, was “not only normal but most
desirable” â€” and finally the minister who had paid regular visits to him in prison
after the Supreme Court had finished hearing his appeal reassured everybody by
declaring Eichmann to be “a man with very positive ideas.” (Emphasis added)
Eichmann never thought he was evil, on the contrary he had been obedient and loyal to his
masters and had tried to be as normal and moral as one should be?
Should you?

Is it science?
This subsection addresses the theoretical or speculative aspects of the content of this site.

Cognitive geopolitical theory
The New Oxford Dictionary defines a theory as “a supposition or a system of ideas intended to
explain something, esp. one based on general principles independent of the thing to be
explained”. This site develops a theory of human behavior that is based on general principles
derived mainly from political psychology (the notion of authoritarianism), brain research (the
strengths of our two brain hemispheres), moral psychology, emotion theory, soundscape
research, autopoiesis and the diversity of scientific domains that address agency and
autonomy. One truly novel contribution (as far is as known) is the introduction of the term
authority as psychological key-term.
What the sites sets out to explain is are both age-old systems of self-empowerment and
disempowerment as well as geopolitical tendencies.
Ideally this site succeeds in formulating a theory of human behavior on all spatial and temporal
scales, fully derived from first principles, that can be proven or disproven with observations
derived from domains unrelated to the domains that gave rise to the theory in the first place.
This is the ideal.
The actual situation is more messy and interconnected. The geopolitical interests of the editor
have always informed the search for suitable psychological constructs. And this site is an effort
to come up with the best possible theory able to connect basic psychology to the full diversity
of large scale (in time and place) human behavior. Disproving many ill-conceived aspects of the
theory and improving their formulation was part of this process. It is never an effort to disprove
the theory as a whole. That would be self-defeating. Disproving the whole of the theory is left
as an exercise for the reader.
It will be possible to constructively disprove many aspects of it and in doing so help to improve
the formulation of the theory.

Is this a conspiracy theory site?
Plot, cabal, conspiracy, intrigue, machination
If you come up with a secret plan to do something, especially with evil or mischievous
intent, it’s called a plot (a plot to seize control of the company). If you get other people or
groups involved in your plot, it’s called a conspiracy (a conspiracy to overthrow the

government). Cabal usually applies to a small group of political conspirators (a cabal of
right-wing extremists), while machination (usually plural) suggests deceit and cunning in
devising a plot intended to harm someone (the machinations of the would-be assassins).
An intrigue involves more complicated scheming or maneuvering than a plot and often
employs underhanded methods in an attempt to gain one’s own ends (she had a passion
for intrigue, particularly where romance was involved). (Source: New Oxford American
Dictionary)
Very little of this site relies on secrets or people plotting in secrecy. In fact most of its basis
relies on published and peer-reviewed scientific results, perfectly open sources, or officially
disclosed information. This site addresses a number of policies and strategies that are often
not at all secrets, but that are simply not widely shared and typically under-addressed in the
(mainstream) media.
However, many of the topics of this website are highly unpalatable for those who prefer to not
to think critically about their (actual) authorities: it addresses many topics typically avoided,
trivialized, ignored, or even outright lied about in the mainstream media. In fact much of the
website is easily dismissed as [conspiracy theory].
Please, call this a conspiracy theory site and ignore its contents if you feel so inclined. This will
prevent your world-view from being influenced and defiled by scientific and other facts and
critical thoughts. This is the comfortable thing to do. Calling this a (crazy) conspiracy theory
provides you with an excuse not to think about any of its topics, and at the same time you can
dismiss its contributors a crackpots or, at the very least, highly misguided individuals.
Calling something a conspiracy theory and using that as an excuse to dismiss, ignore or
trivialize the content is however highly self-derogatory. It shows that you allow your thought
processes to constrained by emotions, namely the unpleasantness of being confronted with a
world-view you cannot cope well with. This gives a very strong feeling of disempowerment, to
which the (left hemispheric) mind reacts with an initial lack of interest in the subject matter (the
crazy conspiracy theory meme) and revulsion towards the bringer of the message. Calling
something a conspiracy theory in a derogatory fashion and dismissing â€” for the rest perfectly
sane and well-reasoning â€” purveyors of it as a (cracy) conspiracy theorist or conspiracy
crackpot is highly self-disempowering.
It might surprise you, but especially highly rational people (with a dominant left hemisphere) are
prone to this type of emotion-based dismissal. Rationality and logic are only defined in an open
world. Highly rational people highly prefer a closed world in which they can apply their
knowledge and domain skills successfully, over an open-world in which they cannot. Being
confronted with a world-view that is essentially unsuitable for the application of one’s
knowledge and skills invalidates much of the basis of self-confidence and self-esteem. More
about this in the section on [uncomfortable truths].

Is this an ‘intrigue theory’ site?
If this site does not address ‘conspiracy theories’ is there an another derogatory term that
approaches what it sets out to do? ‘Intrigue theory’ would be an adequate term. Intrigues
involve more complicated scheming or maneuvering than typical plots or conspiracies. And
there is no need to keep them secret as long as they are complicated and intractable enough
to dupe all but a few. Intrigues require cunning on one side and ignorance or foolishness (i.e.,
lack of a good sense or judgement) on the other side to work. [Pathological normality] covers
the required ignorance and foolishness.

So an intrigue theory is not so derogatory towards the persons who formulate or belief in it: it is
derogatory towards anyone ignorant or foolish enough not to understand its insidiousness
while everything one needs to know is (hidden) in plain sight. This is typical what the word
‘occult’ means: “beyond the range of ordinary knowledge or experience; communicated
only to the initiated”. So one might expect that many aspects of this site touch on the occult.

Who is responsible for this site?
This site is developed and maintained by Dr. Tjeerd Andringa in collaboration with an odd
assembly of friends. Dr. Andringa is associate professor in Sensory Cognition at Artificial
Intelligence and Cognitive Engineering (ALICE) of the University of Groningen. This is
Andringa’s hobby project, that is not specifically endorsed nor supported by the University of
Groningen.
As hobby-project it becomes more and more intertwined with Andringa’s research on
fundamental cognitive science and sensory cognition. The reason for that is that (geo)political
responses seems, just as audition, to rely quite strongly on subcortical (brainstem) processing
that determine safety. In fact the first stages of auditory processing seem to search for
indicators of safety (see this paper. And the absence or presence of (audible) safety strongly
influences how we respond to the world. This might well the deepest evolutionary basis of the
authoritarian dynamic that plays a core role in this site.

Contact
You can get in contact by writing an email to:

This email-adress will be regularly, but not daily, monitored.

Authoritarianism
This section is on Authoritarianism. Authoritarians feel essentially dependent on authority.
Authority

Conform [Andringa, 2013, 7]Andringa:2013fj authority is defined as the capacity to create,
maintain, or influence the living environment (of one self and/or for others).
This definition entails that whenever individuals do not know how to self-maintain their living
environment, they rely on â€œauthorityâ€ﾝ to keep it within manageable bounds. This need for
authority scales therefore inversely with the scope of inadequacy to create, maintain, or
influence living environments: the more pervasive the inadequacy and the greater the need for
authority. Conversely, the better individuals cope with and maintain their own living
environment the less they need authorities.

Within the domain of political psychology the group is known as authoritarians and the second
as libertarians ([Stenner, 2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve, [Stenner, 2009, 9]Stenner:2009ul). Karen
Stenner concludes that authoritarians prefer (centralized) group authority and uniformity, while
libertarians prefer (decentralized) individual authority and diversity. The predictability of
authoritarian behavior has been studied in detail in â€œThe Authoritarian Dynamicâ€ﾝ [Stenner,
2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve. Authoritarianism is characterized by a strong tendency of
authoritarians to maximize oneness (via central control) and sameness (via common
standards), especially in conditions where the things that make us one and the
sameâ€”common authority, and shared valuesâ€”appear to be under threat.
This section studies the consequences and causes of authoritarian behavior and a number of
fundamental differences between authoritarians and libertarians. In particular discusses almost
polar opposite morals of, especially, the fearful authoritarian and the libertarian.

Authoritarians versus libertarians
â€œYou laugh at me because I am different. I laugh at you because you
are all the sameâ€ﾝ
â€” Anonymous libertarian
The differences between authoritarians and libertarians are analyzed in great detail in â€œThe
Authoritarian Dynamicâ€ﾝ by Princeton political psychologist Karen Stenner [2005,
8]Stenner:2005ve that addresses a phenomenon called Authoritarianism. Stenner had no
particular interest in education, nevertheless she developed a simple instrument that can be
used to measure degrees of human autonomy to separate the narrowly educated from the
liberally educated (in a psychological senses) that we from now on will refer to as authoritarians
and libertarians. Stenner defines Authoritarianism as follows (p 13)
â€¦ authoritarianism is an individual predisposition concerned with the appropriate
balance between group authority and uniformity, on the one hand, and individual
authority and diversity, on the other.
In this definition the â€˜group authorityâ€™ is an external authority and uniformity allows
[cognition without understanding] through the rigorous application of procedures and
commands. However, more telling than the definition is Stennerâ€™s way to measure
authoritarianism: she asked her participants which of two child rearing qualities were most
favorable according to the table with child rearing qualities.

Authoritarians

Child rearing qualities
Libertarians

Children should:

Children should:

obey parents

be responsible for own actions

have good manners

have good sense and sound judgment

have respect for elders think for themselves
follow the rules

follow their own conscience

Authoritarians

Libertarians

Children should:

Children should:

be neat and clean

be interested in how and why things happen

Participants who consistently choose qualities from the left column were treated as highly
authoritarian and those who choose consistently from the right column were treated as highly
libertarian. Note that all questions match the two key-aspects of human autonomy as outlined
in the previous section. The first question addresses who is supposed to be responsible:
parents or the children themselves? The authoritarian children are treated as subservient
agents while the libertarian children are treated as self-deciding agents. The second question
addresses who decides on the outcome and conduction of behavior: the rules or their own
conscience. The third how to limit behavior: according to proper social expectations or by
good sense and sound judgment. The fourth what to trust (i.e., use as basis of behavior):
elders (or other authorities) or the own thought processes. And finally what to value more:
orderliness and hygiene versus learning to understand all aspects of the world.
In the libertarian case the child itself is taught responsibility and should learn the qualities that
allow it to act responsibly. In the authoritarian case the ideal child is raised to be predictable
and subject to established social rules. In the libertarian case the child may be as
unpredictable and as different as it wants to be, as long as it has the good sense to act
responsibly. So the difference between authoritarianism and libertarianism is very much a
difference between the primacy of the norms and authorities in the (social) environment and the
primacy of individual judgement.
For the ideal authoritarian child, all behavior will be severely constrained by the (norms of the
social) environment while the ideal libertarian child is only limited by its own sound judgment
and a well-developed conscience. Likewise, an authoritarian child will not be exposed to a
broad diversity of behavioral options from which it has to choose independently and for which
it needs a broad range of skills. Quite on de contrary, the authoritarian child will be explicitly
limited to â€œgood and properâ€ﾝ behavior and will be corrected (lovingly and with the best of
intentions) when it steps over social norms or explores beyond what is considered good and
proper. The libertarian child in contrast will be allowed to self-generate an ever-increasing
range of behavioral options from which it will be coached to choose the sound ones. Indeed:
the authoritarian child is trained, the libertarian child is educated [link]. As a consequence a
driving emotion of authoritarians is the fear of doing things in a wrong way or to apply the rules
inadvertently. In contrast the libertarian is driven by interest in novelty and diversity since that
will deepen and broaden understanding and the discovery of ways to improve the world.
Note that Stennerâ€™s list addresses the whole of the education of children, not only the
official schooling part. Children with a vocational education can still turn out as libertarians if
their parents, their character and intelligence, and the rest of the social environment helps to
teach them how to cope with the holes between the pockets of competence learned at school.
The probability for that is of course lower.
The key to authoritarianism is whether the mind is trained or educated: whether one is trained
to behave appropriately or whether one has learned the tools to become gradually more and
more competent in coping with the full diversity of life: anywhere and at any time. In many less
extreme situations overt behavior of authoritarians and libertarians may be indistinguishable:
like the authoritarian, the libertarian may obey its parents, have good manners, be neat and
clean, respect elders, and follow the rules. However, the authoritarian did not develop a good
sense and sound judgment, is not particularly interested in, or knowledgeable about, how and
why things happen, and does not â€˜think for himselfâ€™ as much as the libertarian. The

authoritarian never learned to understand “why and how things happen” and will prefer rules
and regulations over improvisation and exploration in all aspects of life and work.

Normative threats
Social norms â€” and not a deep understanding of society â€” form the eternal and
unquestionable basis of authoritarian behavior; consequently authoritarians cannot respond
flexibly to changing social norms. In fact they respond highly fearful to what Stenner calls
normative threats (2005, p17)
I refer to these critical catalysts as “normative threats” or “threat to the normative
order”. By the “normative order” I simply mean some system of oneness and
sameness that makes “us” an “us”: some demarcation of people, authorities,
institutions, values, and norms that for some folks at some point defines who “we”
are, and what “we” believe in. “Normative threads” are then threats to this oneness
and sameness. In diverse and complex modern societies, the things that make us
one and the same are common authority and shared values. The conditions most
threatening to oneness and sameness, then, are questioned or questionable
authorities and values: that is, disrespect for leaders or leaders unworthy of respect,
and lack of conformity to or consensus in group values, norms, and beliefs. [Original
emphasis]
Stenner defines normative threads as changes to oneness â€” adherence to norms â€” and
sameness â€” how divers the group is in coping behavior. For authoritarians these are the
central indicators of the adequacy of their coping behaviors and to determine who is good and
who is bad. Together they form the well from which all purposeful behavior they are capable of
stems from. And when this well cannot generate rich enough behavior to control their
environment, they feel trapped in it. So a normative challenge is, for an authoritarian, a direct
attack to their ability to cope and therefore their ability to feel in control.

The authoritarian dynamic
Stenner calls this the authoritarian dynamic which she describes as:
“intolerance = authoritarianism Ã— threat”
The stronger the authoritarian tendencies and the stronger the threat level, the stronger the
intolerance to differences. This entails that the authoritarian will show quite predictable
behavior in times of fear: (s)he will be intolerant to (perceived) influences that make the world
more difficult to cope with and will do everything to reduce the world’s complexity to
manageable levels or simply to prevent it from increasing. This of course leads naturally to the
assignment of other people into ingroups (who do not raise or threaten to raise complexity
levels beyond coping capacity) and outgroups (who do).
In practice this entails that the authoritarian has two sets of moral standards: for normal
situations norm compliance for safety and suppression of diversity and, in times of fear,
intolerance of diversity. The true libertarian has a single set of moral values that can be
summarized as one is free in one’s activities as long as these do not harm others or hinder their
activities. This totals to three sets of morals.
Another direct and geopolitical consequence of this is the origin of terrorism. For the typical
authoritarian, normal behavior of others â€” especially of those who are either more libertarians

or who adhere to a different set of (perceived) cultural norms â€” might already be fear
inducing because it might lead to a more complex society.
The root cause of terrorism

The more pronounced the cognitive incapacity of the authoritarians and the more an
atmosphere of fear is created, the stronger the existential fear of the authoritarian becomes of
loosing a sense of personal adequacy and the more the authoritarian turns to authorities to
reestablish a sense of personal adequacy. Terrorism aimed at the own population is
probably the most effective way to bolster authorities: even deeply corrupt ones.
For example the NATO has used terrorism since the late 1950’s under the code name Gladio.
Typically by supporting and coaching right wing groups. Italian neo-fascist Vincezo Vinciguerra
explained his NATO/CIA marching orders in the 1970’s as follows:
â€œYou had to attack civilians, the people, women, children, innocent people,
unknown people far removed from any political game. The reason was quite simple.
They were supposed to force these people, the Italian public, to turn to the state to
ask for greater security.â€ﾝ
This use of terrorism for this purpose is called a Strategy of Tension. And there are clear signs
that it is still executed in the US.
Probably it is a global default strategy. This site assumes that Terrorism can only be
understood in terms of state-actors (Intelligence agencies such as MI6 and the CIA) and nonstate actors (e.g., groups of investors who benefit from particular geopolitical developments).
Probably there is no real difference between the two. The groups who eventually execute the
terror (or who either claim credit for it or are blamed for it) are simply (authoritarian) tools in the
hands of skilled manipulators.

Authoritarian conscience
Conscience
an inner feeling or voice viewed as acting as a guide to the rightness or wrongness of
one’s behavior (source New Oxford Dictionary)
for libertarians: a brake on initiating or continuing behavior that might hinder or harm
others
As a direct consequence the authoritarian does not have a strongly developed conscience (in
the eyes of a libertarian), but relies on social norms to judge whether behavior is appropriate or
not. Adherence to social norms is qualitatively different from a conscience because the last
form relies on individual autonomy and understanding so that behavior can be tuned flexibly to
specific and novel situations. While authoritarians and libertarians can, and often will, agree on
the applicability of social norms and judicial laws; for the authoritarians they form
unquestionable origins of their behavior to be adhered to strictly: because if they donâ€™t,
they have nothing to fall back to (and chaos looms).
For the libertarians social norms and laws are fully understood, man-made, and therefore
malleable and to be applied skillfully and flexibly. For a true libertarian an adapted, more
suitable, or even improvised norm that is consistent with higher and more abstract notions of
freedom, self-expression, social responsibility, equality, or fairness is fine. While for libertarians
norms and laws arise as human social constructs, and are as such mundane, for the

authoritarian the origin of norms and laws are inaccessible, their scope eternal (even if they
change over time), their character profound, and on the whole of a religious quality that one
should not argue with, adapt to the situation, nor question.
Social norms, whether or not explicit as regulations, procedures, and laws, are extremely
important for authoritarians because they form the basis of their behavior and the essence of
their ability to cope. But norms have a very special quality. Authoritarians group those that
adhere to their norms as â€œusâ€ﾝ and those that do not as â€œthemâ€ﾝ. At the same time,
for authoritarians, adherence to the norms means â€œgoodâ€ﾝ because it keeps life
manageable and violation means â€œbadâ€ﾝ behavior because it challenges their coping
capacity. While libertarians, in many cases, might agree with qualifications in terms of good
and bad, they will rely on their own conscience and not on mere norm adherence or norm
violation to decide whether something is good or bad.
It was this norm-following that made Eichmann the monster he didn’t think he was himself. His
[pathological normality] was in his own eyes just normal obedience and therefore moral. Of
course “he remembered perfectly well that he would have had a bad conscience only if he had
not done what he had been ordered to do.” That this was “to ship millions of men, women, and
children to their death with great zeal and the most meticulous care” was beside the point. It
was the proper norm-following obedience and therefore moral. It was also deeply immoral from
a libertarian in the same situation for whom cooperation and prevention of harm are virtues,
while blind obedience is a sin.
Note that after the fact and in low-fear conditions â€” in the case of Eichmann after the war â€”
authoritarians and libertarians tend to agree on the immorality of certain acts. However that is
not an indication of a similar conscience. Although the New Oxford Dictionary defines a
conscience as “an inner feeling or voice viewed as acting as a guide to the rightness or
wrongness of one’s behavior”. Simply having a feeling of the rightness or wrongness of some
sort of behavior that harms others is a very weak form of a conscience. Eichmann might have
had these feelings as well some of the time. A much stronger and meaningful form conscience
is actually stopping yourself from engaging in such behavior, especially when peer-pressure is
strong and when you might face the consequences of your non-compliance. This is the
moment in which you really prove you tend to act authoritarian or libertarian.
Authoritarians will interpret the non-compliance of the libertarian as immoral, while the
libertarians will judge the willingness of authoritarians to harm outgroups as immoral.
Consequently, authoritarians and libertarians might easily and fundamentally disagree on what
is good and bad. And because they reach conclusions in qualitatively different ways, they
might never understand each other. It is this phenomenon that is relied on by geopolitical
operatives in coups. CIA-coups follow a predictable script that relies on this lack of mutual
understanding.

Three sets of morals
An understanding of the origin and structure of morals is of central importance to understand
de psychology of geopolitics because it determines what type of behavior people prefer and is
acceptable for them.
Morals
a person’s standards of behavior or beliefs concerning what is and is not acceptable for
them to do
Virtue
behavior showing high moral standards

Within the context of authoritarians and libertarians the structure of morals is quite simple:
• Authoritarians prefer any type of behavior and any thoughts â€” of themselves and
especially of others â€” that keeps them feeling adequate. The fearful authoritarian
prefers is more extreme in its moral judgement and behavioral preferences: it considers
the reduction of societal complexity to within personal coping capacity its upmost
priority. As such it is highly suspicious of any behavior, thought pattern, emotions, or
ideologies that might lead to more or sustained complexity. It loves all efforts
(irrespective its consequences) that is believed to bring world complexity back to within
coping capacity.
• Libertarians consider it amoral to pose any unnecessary limits on the behavior of
anyone, they consider self-expression and self-development of the highest priority.
These are the moral values that shape geopolitics. In a some more detail, using Stenner’s
definition “authoritarianism is an individual predisposition concerned with the appropriate
balance between group authority and uniformity, on the one hand, and individual authority and
diversity, on the other” as basis [Stenner 2005]{#Stenner:2005ve].

Who

The moral values that shape geopolitics
Authoritarian agent
Authoritarian agent at
beyond coping
Libertarian agent
coping capacity
capacity

Motivation Keep feeling adequate

Reduce world
complexity to within
coping capacity

Allow and stimulate selfexpression and selfdevelopment

Good

Norm compliant behavior. Actively curtailing
Support of authorities in individual autonomy;
Suppression of
all their efforts. Subtle
diversity; Norm
self-imposed limits on
compliant behavior
exploration and selfexpression; Prevention of Prevention of harm to
harm to others
ingroup

Increasing individual autonomy
and diversity; Independence of
thought, opinions, and
activities. Freedom of selfinitiated activities. Freedom
from oppressive authority;
Prevention of harm to others

Bad

Increasing individual
autonomy and diversity;
Independence of
Norm violating behavior.
thought, opinions, and
Challenging, questioning,
activities. Freedom of
or ignoring authorities.
self-initiated activities;
Unsupported
authorities.

Actively curtailing individual
autonomy; Suppression of
diversity; Norm compliant
behavior with adverse
consequences on others

Note the almost perfectly anti-symmetry in (italic) between the fearful authoritarian (who is
pushed beyond coping capacity) and the libertarian. The differences from perfect symmetry are
indicated in bold, these obscure the clear opposites in moral preference.
Link with the authoritarian dynamic
The authoritarian dynamic entails that the behavior of the authoritarian majority of modern
civilizations can be manipulated by simply introducing believable threats that activate fear. All

of a sudden this (now fearful) majority turns into a social control force that is highly motivated
to curtail particular types of behavior. Authorities that control societal fears are therefore
extremely powerful.
Controlling and fine-tuning societal fear (of communism, terrorism, Islam, homosexuality,
environmental pollution, climate change, economic collapse, etc.) might be the most powerful
social control mechanism in existence. And given the fact that the aristocracy has always been
in de business of being in charge, especially in the military, they are likely to have discovered
this long ago. In fact they might have used this dynamic for millennia to transit societies
between closed, dictatorial, static, and militarist forms of state to an open, democratic,
developing, and economically successful forms of state.

Relation with Haidt’s moral theory
Jonathan Haidt is a psychologist studying morality and emotion. And he as analyzed the key
difference between extreme conservatives and extreme liberals. These are outlined in Haidt’s
TED-talk on the moral mind. Haidt start as follows.
Suppose that two American friends are traveling together in Italy. They go to see
Michelangelo’s “David,” and when they finally come face to face with the statue,
they both freeze dead in their tracks. The first guy – we’ll call him Adam – is
transfixed by the beauty of the perfect human form. The second guy – we’ll call him
Bill – is transfixed by embarrassment, at staring at the thing there in the center. So
here’s my question for you: which one of these two guys was more likely to have
voted for George Bush, which for Al Gore?
David
I don’t need a show of hands because we all have the same political stereotypes.
We all know that it’s Bill. And in this case, the stereotype corresponds to reality. It
really is a fact that liberals are much higher than conservatives on a major
personality trait called openness to experience. People who are high in openness to
experience just crave novelty, variety, diversity, new ideas, travel. People low on it
like things that are familiar, that are safe and dependable.
Note for later reference that the liberal is interested in the whole of the statue, while the
conservative has a moral issue with a (center) part of the statue. (This is suggestive of the
breadth of focus of the [two hemispheres] of the brain.)

Moral virtues according to Haidt
Haidt identifies five sets of ‘virtues’ and he {Haidt:2007gu} suggests that liberal use only two
virtues â€” harm and fairness â€” while conservatives balance three more â€” ingroup,
authority, and purity. The conservative’s virtue ‘ingroup’ and ‘authority’ are suggestive of a link
with with authoritarianism. But Haidt also identifies ‘openness to experience’ as key difference
between liberals and conservatives. This was also the defining difference between libertarians
and authoritarians. So the question is whether in his case extreme liberals correspond to
Stenner’s libertarians and extreme conservatives to Stenner’s authoritarians. If so the difference
between the two opposites in both studies should boil comply with Stenner’s definition of
authoritarians:

authoritarianism is an individual predisposition concerned with the appropriate
balance between group authority and uniformity, on the one hand, and individual
authority and diversity, on the other.
If an (extreme) conservative is indeed an authoritarian then norm-adherence, obedience, and
active suppression of diversity should be a key strategy to keep life within the bound of
adequate coping.

Good

Authoritarian and libertarian morals repeated
Bad

Support of authorities in all their
efforts. Subtle self-imposed limits on
exploration and self-expression. In
Authoritarian
times of fear: Actively curtailing
individual autonomy; Suppression of
diversity; Norm compliant behavior

Libertarian

Norm violating behavior. Challenging,
questioning, or ignoring authorities. In
times of fear: increasing individual
autonomy and diversity; Independence of
thought, opinions, and activities.
Freedom of self-initiated activities;
Unsupported authorities.

Increasing individual autonomy and
diversity; Independence of thought,
Actively curtailing individual autonomy;
opinions, and activities. Freedom of
Suppression of diversity; Norm compliant
self-initiated activities. Freedom from behavior with adverse consequences
oppressive authority.

The virtues listed by Haidt relate in predictably to the authoritarian and libertarian values. The
prevention of harm and caring for all and the fairness/recopricity virtues are the key Libertarian
virtues that allow them to self-decide on the appropriateness of their behavior and the behavior
of others. The three other virtues are of potential relevance to libertarians, but because of the
higher self-deciding and self-steering capacity of libertarians these three values are only
applied when they do not interfere with the first two virtues. So these three virtues have a
reluctance associated with them that the first two virtues do not.
Authoritarians, who according to Stenner’s definition never learned to understand the world at
the abstraction level of libertarians, use a wider range of distinct virtues, that they apply,
especially in times of fear, to ingroups and in a more literal form. In table form this leads to the
following proposed opinion of authoritarians and libertarians on the importance of each of
Haidt’s virtues [Haidt, 2009, 10]Haidt_2009:
Haidt’s moral values compared to authoritarian/libertarian morals
Virtue {Haidt:2009gn}
Authoritarian
Libertarian
Valued, but typically more for
1. Harm/care: basic concerns for
ingroups and on short and
the suffering of others, including
medium time-scales, not a virtue
virtues of caring and
extended to outgroups in times
compassion.
of conflict

Highly valued libertarian
key virtue, extended to
unknown others, even in
times of conflict

Virtue {Haidt:2009gn}

Authoritarian

Typically valued to prevent
2. Fairness/reciprocity: concerns
problems with unfair treatment of
about unfair treatment,
self or ingroup if not adequately
inequality, and more abstract
justified. Not relevant for
notions of justice.
outgroups in time of conflict.

Libertarian
Highly valued libertarian
key value, basis of mutual
cooperation, extended to
unknown others, even in
times of conflict

3. Ingroup/loyalty: concerns
related to obligations of group
membership, such as loyalty,
self-sacrifice and vigilance
against betrayal.

Valued because the ingroup is
the the only environment in
which one is adequate,
protecting and safeguarding the
group is a form of complexity
curtailment.

Somewhat valued,
however the (in)groups are
not sacred and to be
protected at all costs

4. Authority/respect: concerns
related to social order and the
obligations of hierarchical
relationships, such as
obedience, respect, and proper
role fulfillment.

Valued since authorities are the
ones who are responsible for a
personal feeling adequacy and
social complexity management

Somewhat valued,
however the need for
authority is indicative of an
unnecessary dependency
(a weakness).

5. Purity/sanctity: concerns
about physical and spiritual
contagion, including virtues of
chastity, wholesomeness and
control of desires.

Valued virtue associated with
norm adherence and especially
resistance to temptations to
violate norms.

Somewhat valued virtue,
however it should not
prevent opportunity
exploration and growth.

Haidt, {Haidt:2007gu} with full justification warns for ignoring authoritarian values by
libertarians.
p.110: Our point is merely that the morality studied and discussed in academic
journals such as this one represents only a subset of human morality. We in
psychology, and in academe more generally, have a tendency to reject conservative
concerns related to ingroup, authority, and purity as “bad” on the grounds that they
often conflict with the “good” moralities of harm and fairness. We dismiss the
conservative outgroup’s morality as “motivated social cognition” driven by nonmoral concerns such as fear of change. Doing so makes us feel good, but it should
not, for it is a violation of our values (we become “politicocentric”), and it is a route
to irrelevance (we cannot persuade the electorate, because we do not have an
accurate picture of their moral motivations). Recognizing ingroup, authority, and
purity as moral concerns â€” even if they are not your moral concerns â€” is crucial
both for scientific accuracy and for the application of social justice research beyond
the walls of the academy.
Indeed.

Crimes against morality
Most of the population is authoritarian and this part of the population is not very sensitive to
abstract and individualized applications of the harm/care and fairness/reciprocity virtues when
they can clearly see that it violates any of the other virtues. For example:

Those who seem ruled by carnal passions (lust, gluttony, greed, and anger) are seen
as debased, impure, and less than human, while those who live so that the soul is in
charge of the body (chaste, spiritually minded, pious) are seen as elevated and
sanctified. From this point of view, a philosophy that says “if it feels good, do it” is
the philosophy of the devil.
This type of reasoning underlies both the 10-year probation all alcohol in US and the current
war on drugs that started during Nixon. While the responsible use of alcohol and drugs,
especially when fully legalized, is an example of a victimless activity, it is also an example of “if
its feels good do it” and therefore in violation of the purity/sanctity moral value. The prohibition
in the US (1922–1933) was an enormous stimulant for illegal activities associated with drugrunning that stimulated both crime and police activities and made many people rich[11]. Simply
prohibiting something may lead to new forms of crime. And a few years of prohibition lead to a
new generation of wealthy gangsters who corrupted police-forces and politicians alike. The
same holds, very predictably for the current war on drugs waged since 1973.
In fact the use of these two sets of morals, in combination with the fact that libertarians and
authoritarians do not understand each other’s sets of morals, allows for [very powerful social
control systems][Though policing].

Cognitive (in)capacity
Stennerâ€™s work shows a consistent and strong relation between what she calls cognitive
incapacity and authoritarianism.
I have repeatedly found that authoritarianism is heavily, indeed primarily, determined
by cognitive incapacity (along with lack of openness to experience). Any variable
that even remotely reflects cognitive incapacity invariably proves a significant
determinant of authoritarianism, whether that involves (lack of) verbal ability, years of
education, possession of a college degree, political knowledge, or
sophistication/complexity of writing. {Stenner:2009ul}
So cognitive incapacity (to deal oneâ€™s social environment) in combination with reduced
â€œopenness of experienceâ€ﾝ might be driving factors in developing an authoritarian
disposition. Openness to experience is one of the â€œbig fiveâ€ﾝ dimensions of personality
and involves active imagination, aesthetic sensitivity, attentiveness to inner feelings, preference
for variety, and intellectual curiosity. People who are closed to experience tend to be
conventional and traditional in their outlook and behavior, prefer familiar routines to new
experiences, and generally have a narrower range of interests. The combination of a narrow or
vocational education and a resistance to experiencing novelty and, as a consequence, learning
leads to individuals who are of normal intelligence, but who have not learned to cope with
many common situations that are judged as (too) complex (that but may not offer any
challenge for a libertarian). Stenner (2009) observes that this sets authoritarians apart from
conservatives who prefer the current status quo over change.
Status quo conservatism seems to be largely about the rigidity associated with
aging. Whereas age (the principal determinant of status quo conservatism) reduces
one’s ability to cope with change, uncertainty, and instability (i.e., difference over
time, things not being closed or settled), cognitive incapacity (the principal
determinant of authoritarianism) reduces one’s ability to deal with complexity (i.e.,
difference across space, things not being simple). (Emphasis added)

Fear of a complex world
After which she concludes (Stenner 2009)
â€œthat authoritarians are simple-minded avoiders of complexity more than closedminded avoiders of change. These complexity-avoiders are cognitively limited to
begin with.â€ﾝ
But it is not only cognitive limitations that determine the difference between libertarians and
authoritarians: the evidence shows consistently â€œthat their fears are aroused and their
thinking deteriorates still further in the face of threats to oneness and sameness.â€ﾝ These
fears â€¦ (Stenner 2009)
â€¦ and cognitive decline then magnify authoritarian demands for limits on racial
diversity, political dissent and moral deviance. But it still seems to me that
authoritarians are not endeavoring to avoid complex thinking so much as a complex
world. [â€¦] Note, most important, that normative threat only invites this kind of fear,
cognitive unravelling and outbursts of intolerance among authoritarians, whereas in
fact these very same conditions (i.e., the public dissension and criticism of leaders
that are the hallmarks of a healthy democracy) induce only greater tranquillity,
sharper cognition, and more vigilant defense of tolerance among libertarians.
(Emphasis added)
So it is not complexity, but a complex world that is threatening to authoritarians. There is no
reason to believe that authoritarians are less intelligent. Generally they are more closed to
experience, but this is a personality trait that is unrelated to intelligence. What really
characterizes them is that they have not learned more sophisticated and effective approaches
to daily societal problems. Within the scope of their interests and vocation they exhibit normal
intelligence and normal competence. Like everyone who is faced with challenges beyond
coping capacity, they are going to be afraid about their future and motivated to realize a more
favorable situation. Unlike libertarians, authoritarians do this by reducing environmental
complexity towards any well-supported social norm or ideology. To summarize:
•
•
•
•

Where libertarians see a challenge, authoritarians perceive a threat.
Where libertarians see diversity and self-expression, authoritarians see moral decline
Where libertarians are interested and learning, authoritarians are fearful and protective
Where libertarians propose dialogue, authoritarians propose suppression of dissent

Strength of emotions
Note that the difference between the strength of the emotion in the previous list. Libertarians
experience mild feelings such as being challenged, self-expression, interest, and an urge to for
a dialogue. Authoritarians experience a threat, a moral decline, fear, protection, and an urge to
suppress dissent, which is indicative of stronger feeling. That is an important observation that
is indicative that fearful authoritarians are fairly close to loosing control over their lives. This
makes of course perfect sense since they never learned to understand the world they are part
or in any serious manner. The just learned the norm of appropriate behavior.
But, because of these easily activated emotions authoritarians are easy to motivate. Just
activate their fears, for example by terrorism or by confronting them with their inadequate
understanding of the world, and they become highly motivated to do “something”. What that
“something” is does not need to be causally connected to whatever instilled the fearful mode.
Going to war in Afghanistan and Iraq as a consequence of the 9/11 fear-mongering was a

perfect example of this. Authoritarians (especially in a fearful mode) believe their authorities
and are perfectly willing to kill or destroy millions of lives to give them the illusion of doing
something that is supposed to reduce their strong negative emotions. They will also trade-in
their freedoms for an illusion of security.
So instead of being guided by rationality, as libertarians are, authoritarians are in the deepest
guided by (the emotion of) the fear to lose control. This entails that they are often in a
[cognition for control mode][two modes of being] that prefers predictable closed-world
solutions. Libertarians on the other hand value exploration and understanding high.

Thought policing
The three additional moral virtues of authoritarians and their inability to understand that these
can be covered by the first two (libertarian) values entails that authoritarians â€” and especially
fearful authoritarians â€” may have problems with the contents of thoughts of others and may
find it quite acceptable to prevent or forbid particular thoughts in themselves and others: they
function as thought vigilantes.
The reasoning behind this support for thought-policing is that the authoritarian, in times of
adversity, focuses on everything that can return the complexity of the world within manageable
bounds. Any seed of increased (or perpetuated) complexity (as perceived by the fearful
authoritarian) is to be detected, controlled and suppressed. This leads to a number of
characteristic and predictable consequences.
Deriding uncomfortable thoughts

Probably the most visible and prevalent form of thought policing is the suppression
of uncomfortable, typically authority defying thoughts or other normative threats.
Even fairly strong libertarians tend to responds with a default aversive reaction
towards uncomfortable opinions. The first reaction might be ignoring the opinion,
but a second much stronger reaction is one of revulsion and disgust: namely an
active distancing from all uncomfortable thoughts. People’s reaction to the
suggestion that the official account of what happened on the on 9/11, 2001 is
absurd and that Bin Laden might not be the most likely culprit, or that global
warming might be a carefully crafted scientific myth lead often to the direct
activation of the you-should-ridicule-it-because-it-is-a-conspiracy-theory meme.
The reasoning behind this is something like: “The consensus is always correct and
those who doubt the consensus have a minority opinion that, in our democratic
society must be, wrong.” Or alternatively: “Our authorities do not lie to us, because if
they do they couldn’t be my authorities anymore and I need them so much to feel
adequate. So let’s not even allow â€” in me and in others â€” thoughts that
challenge the authoritativeness of authorities.” These reactions aim to protect
personal adequacy and is indicative of a deep and existential process. However the
associated sense of revulsion towards people who harbor authority challenging
thoughts prevents the spreading of perfectly reliable information that can greatly
enhance one’s future’s sense of adequacy.
A not unimportant site effect of this is that truly independent thinkers are often
viewed with suspicion and they should be careful (i.e., self-censor) when they
ventilate their opinions to authoritarians.

Propaganda and self-censorship in the media

The owners or controllers of the media only have to ensure that they employ
(intelligent) people with strong authoritarian tendencies and they have an army of
communicators who will, in times of adversity, always protect their authorities
(whatever these are). This entails that they, as individually felt responsibility, forget
their normal journalistic responsibilities and fall-back to suppression of free-thought
by ignoring any information that might put their authorities into a bad light (selfcensorship) and instead focus on all types of information that lead to more uniform
thought (propaganda).
Even a cursory analysis of corporate and state-owned media suggests very little
truly libertarian tendencies in the media: it is the party-line everywhere. Although it is
packaged in critical discourse of the authorities of outgroups it characteristically
lacks intelligent analysis independent of any external authority. For authorityindependent analyses one needs to be at the uncontrolled (libertarian) alternative
media.
Outgroup membership suppression

The authoritarian may judge self-generated fear â€” in response to personal coping
inadequacy â€” as a measure of the intentions of other people. This entails that
individuals or groups who, even for some completely innocuous reason, instill fear in
an authoritarian society might be judged as terrorists. The Obama-approved the
NDAA 2012 that allows terrorism suspects to be incarcerated indefinitely without
any form of process, or the Nazi extermination activities of Jews, but also of gipsies,
homosexuals, the handicapped, and other “deviants”, and the draconian Stalinist
suppression of free-thought are all based in this type of authoritarian logic.
Socialization in education

Something similar occurs in schools. Authoritarian teachers define and understand
their role according to authoritarian child rearing qualities. Apart from the fact that
they might not even be able to help to learn their students to think for themselves
and to follow their own conscience, they see a role for themselves to socialize their
students (i.e., make the students behave in a way that is acceptable to their society
by suppressing their ability for free thought). So instead of learning children the skills
to make their own decisions, they train children to behave within the bounds of
“ordered” society. This training has nothing to do with the concept of education.
Wars on victimless crimes

Authoritarians have no difficulty in punishing victimless crimes against morality such
as recreational drug-use or non-standard (but fully consensual) sexual practices. The
distaste they feel is based on some violation of their morals and it is enough to
incarcerate “moral violators” for years. So these victimless crimes are not
completely victimless: the victims are the authoritarians through their increased
feeling of inadequacy to deal with the situation. Libertarians tend to be baffled by
this kind of reasoning and authoritarians do not understand the real reason of their
intolerance to particular behaviors. More than 85% of the incarcerated 1% of the US
population is so for a victimless crime (typically drug-use related). Like the
dissidents in the Soviet Union or in China they are imprisoned for a moral crime.

Encroaching bureaucracy

Bureaucracy results inevitably from efforts by â€œsuperiorsâ€ﾝ who interpret an
open world as too complex to handle â€“ which it is true for them â€“ and as such
they consider complexity reduction the first priority of the organization. This leads to
human organizations that are fully described in rational and formal terms but lack the
commitment, understanding, compassion, and autonomy to address the social
demands that justify the existence of the organization. Bureaucracy is a pathological
state of human organization, characterized by intelligence without understanding.
Spying on the population

Since the general population is a source of initiative, self-empowerment, and
diversity, authoritarians and their leaders find it important to assemble as much
information about the population as possible. The better the model of each and any
individual, the more effective any source of diversity and change can be suppressed,
coerced, blackmailed, or removed. Western societies and in particular the US have
developed this to the extreme. The Sentient World Simulation (SWS) does exactly
this. And see this and this

Intelligence versus understanding
Intelligence is unrelated to the difference between authoritarians and libertarians. In Stenner’s
words: “authoritarians are not endeavoring to avoid complex thinking so much as a complex
world” {Stenner:2009ul}. Authoritarians are just as intelligent as libertarians, and might value
intelligence even higher than libertarians do. This is not because libertarians value intelligence
less, but because they value understanding and creativity higher.
Intelligence
The authoritarian preference for intelligence is unsurprising because intelligence as measured
by an IQ-test reflects one’s ability to reliably produce expected and desired answers in
response to problems formulated by others (as acting authorities). IQ measures therefore
intellectual compliance and conformity, which are typical authoritarian values. So it is to be
expected that authoritarians judge a high IQ â€” as successful intellectual compliance â€” as
highly desirable. However in complex times of change and uncertainty authoritarians judge
behavioral compliance â€” obedience, even if it defies logic â€” as even more desirable. And
they do not seem to be aware of this.
Understanding
Where intelligence leads to particular context-deprived standard solutions, understanding
leads to situationally adapted, context-aware, unique solutions that are always in flux because
they are in continual pursuit of optimality. With mere intelligence one can improve a bad
situation to a standard situation (which may or may not be optimal), but mere intelligence is
equally able to reduce excellence to the same standard situation. With understanding it is
possible to track optimality because it allows for a continual broadly shared autonomous
optimization process. Without understanding one cannot see nor evaluate the opportunities for
long-term optimization, which entails that the creative diversity necessary to pursue optimality
is interpreted as unnecessary and unwanted complexity.

Authoritarianism as intelligence without understanding
Authoritarians live, conform Table Child rearing qualities, in a world of which they understand
many aspects only shallowly: they know the rules, protocols, and norms of normal behavior,
they adhere to ideologies and religions, they know many examples of how to respond to
particular situations, and know what to say and who to obey, but they have no pervasive
understanding of why and how things happen and how the world is interconnected. In addition
they are definitely unable to think and decide for themselves, follow their own conscience, and
accept the responsibility for their own actions. Authoritarians obey their authorities and these
are therefore responsible for their actions. Basically they only take responsibility of their own
actions if they do not obey their authorities. This entails that authoritarians cannot oversee the
long- (or even mid-)term consequences of their own and other’s behavior and they offload the
responsibility for that to authorities. And if these have no idea about the long term
consequences or even if they have opposing goals than their stated goals, the authoritarian
neither cares about nor understands the consequences of his behavior.
Our current educational system, which favors IQ and specialization over pervasive
understanding, is conducive for the development of authoritarians. In fact it seems that
Einstein was referring to the authoritarian disposition when he described the goals of
education:
The development of general ability for independent thinking and judgment should
always be placed foremost, not the acquisition of special knowledge. Otherwise he
â€“ with his specialized knowledge â€“ more closely resembles a well trained dog
than a harmoniously developed person. Albert Einstein (1954)
The well-trained dog resemblance is a direct reference to intelligence â€” as intellectual
compliance â€” resulting from specialist education without the benefits of the pervasive
understanding that allows for independent thinking and judgment. The well-trained dog
comparison is an effective analogy of authoritarians who exhibit desired behavior while neither
understanding the larger context nor the consequences of their compliance. On top of that it is
also the ideal personality type for the organizational ideal they envision.

Attitudes
Attitude
a settled way of thinking or feeling about someone or something, typically one that is
reflected in a person’s behavior
This section addresses how individual psychology influences one’s attitudes towards the world
and its constituents. In essence it is about two quite different modes of being that differ in
intellectual development and their attitude towards authority
A short outline of these two modes of being follows below. Much more background and details
follows in the subsections.
Dependent thought
Also authoritarian thought or shallow understanding
The least developed mode of being can be called ‘authoritarian’ or ‘dependent
thinking’ and can be interpreted as a shallow understanding of reality that leads to a

strong and generally subconscious urge to reduce the complexity of the world
through an acceptance of and adherence to external authority and intolerance to
and suppression of diversity. Because authoritarians feel forced to exhibit a
particular type of behavior they are not (fully) deciding on their own behavior. A large
majority of the populations is characterized by this mode of being. In fact everyone
starts in this mode of being during childhood, and as long as you do not learn to
develop the quality of your own thought processes far enough so that you can rely
on your own judgement most of the time you remain in this mode of thought for the
rest of life. Maslow call this ‘deficiency cognition’ because this mode of though is
characterized by problem solving: where the problem is indicative of a deficiency of
some sort (otherwise it is a problem that can be ignored without consequences). All
forms of deficiency cognition are targeted optimization (problem solving).
Independent thought
Also libertarian thought or deep understanding
The more developed mode of being can be called ‘libertarian’ or ‘independent
thinking’ and can be interpreted as a deeper and more pervasive understanding of
reality in combination with an individual urge and ability to use the innate dynamics
of the world to co-create shared benefits. Essentially, libertarians can decide on their
own goals without any reference to of influence of external authority. Only a minority
of the population of our Western societies is characterized by this mode of being.
This mode of thought is the result of well-developed critical thinking capacity that is
continuously used to dispel erroneous beliefs and to adopt more empowering
beliefs. The result is a more realistic “truthful” and empowering understanding of the
world and one’s role in it. This gradually erodes the need for external authorities that
determine the content of your thoughts and beliefs. Maslow calls this ‘being
cognition’ because it is a form of cognition that optimizes the quality of our ‘being’ in
this world in the absence of pressing problem. Being cognition is for pervasive
optimization.

Life-time development.
The gradual transition from dependent to independent thought is a multi-year (or multi-decade)
irreversible process: with the possible exception of extreme events (such as torture and brain
trauma) it is impossible to unlearn your understanding of the world. So the axis
authoritarianismâ€”libertarianism is a measure of general understanding. The deeper and more
pervasive one’s understanding of the reality, the more libertarian the attitude towards the word,
and the shallower and fragmented one’s understanding of the “world” the more authoritarian
the attitude.
Each individual will combine both authoritarian tendencies in response to adversity and
libertarian tendencies in response to opportunities. The authoritarian attitude is prevalent in
situations that are interpreted as too complex to cope with comfortably and authorities of some
sort should come to the rescue and â€” essentially â€” their directions followed. The libertarian
attitude is prevalent in all situations within comfortable coping capacity.
Depending on their level of understanding of the world some people will exhibit more frequent
authoritarian tendencies and others more frequent libertarian tendencies. To sharpen the
contrast between the two modes of being we typically oppose their stereotypes and compare
them in terms of stereotypes. The table below reflects the main differences (more on this in the
rest of this section).

The psychological concepts discussed in this table (see also summary of attitudes towards the
world) define much of [he psychology that underlies geopolitical dynamics].
The psychology that underlies geopolitical dynamics
Thought
mode

Coping

Topic

Authoritarian - Dependent
Libertarian - independent thinker thinker - Immature thought Mature thought - Being-cognition Deficiency cognition - Protection
Pervasive optimization
of agency

Purpose of
thought

Coping: i.e., maintaining agentic
Pervasive optimization through
adequacy through problem solving understanding and co-creating reality

Pervasive optimization

Successful coping with a problem
Success type (possibly at the cost of other
aspects)

Pervasive optimization âˆ’- optimizing
everything in the context of the whole

Success
emotion

Pride

Happiness

Failure
emotion

In a social setting: shame

Unhappiness

Type of
authority

External authority, to be obeyed,
served, and supported voluntarily

Internalized authority in the form of sound
judgement and self-direction (via right
hemispheric strengths)

Role of
authority

External authority essential to
maintain conditions for behavioral
adequacy

Able to self-maintain proper conditions for
behavioral adequacy

Attitude
towards
authority

Authorities to be supported in all
efforts

Authorities to be questioned, controlled,
curtailed and, if need be, challenged,
ridiculed, or ignored

Source of
[beliefs]

Authority endorsement of beliefs irrelevant,
Authority (e.g., role-model) derived
truths self-discovered from participatory
beliefs accepted as truths
learning

Reasoning

The conclusion justifies the
The reasoning justifies the conclusion. Is
reasoning. Is the conclusion what
it veridical, does it work out well?
it is supposed to be?

Preferred
mode of
thought

Intelligence + rationality

Understanding + creativity

Fear free
behavior

Situationally appropriate culturally
sanctioned behavior

Responsible and quietly exploratory
behavior, usually almost in distinguishable
from situationally appropriate culturally

Thought
mode

Coping

Topic

Authoritarian - Dependent
Libertarian - independent thinker thinker - Immature thought Mature thought - Being-cognition Deficiency cognition - Protection
Pervasive optimization
of agency

Pervasive optimization

sanctioned behavior

Fear laden
behavior

Reduction of complexity through
suppression of diversity,
intolerance of difference, and if
need be violence

Main
weakness

Underestimation (or complete oversight) of
Propensity to self-entrapment and
the problems authoritarians have with
self-enslavement
libertarian behavior/complexity

[Driving
emotion

The fear of doing things wrong, of
loosing control, and of being
inadequate

Greater tranquillity, sharper cognition, and
more vigilant defense of tolerance

Interest in the world. Discovering more
optimal ways to co-create the broadly
beneficial future

Note the cell’s in bold. These form important determinants of geopolitical development
because they explain the typical mode of thought characteristics of servants of hierarchical
organizations (and therefore the dominant mode of though of globalization).

Two attitudes towards a complex world
This section is based on section 3.1 of “Learning Autonomy in Two or Three Steps:
Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended Development”
In the previous subsections (in particular Authoritarians versus libertarians) we saw the
opposition of two modes of being in the world that are opposites in many respects: especially
the fearful authoritarian and the libertarian are polar opposites in their morals. As a result these
two groups can easily aim for diametrically opposed goals. In this subsection the root cause of
these differences is sought in to attitudes towards a complex world.
Complexity research has shown [Capra 1997, 12]Capra:1997wz [Kauffman 1995,
13]Kauffman:1995wl that all life and therefore all human activity seems to occur in the
transition region between order and disorder or structure and chaos [Mora 2011,
14]Mora:2011uv. Too much structure precludes diversity and development. Too much disorder
precludes stability and predictability. Put differently: moderately increasing disorder allows for
more diversity and development but allows less control. In moderation, disorder may lead to
novelty, in excess it leads to chaos. In contrast, increasing order fosters uniformity,
predictability, and control, but in excess it leads to stagnation and lifelessness. Note that the
moment a novel structure has been discovered in a previously disordered or chaotic state,
some order (and meaning) is imposed on it and the complex system becomes a little more
tractable and accessible to agent influence. With this discovery the “edge of chaos” has been
pushed towards higher complexity.
This process may push development along the [open-ended development spiral] in accordance

with Vygotskiiâ€™s [1978, 15]Vygotskii:1978wt zone of proximal development.

Two modes of cognition
We can call the form of cognition that allows us to discover novel structure ‘cognition for
disorder’, ‘cognition for possibilities’, or ‘explorative cognition’. Whatever it is called, its
essential nature is participatory: structures in (apparent) chaos are only discovered through
some form of participation in the system. During exploration and play, the properties of these
structures are revealed and the structures of interest become gradually more familiar and
predictable. This allows their properties to be generalized, abstracted, and integrated with
existing knowledge and in doing so made useful for in the widest possible range of
environments and (individual) challenges.
In situations where errors are costly (or even deadly) we need a complementary form of
cognition: a form that more aptly is called ‘cognition for order’, ‘cognition for certainty’, or
‘control cognition’. Both are essential forms of cognition and together they allow for a gradual
proven and reliable extension of the limits of agent capability towards ever more complex
situations and ever-larger temporal and spatial scopes. This continual progression of
exploration, consolidation, and testing is another formulation of open-ended development.
Recall that the reaction to an increasing complex world is the key difference between
authoritarians and libertarians (see Cognitive (in)capacity). This suggests that the complexity of
our (living) world is a deciding factor in determining whether someone is (behaves as)
authoritarian or libertarian. Authoritarians tend to abhor a complex world and feel an urge to
reduce its complexity, while libertarians can deal comfortably with some additional complexity.
The authoritarian reaction to increased complexity is with fear and intolerance of diversity
(reducing complexity), while the libertarian reacts with increased interest and sharper cognition
(mastering complexity). This suggests that explorative cognition and control cognition, in
particular with authoritarians, are activated depending on whether the environment is
appraised as safe or unsafe.

Liberation
The depiction in the figure called Liberation visualizes these two cognitive responses. The
backdrop is Escher’s 1955 tessellation “Liberation” that reflects a progression from lifeless,
predictive structure towards living free dynamics and endless possibilities. Here we assume
that an agent’s coping capacity allows it to deal with some intermediate level of complexity half
way this progression. Depending on whether the overall situation is perceived as safe or
unsafe, an agent might be motivated to explore dynamic diversity and novelty â€” the interest
bias â€” or be motivated to reduce the complexity of the environment by helping to reduce the
complexity through curtailing diversity and dynamics â€” the fear bias. The higher the lifefraction spent with an interest bias, the more one explored and the more one learned to master
complexity.
It is therefore not surprising that the personality trait ‘openness to experience’ correlates
positively with libertarianism [Stenner 2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve. According to McCrea [2010,
16]McCrae:2010tv “highly open people are thus seen as imaginative, sensitive to art and
beauty, emotionally differentiated, behaviorally flexible, intellectually curious, and liberal in
values. Closed people are down-to-earth, uninterested in art, shallow in affect, set in their ways,
lacking curiosity, and traditional in values.” This contrast reads as a preference for a interesting
versus an ordered world. In addition “open people admire openness, closed people despise it
[McCrae 2010, 16]McCrae:2010tv.” Associated with a closed attitude is ‘the need for closure’

[Malhotra 2008, 17]Malhotra:2008ul [Kruglanski 1996, 18]Kruglanski:1996us, the desire for
definite and final answers. People prone to seizing on the first idea offered and then freezing on
this solution are in general uninterested in exploring alternative possibilities, keeping their views
simple and uncluttered.

Two brain hemispheres
This section is based on section 3.2 of “Learning Autonomy in Two or Three Steps:
Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended Development”
The existence and detailed properties of these two forms of cognition have recently been
described in the seminal work on the divided brain by Iain McGilchrist [2010,
19]McGilchrist:2010uj (see Rowson 2013 for a highly accessible introduction). McGilchrist
argues that the two cortical hemispheres understand the world in quite different ways.
[McGilchrist 2010 p 175 - 176, 19]McGilchrist:2010uj
If one had to encapsulate the principal difference in the experience mediated by the
two hemispheres, their two modes of being, on could put it like this. The world of the
left hemisphere, dependent on denotative language and abstraction, yields clarity
and power to manipulate things that are known, fixed, static, isolated
decontextualized, explicit, disembodied, general in nature, but ultimately lifeless.
The right hemisphere, by contrast, yields a world of individual, changing, evolving,
interconnected, incarnate living beings within the context to the lived world, but in
the nature of things never fully graspable, always imperfectly known – and to this
world exists in a relationship of care.
The knowledge that is mediated by the left hemisphere is knowledge within a close
system, It has the advantage of perfection, but such perfection is bought ultimately
at the price of emptiness, of self-reference. It can mediate knowledge only in terms
of a mechanical rearrangement of other things already known. It can never really
‘break out’ to know anything new, because its knowledge is of its own
representations only. [Emphasis added]
Where the thing itself is ‘present’ to the right hemisphere, it is only represented by
the left hemisphere, now become an idea of a thing. Where the right hemisphere is
conscious of the Other, whatever it may be, the left hemisphere is conscious only of
itself.
This suggests that the left hemisphere specializes in the detached closed world nature of
‘cognition for order’, ‘cognition for certainty’, or ‘control cognition’, while the right hemisphere
specializes in the essentially participatory ‘cognition for disorder’, ‘cognition for possibilities’, or
‘explorative cognition’. Table Left versus right hemispheric strengths provides a representative
fraction of the wealth of reported differences in how the individual hemispheres approach and
understand the world. The description in the header stems from the requirements of cognition
for order and disorder. The header of the table summarizes cognition for order and cognition
for disorder. The body of the table contains near literal formulations from McGilchrist [2010
chapter 1, 19]McGilchrist:2010uj .
Left versus right hemispheric strengths

Topic

Left hemisphere
Cognition for: Control, order,
certainty

Right hemisphere
Cognition for: Exploration, disorder,
possibility

Main concern

Principal concern is utility: the
world as a resource

Prioritizes what actually is and what
concerns us.

Scope

Local short term view. Deal with
what it knows.

Bigger picture (broader, long-term view).
Draws attention from the edges of
awareness.

Experiencing the world: the world as it is,
Representing the world: the world
open for novelty and whatever exists
Attitude towards as a copy that exists in
apart from ourselves, without
world
conceptual form, suitable for
preconceptions and not focusing on what
manipulation.
it already knows.

Interests

Interested in the familiar and the
known, difficulty with disengaging
from the familiar. Concerned with
what it knows. Concerned with
man- made objects. Non-living
objects specialist. Living entities
as tools or instruments. Bodyparts. Tools and machines.

Interested in the novel. Concerned with
what it experiences. New information,
new skills, emotional engagement. More
concerned with living individuals. Living
individuals as other individuals. Food +
musical instruments. Body as a whole.

Strengths

Thoroughly known and familiar.
Efficient in routine situations and
familiar skills. Prioritizes the
expected and generates
expectations. Things made fixed
and equivalent: types. All that is
re-presented as over-familiar,
inauthentic, lifeless [because not
individuated] categories.

Gathering new information. Good when
prediction is difficult. Anomaly
(individuality) detector: individuals. More
efficiently when initial assumptions need
to be revised or when old information
needs to be distinguished from new
information. All that is â€œpresentâ€ﾝ as
new, authentic, and individuated

Preferences

Preferences for things that are
Preference for things that exist in the
represented as relatively invariant
world. Sensitive to what distinguishes
across specific instances, allowing
different instances of similar type from
for abstracted types or classes of
each other.
things.

Attention type

Local narrowly selective (highly)
focused attention

Broad, global and flexible attention.

Construction of
world

Start with pieces and put these
together. Bottom-up.

Start from the whole and go, if required,
into detail. Top-down.

Associations

Single strong association more
important that multiple weaker
associations

Widespread activation of relations. Single
strong or multiple weaker relations
equally important.

Left hemisphere
Cognition for: Control, order,
certainty

Right hemisphere
Cognition for: Exploration, disorder,
possibility

Reasoning

Linear sequential arguments.
More explicit reasoning.
Concentrating helps to focus on
explicit structure of the problem.

Deductions and some kinds of
mathematical reasoning. Pleasurable
â€œAha!â€ﾝ phenomenon mediates
between emotions and higher frontal
cognitive functions. Insights when NOT
concentrating on a problem. Link with
anomaly (inconsistency detection in own
assumptions). Concentrating on problem
impairs finding a solution.

Representation
of objects

Individual unique instances of things and
Preference to re-present
individual generic objects: individuals are
categories of things, and generic, Gestalt wholes. Concerned with the
non-specific objects.
uniqueness and individuality of each
existing thing or being.

Solution
limitations

Problem solving: single solution
Array of possible solutions, which remain
and latch on to that. Deny
life when alternatives are explored.
inconsistencies. Suppressing not
Actively watching for discrepancies.
currently relevant relations.

Topic

Preferred
Affinity with public knowledge.
knowledge type

Personal knowledge.

Identification

Identification by parts. Gradual
(knowledge-based) construction.

Identification from/by whole. â€œAha!â€ﾝ
phenomena through seeking and finding
patterns in things.

Language use

Language as symbol
manipulation, More extensive
vocabulary, subtle and complex
syntax. Parsing of utterance, but
meaning less deep. Explicit
meaning.

Interpretation as a whole and in context,
attribution of full meaning. Use of
intonation and pragmatics. Non-literal
and implicit meaning. Sensitive to subtle
unconscious perception. Better at
detection deceit.

View on world

More optimistic view of the self
and the world. Also unwarranted
optimism. More anger.

More associated with sadness than with
angers. Sadness associated to low
activation of frontal lobe.

Main emotions

Emotions associated with
competition, rivalry, individualself- believe (positive and
negative)

All emotions. Emotions related to
bonding and empathy.

Empathy

Unconcerned with others and
their feelings.

Empathic identification. Self-awareness,
empathy, identification with others. But
only with what is known [considered] to
be another living being â€“ not a

Topic

Left hemisphere
Cognition for: Control, order,
certainty

Right hemisphere
Cognition for: Exploration, disorder,
possibility
mechanism. Theory of mind.

Link with older
parts of the brain
and body

More connected to the limbic system and
the ancient subcortical systems.
Hypothalamic-pituitary axis, which is
where the endocrine interfaces with body
and emotion. Essential to the subjective
appreciation of the bodyâ€™s
physiological condition.

This table is encapsulates many (but not all or even a majority) of the differences between
individuals in a authoritarian mode (in which behavior is dominated by the left hemisphere and
the libertarian mode in which behavior is dominated by the right hemisphere. The switch
occurs as function of perceived world complexity. Fear is part of this because we become
apprehensive in situations we think are beyond our control. Without self-confidence or with low
self-esteem it is easier to slip in a left hemispheric/authoritarian mode. Conversely selfconfidence and self-esteem stimulate right hemispheric/libertarian thought patterns.
This table, in particular the ‘mean emotions’ and ‘empathy’ description, also shows another
reason why authoritarians have no real conscience: requirements for activating a brake on
behavior that might harm others is simply not part of left hemispheric approaches.

Western or left-hemispheric societies?
McGilchrist argues that in the last two or three millennia, our Western societies have become
characterized by an ever growing dominance of the left-hemispheric world view that favors a
narrow focus over the broader picture, specialists over generalists, fragmentation over
unification, knowledge and intelligence over experience and wisdom, technical objects over
living entities, control over growth and flourishing, and dependence over autonomy. In his
book, called The Master and His Emissary McGilchrist argues that the right hemisphere, with
its holistic perspective and more intimate relation with the body is the master that tasks its
emissary, the left-hemisphere, with focused assignments.
However, in our increasingly culturally defined (i.e., more technically structured and less
naturally organized) world, where linguistically transmitted shared knowledge has become
more important than individually acquired tacit knowledge, left hemispheric strengths seem to
have become more beneficial for most of us than right hemispheric strengths.
McGilchrist makes very strong case for this interpretation. This site tries to do so as well by
coupling especially the left hemispheric modes of thought to many of the characteristics of
Western power-play.

In- and external authority
This section is based on section 3.3 of “Learning Autonomy in Two or Three Steps:
Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended Development”

There is a key difference between the two hemispheres: they require quite different conditions
to function optimally.
The right hemisphere assumes autonomous participation in an open, dynamic, and infinite
world of nested dynamical systems that form dynamically stable and continually evolving
entities. In this mode of being, truth is defined as accordance with reality and is to be tested by
acting out in the world; right-hemispheric knowledge and experiences are essentially
subjective. As such this mode of being is particularly effective in situations where new aspects
of the dynamics of the world are to be investigated to expand the thought-action repertoire
[Fredrickson 2005, 20]Fredrickson:2005ge and where novel and creative solutions are
appropriate.
In contrast, the left hemisphere assumes a closed, static, and finite world in which entities are
symbolic, discrete and abstract and in which one is an “objective” observer instead of a
participant. In this mode of being, truth is defined as the result of consistent reasoning and
consensually agreed on linguistically shared and presented facts. This mode of being is
particularly effective in situations in which problems have to be solved or addressed in a
detached, rational, standardized, and communicable way. Scientific communication is a typical
example of this.
Because of this more narrow focus, left hemispheric strategies essentially depend on
processes that create and maintain the required closed, static, and finite world: the normative
order introduced earlier. We argue that authorities â€“ defined as processes or agents that
create, maintain, and influence the conditions in which agents exist â€“ fulfill this role.
Adequate left hemispheric strategies, we propose, are only possible if either an internal
authority, i.e., the right hemisphere, or external authorities ensure that conditions are
maintained in which left hemispheric strategies are effective.
In particular we propose that the authoritarian mode of being corresponds to a left hemispheric
dominance in combination with a need for external authorities to create and maintain the
conditions in which a dominant left hemisphere can function adequately. Libertarianism
corresponds to a right hemispheric dominance that is able to provide the proper conditions for
left hemispheric functioning. This entails that the authoritarian agent, as the name suggests, is
essentially dependent on external authorities, while the libertarian agent, again as the name
suggests, is free from external authorities because the agent is able to self-maintain the
conditions in which both modes of cognition contribute adequately.
To put it bluntly, we argue that authoritarianism in adults is a sign of arrested development that
limits individual autonomy growth to environments maintained by external authorities. This is
visualized in the Development Spiral in which the solid part reflects development up to the level
of authoritarianism and the dashed part libertarian development beyond this level. More on this
in the section on personal development.

Autonomy in two or three steps
In terms of the Development Spiral, personal development can be described as an initial right
hemisphere dominated inner-loop in which one learns to master the body through playful
interaction with the world. The second loop is left hemisphere controlled because one learns
from external authorities and through abstracted linguistically conveyed knowledge about the
structures of the world. However the purpose of this phase is to learn how to make the mind a
useful instrument. If this process succeeds, it allows one to effectively produce intended
results in both culturally defined and natural worlds. As such it is a basis for confidence, further
exploration, and gradually increasing autonomy through the ability to co-create ever more

extended (both in place and in time) environments in which one can self-maintain the condition
for adequate functioning. This describes the third (pre-conditioned) loop.
Authoritarians do not want to loose control
However, when an agent is unable to make the mind into a reliable instrument, the individual is frequently confronted with the inability to produce intended results. And
because the left hemisphere is dominant in this phase, one responds in the complexity reducing control mode favored by authoritarians. It is interesting that ‘power’ is
defined as _“the ability to produce intended results {Russell:1938ta}â€ﾝ._ We summarized Sternberg’s [1998, 21]Sternberg:1998tf definition of wisdom as ”the ability to
produce broadly beneficial intended results while taking the full consequences of behavior into account.“ This suggests defining raw power as ”the ability to produce
intended results without necessarily taking the full consequences of behavior into account." Its is therefore not at all surprising that typical centralized authoritarian
organizations such as bureaucracies, governments, large corporations, and the military are always associated with ‘power’ and standardization.

Libertarians focus on pervasive optimization
True libertarians do not need the control over the environment provided by these centralist
structures and they are, because they made their mind into a reliable tool, not obsessed with
reaching intended results (they can do that more often than not). In contrast they are more
interested in understanding the full consequences of behavior. This requires a participatory
approach in which one learns to discover and predict the innate dynamics of the social,
cultural, and natural world without necessarily controlling or curtailing its diversity. On the
contrary, working with the inherent dynamics of the world is a way to stabilize it (or not to
disturb it).
Co-creation

We refer to this creative process of moving with the dynamics of the social and natural world
as ‘co-creation’: and the ability to co-create as a defining characteristic of success in openended development.

Agency, autonomy, motivation, appraisal
{Section under construction}
The concepts of agency, autonomy, motivation, appraisal (of the environment), and (basic)
mind-states are all intimately connected and are best understood in context of each other. This
section addresses the first four of these concepts concisely. The next section addresses the
four basic states of mind.
Agency

Agency is the ability to be a source of self-selected activities (behavior). But to initiate an
activity the agent must first to be motivated to do so. And to be motivated entails that the
agent has somehow appraised the environment in terms of behaviors afforded or necessitated.
And to select and execute these behaviors to realize the intended outcome, the agent needs
facilitating mind-states that match real-world dynamics. This sequence entails that the
concepts of agency, motivation, appraisal (of the environment), and mind-states are intimately
connected.
Autonomy

In the context of agency, the term self-empowerment refers to all activities that give an agent

more control over its own destiny, i.e., the autonomy in the sense of being free from external
control and able to shape and co-create its environment. Self-empowerment therefore leads to
a change of the both the perceived and the actual locus of causality from the environment (or
agent therein) to the agent itself and from realizing small-scale intended outcomes to realizing
large-scale intended outcomes.
Note that this is a richer definition of autonomy than is usual in Western societies. Erica Fox
Brindley, who studies the intellectual and cultural history of early China (500 BC to 200 AD),
wrote a book on individualism in early China (for a summary see [Brindley, 2011,
22]Brindley:2011vp), which provides a rich description of the roles of agency, autonomy, and
authority as the right hemisphere might understand these. She writes for example [Brindley,
2010tl, p xxvii-xxviii, 23]Brindley:2010tl p xxvii-xxviii}:
Earlier Chinese forms of individualism do not generally focus on the radical
autonomy of the individual, but rather on the holistic integration of the empowered
individual with forces and authorities in his or her surroundings (family, society, and
cosmos). For early Chinese thinkers, there is no such thing as unfettered autonomy
or freedom of will, in line with Kantian notions of the self. While such concepts are
considered problematic even in some Western traditions they nonetheless constitute
a core strand of thought that continues to inform contemporary concepts of
individualism. In contrast to such conceptualizations, there exists a relative and
relational sort of autonomy in early Chinese contexts, a type of autonomy that
grants individuals the freedom to make decisions for themselves and to shape
the course of their own lives to the fullest degree that they can and
shouldâ€”all from within a complicated and rich system of interrelationships.
This type of autonomy, in other words, grants authority to the individual to fulfill
his or her potential as an â€œintegrated individualâ€ﾝ. The goal of such an
individual is to achieve authoritativeness as a person while at the same time
conforming to certain types of authority stemming from his or her larger
environment.
Motivation

Motivation researchers such as Ryan and Deci [1989, 24]Ryan:1989hi couple motivations directly to the perceived locus of causality (PLOC), which reflects the degree
either the individual or some external authority or influence originates the behavior. It is a measure of autonomy and agency.

Motivation is simply the urge to do or to continue with something or the reasons to have this
urge. The more autonomous the behavior, the more the urge is endorsed by the whole self and
is experienced as action for which one is responsible [Deci, 1987, 25]Deci:1987we. This leads
to a sequence of progressively more agentic motivations: ‘external’, ‘introjected’, ‘identified’,
and ‘intrinsic’ reasons to act. According to Ryan {Ryan:1989hi} “external reasons were those
where behavior is explained by reference to external authority, fear of punishment, or rule
compliance”. Introjected reasons are framed in terms of â€œinternal, esteem-based pressures
to act, such as avoidance of guilt and shame or concerns about self and other-approvalâ€ ﾝ.
These are typically situation-enforced motivations with the aim to prevent a worse outcome
associated with doing nothing. â€œIdentifications were captured by reasons involving acting
from one’s own values or goals, and typically took the form of â€˜I wantâ€™." Through this
identification the locus of causality shifts more and more to the agent. Intrinsic reasons for
action occur whenever â€œthe behavior is done â€˜simplyâ€™ for its inherent enjoyment or for
fun.â€ﾝ
More recently [Malhotra, 2008, 17]Malhotra:2008ul ordered motivations in terms of intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations that have an external or internal perceived locus of causality, and
exogenous and endogenous motivation that reflect whether the behavior is driven either by

external stimuli or by internal needs or drives. This resulted in four combinations of in-/extrinsic
and exo-/endogenous motivations that dovetails very well with the four quadrants in Figure 3
(combining appraisal and core affect), the two modes of cognition in section 3.1, and the role
of the two hemispheres described in section the two brain hemispheres. As such this allows us
to combine many concepts addressed in this paper in a single framework, which is depicted in
Table Mood, motivation, and mind-states.

Four basic states of mind
This section is based on section 4.4 of “Learning Autonomy in Two or Three Steps:
Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended Development”
It is possible to separate four different basic mind states as a synthesis of conclusions from a
wide range of scientific domains. The table Mood, motivation, and mind-states below contains
contributions from emotion research [Russell, 2003, 26]Russell:2003wp, motivation research
[Ryan, 1989, 24]Ryan:1989hi, human machine interfacing [Malhotra, 2008, 17]Malhotra:2008ul,
computational development and learning [Baldassarre, 2011, 27]Baldassarre:2011bu,
soundscape research [Andringa, 2013, 28]Andringa:2013ek, personal development
[Maslow:1962, 29]Maslow:1962tn, cognitive psychology [Kaplan:1995][#Kaplan:1995te], and
general cognitive science and culture studies [McGilchrist, 2010, 19]McGilchrist:2010uj. This is
an impressive range that is suggestive of the fundamental nature of these concepts.
Mood, motivation, and mind-states
Extrinsic
Intrinsic

Motivations

Exogenous
Mind-state: highly
activated
Driven by external
stimuli

Affect-state: Unpleasant
PLOC : external
Autonomy: low
Cognition type:
deficiency/problem solving
Dominant hemisphere: left
Motivation: extrinsic, deficiency
driven
Objective: direct fitness benefit
Environment: not safe,
Behavior: reactive

Affect-state: pleasant
PLOC: internal,
Autonomy: high
Cognition type: pervasive
optimization (B-Cognition)
Dominant hemisphere: right
Motivation: intrinsic
Objective: future fitness benefit
Environment: safe
Behavior: pro-active

Control

Exploration

World: challenging
Motivation: introjected (internal or
esteem-based pressures to avoid
harm)
Objective: usefulness/utility
Concern: retaining or regaining
control
Environment: highly complex
Mind-state: directed attention and
fixed on problem

World: interesting
Motivation: intrinsic motivation,
completely self-determined activity
Objective: hedonistic (fun,
enjoyment)
Concern: learning and playing in
safety
Environment: high on affordances
Mind-state: flow (directed attention
but flexible)

Extrinsic

Motivations

Affect-state: Unpleasant
PLOC : external
Autonomy: low
Cognition type:
deficiency/problem solving
Dominant hemisphere: left
Motivation: extrinsic, deficiency
driven
Objective: direct fitness benefit
Environment: not safe,
Behavior: reactive

Affect-state: pleasant
PLOC: internal,
Autonomy: high
Cognition type: pervasive
optimization (B-Cognition)
Dominant hemisphere: right
Motivation: intrinsic
Objective: future fitness benefit
Environment: safe
Behavior: pro-active

Submission

Consolidation

World: dominating
Motivation: external (authority
enforced, fear of punishment, rule
Mind-state:
compliance)
Minimally activated Objective: proper guidance (to
external regulation)
Driven by internal Concern: no sense of safety or
control
needs/drives
Environment: low on affordances
Mind-state: boredom (in fruitless
search)
Endogenous

Intrinsic

World: safe
Motivation identified (personal
importance) or integrated (personal
goals)
Objective: self-development, selfenhancement, self-growth
Concern: restoring resources and
caring
Environment: low complexity
Mind-state: fascination (unfocused,
freely wandering)

The entries reflect descriptive words originating from the different authors. The upper row and
leftmost column reflect descriptions that pertain to the whole row or column respectively. The
two rightmost columns, titled extrinsic and intrinsic, reflect modes of being that are directly
associated with the two ways to approach complexity, the role of the left and right hemisphere,
Maslow’s D- and B-cognition, the role of safety in environmental appraisal, and the diverse
descriptions of ex- and intrinsic motivations. The two lower rows reflect whether behavior is
exogenous and highly activated or endogenous and less activated. The four remaining cells
reflect descriptions that pertain to each of the different combination of in-/extrinsic and
exo-/endogenous motivation. They also refer to a more general interpretation of the quadrants
as depicted in Figure 3. These cells/quadrants have a descriptive name in bold.
Control quadrant
The control quadrant reflects a combination of external motivating stimuli with the external
perceived locus of causality characteristic of a challenging world. This quadrant reflects a
motivational state in which an agent primarily aims to avoid immediate or future injury, harm, or
disadvantage. Another name for this quadrant would be the problem-solving quadrant. An
agent in this highly complex situation (in terms of behavior selection) is interested in any utility
instrumental to avoid negative consequences and to retain or regain control. The associated
mind-state is stably focused on the problem as long as the problem exists and is a form of
prolonged effortful directed attention [Kaplan, 1995][#Kaplan:1995te].

Exploration quadrant
The exploration quadrant combines external stimuli with an internal PLOC leading to selfchosen overt behavior that is perceived as fun and enjoyed for its own sake; all characteristic
of an interesting world. Aimless but definitely unforced exploration and creation is only possible
in apparent safety and requires environmental affordances at a level of complexity that the
agent can handle without being taxed too much or too little. The associated mind-state is
flexibly focusing on the most interesting aspects of the world, while remaining completely
absorbed without lapses and pauses. Flow [Nakamura,2002, 30]Nakamura:2002vj is a fitting
description for this pleasurable mind-state.
Consolidation quadrant
The consolidation quadrant combines individual-need-driven activities with an internal PLOC.
This is also only possible in a safe world. This may or may not lead to overt behavior, but is in
all situations aimed at unforced self-development, growth, or other forms of psychological and
physical recuperation and development. In this quadrant the associated mental activities are
free to digress or to wander aimlessly without purpose or goal. One associated mind-state is
fascination [Kaplan, 1995][#Kaplan:1995te] which allows a prolonged, uninterrupted, and
effortless immersion in an environment that is pleasant, self-selected to address personal
needs proactively. This does not involve directed attention and therefore restores the capacity
for directed attention. It is in this mind-state that the mind/brain can address its own needs.
Submission quadrant
The last quadrant is described with the term submission (to external forces), characteristic of a
dominating world. This quadrant is characterized by an external locus of perceived causality in
combination with unfulfilled internal needs that offer no other options than to accept guidance,
to be subjected to external control (through threat, punishment, or fear), or to do nothing due
to cognitive inadequacy given the current environment. In this quadrant the mind is never at
rest, but fruitlessly in search of ways to cope. One associated mind-state is boredom, which is
described [Martin, 2006, 31]Martin:2006dc as “Not being in control of life; agitated, yet at the
same time, lethargic.” In addition boredom is associated with restlessness, stress, the feeling
of being trapped, frustration, fatigue, lack of concentration, guilt, meaninglessness, and even
depression.

Motivation, authority, and co-creation
This subsection returns to the concepts ‘authority’ and ‘co-creation’ that we introduced as
essential for open-ended development. We aim to demonstrate that they are important not only
as core concepts of cognitive science, but also as defining concepts for agency and even as
main forces that shape our (geo)political world.
While discussing the target of open-ended development, concluded that the authoritarian
personality type “seeks, appreciates, and even demands external authorities to maintain the
living conditions (the normative order) in which they can function adequately”. In Section Two
Brain Hemispheres we proposed that the need for external authority was a necessary
consequence of left hemispheric dominance that requires a closed, static, and finite world to
be effective. This entails that left hemispheric strategies and external authority are mutually
dependent: external authorities are expected to maintain the conditions in which the left
hemisphere functions adequately. Left hemispheric strategies â€” through for example

intolerance of diversity â€” reinforce the impact of external authorities through actively allowing
external authorities more control while reducing one’s own agency. Overall this mode of being
reduces the complexity of the world through increased uniformity and shared or centralized
authority: the defining characteristics of authoritarians [Stenner:2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve. In
moderation this process accounts for the existence of corporations, governments, organized
religion, and the military. In excess it leads to stultifying bureaucracies in each of these
organizations and eventually to oppressive dictatorship.
However, control through increased uniformity and centralized authority is neither the only nor
the best way to deal with a complex world. Section Personal development it is concluded that
self-actualized or wise individuals feel a moral obligation to contribute to an improved world
and we summarized wisdom as “the ability to produce broadly beneficial intended results while
taking the full consequences of behavior into account.” Section on Personal development
concluded that the libertarian personality developed the autonomy and skills to co-create living
conditions in which (s)he and others feel and act adequately, without the need for external
authority to maintain and create these. The driving dynamics for this ability is rooted in the selfconfidence resulting from the interest-based exploration and playful behavior that prepared the
agent well for an unknown future [Silvia:2008, 32]Silvia:2008gu. In effect this leads to the ability
to co-create ever more extended (both in place and in time) environments in which one can
self-maintain the condition for adequate functioning, which leads to increasing diversity and
individual authority: the defining characteristics of libertarians [Stenner:2005,
8]Stenner:2005ve. This advanced ability characterizes the outer (pre-conditioned) loop of the
spiral development in Figure 1.
The difference between the authoritarian and libertarian mode of dealing with a complex world
can be [Horney:1945, 33]Horney:1945wy summarized as ‘moving against’ or ‘moving with’.
The (according to Horney pathological) ‘moving against’ mode controls diversity and reduces
complexity through actively suppressing the inherent dynamics of the world. Note that this is
the defining characteristic of our psychology or robotics labs. The (non pathological) ‘moving
with’ mode works with or co-opts the inherent dynamics of the world to stabilize it or to
prevent the disruption of reliable and useful inherent dynamics. As such ‘moving with’ is a
summary of right hemispheric strategies.
The ‘moving with’ mode of being, characteristic of the wise and the self-actualized, allows
them not only to create and maintain an individual environment in which they can function
adequately, it allows them to co-create the wider environment by gradually reducing the need
for external authority (also in others) by (re)allowing and shaping the inherent dynamics of the
world in favor of all its inhabitants.

Motivation, authority
and co-creation
The Figure Motivation, authority and co-creation combines four qualitatively different types of
environments in terms of the complexity of action selection and affordance content. The ovals
around the agent (white circle) defines self-maintained environments in which the agent can
more or less satisfy its needs (light versus darker shade) and be agentic (size of circles). The
dark circle represents a source or novelty approached in danger (left) or safety (right).
Figure Motivation, authority and co-creation provides a graphical depiction of much of the
information in table Mood, motivation, and mind-states, but it focuses on the relation between
the agent and the environment and the difference between external (controlling) authority and
internal (co-creating) authority. The large ovals reflect the agent’s world that is more (light grey)
or less (dark grey) congruent with agentic needs. The prominence of external authorities (the

inward pointing arrows) determines whether the world is characterized by suppressed
dynamics (the authoritarian mode on the left) or co-opted dynamics (the libertarian mode on
the right). The more the agent is able to create and extend a stable agent-maintained
environment (dashed oval), the safer and more authoritative it is.
Figure Motivation, authority and co-creation provides the four motivational quadrants defined
in terms of the quadrants shown in Figure 3 and Table Mood, motivation, and mind-states. In
the left quadrants the agent is either trying to control or is actually controlled by complex and
ill-understood external forces that function as authorities. In the upper left quadrant the agent
is challenged by environmental and/or agentic influences which stretch its coping capacity,
force it into a narrow range of coping behaviors, and depletes its resources. In the lower left
quadrant the agent is part of a world that is mainly beyond its control and understanding, since
it does neither afford the agent useful affordances nor resupply of resources. As such it has to
accept a minimally agentic role, for example by being forced to participate in activities that may
harm its future interests.
In the quadrants on the right the agent’s world is congruent with its needs (the most prominent
of these is safety). The agent in the upper right quadrant is maximally agentic since it is able to
use and explore the affordances of its world in safety and with satisfied basic needs. The agent
exists in an interesting world in which it is free to participate in co-creation strategies that
gradually elucidates and stabilizes more and more of the world’s inherent dynamics for shared
benefit. The agent in the lower right quadrant exists in a safe, low complexity environment. It is
unforced since, in essence, it profits from earlier co-creation activities of itself and others. This
state allows the agent to resupply its resources (to address its needs) and to consolidate its
experiences into generalized knowledge and skills.
Happiness

This then, we conjecture, defines the success of open-ended development: successful openended development is characterized by a balance between the co-creation of a low complexity
world, in which behavior selection is easy, in combination with high agency due to an
abundance of affordances for maintained and extended co-creation. It is this dynamic balance
that living agents find highly pleasurable. The enjoyment of successful agentic life â€“
happiness â€“ is therefore deeply meaningful: it is body and mind agreeing on success.

Open-ended development
In this subsection we will more directly address the intimate relation between open-ended
development, intrinsic motivation, and acting out in the world. In their review paper on extrinsic
and intrinsic motivations and their importance for education and development, Ryan and Deci
[2000, 34]Ryan:2000jo conclude that “social contextual conditions that support oneâ€™s
feelings of competence, autonomy, and relatedness are the basis for one maintaining intrinsic
motivation.” They define relatedness as the basic need to feel connected, competence as the
basic need to be effective, and autonomy as the basic need to feel agentic. According to Ryan
and Deci we need these three basic human needs to be fulfilled in the classroom “as one is
exposed to new ideas and exercises new skills.”
Interestingly, this conclusion can be connected one-to-one with the quadrant structure of
Figure Liberation, Table Mood, motivation, and mind-states, and Figure Motivation, authority
and co-creation . In the exploration quadrant one expresses autonomy and agency and
extends one’s behavioral repertoire. In the consolidation quadrant one develops â€” in the
absence of environmental pressures â€” new relations between oneself and the environment

and one relates and combines hitherto unrelated knowledge and experiences. In doing so one
generalizes, stabilizes, and consolidates knowledge and relations (whether mental, social, or
otherwise). The consolidated knowledge, (social) relations, and skills, no longer new and
unpredictable, become more and more suitable for general utility and in particular problem
solving (a left-hemispheric activity). This corresponds to the problem-solving quadrant in which
the agent can prove its increased competence and test and fine-tune its extended behavioral
repertoire. Successful real-world problem solving leads to confidence, which is a basis for
further exploration, consolidation, and testing. This ‘open-ended development loop’ is depicted
in Figure Open-ended development loop.

Open-ended
development loop
Figure Open-ended development loop. The words in brackets originate from Ryan and Deci
[2000, 34]Ryan:2000jo. The loop depends essentially on the rewards signals associated with
exploration (experiencing novelty), consolidation (discovering and fostering relations), and
successful problem solving. The reward signals associated with this loop, described as peak
experiences [Maslow, 1962, 29]Maslow:1962tn, drive the outward spiraling development of
Figure Development Spiral.
The continuation of the open-ended development loop depends crucially on the success-rate
of the in the real-world problem solving ability. Failure to come up with a suitable solution leads
to reduced confidence and eventually frustration. Perkins and Hill [1985][#*Perkins:1985wj]
provides strong support that boredom is associated with frustration, and since the lower left
quadrant is associated with boredom, low agency, and the need for guidance, it makes sense
to situate persistent failure and the ensuing low confidence and reduced urge to explore in this
quadrant. Persistent failure not only disrupts the open-ended development loop, it is also a
strong demotivation to engage in any agentic activity and especially activities that are not
habitual (because habits are activated by the environment) and therefore rely on some measure
of agency.
Learned helplessness

This description is reminiscent of the phenomenon of learned helplessness that was
discovered when “dogs exposed to inescapable and unavoidable electric shocks in one
situation later failed to learn to escape shock in a different situation where escape was possible
[Maier, 1976, 35]Maier:1976be.” Learned helplessness depends on the uncontrollability of the
aversive stimulus, which may entail that the agent learns that its activities do no longer
produce intended outcomes. If so the agent does not unlearn its behavior, it simply no longer
activates it because of its expected futility. Interestingly, in rats learned helplessness occurs
only when one crucial condition is satisfied: “the response used in the test for learned
helplessness must be difficult, and not something the rat does very readily.”
Which, indeed, suggests that learned helplessness occurs only with activities that are agentic.
This is the reason why the lower left describes its effect as ‘deactivating behaviors.’ The
description of the lower left quadrant as deactivating behaviors is of course useful for
behaviors that are not productive or harmful. The catch of learned helplessness is that it it may
extend to any self-initiated behavior. If so it is the most pervasive form of disempowerment and
the antithesis of self-empowerment.
The open-ended development loop will be connected to the Trivium, a millennia old approach
to education that is aimed at learning to deal with the challenges of an open world through

developing the skills and strengths of the two brain hemispheres.

Media:
• James Corbett on Learned helplessness

Why we think
This section addresses the question what the ultimate purpose of thought is. According to
wikipedia, “most vertebrate species devote between 2% and 8% of basal metabolism to the
brain. In primates, however, the percentage is much higherâ€”in humans it rises to 20â€“25%.”
The waking brain is always active, although specific focused attention tasks temporarily
suppress part of this global activity [Gusnard, 2001, 36]Gusnard:2001cc.
The question is how this energy expenditure is justified by the contributions of the brain.
The suggestion developed in two attitudes towards a complex world, the analysis of the
strengths of the two brain hemispheres, in combination with the assertion that individuals can
may or may not have internalize authority suggests that we might have two quite different
modes of thinking and even two reasons or justifications to think in the first place. In fact the
question why we think seems to be answered differently, dependent on which hemisphere
gives the answer. The left hemisphere might call the purpose of thought “successful coping”
or protecting agency while the right hemisphere might see its purpose as “pervasive
optimization” and thriving. Both modes of thought are important, the coping mode
particularly in times of adversity and the pervasive optimization mode the rest of the time.
A key difference between authoritarians and libertarians is that authoritarians â€” due to their
shallow understanding of the world â€” have only limited success with the pervasive
optimization mode that prevents them from co-creating an environment in which all their basic
needs are structurally fulfilled. As such they rely heavily on the coping mode of thought to
ensure safety and (basic) need satisfaction. Yet as one’s (proven) understanding of the world
develops, one can rely more and more on the pervasive optimization mode. Libertarians are
able to use both modes of thought effectively, but will, due to their ability to understand most
normal situations (and therefore to flexibly and often effortlessly cope with), favor the pervasive
optimization mode of though.
Everyone uses both modes of thought. Even the strongest authoritarian (someone with a very
shallow understanding of the world) predominantly uses the pervasive optimization mode
during play and among friends and family. Conversely also strong libertarian can end-up in
situations that they do not understand and in which they gladly submit to external authorities or
fall back to more primitive strategies in which they are temporarily less or unconcerned with the
full consequence of their behavior as long as immediate or pressing goals are achieved.
In more detail this leads to the following descriptions.

Coping mode of though (protection of agency)
The first (left hemispheric) mode of thought aims to maintain or regain sort of control over one’s
current situation or the protection of one’s own agency in general. It is typically important â€”
and highly beneficial â€” in situations in which one or a few aspects of life (such as physical

safety) are the presssing problems to be solved or otherwise mitigated, even if this goes at the
cost of other aspects of that are not currently critical. This is a situation that favors certainty
over improvisation. In this authoritarian/left hemispheric mode individuals think because it
allows them to cope [37] with a world that is always in danger of developing out of (their)
control and they think thoughts that help to bring or keep the situation within the bounds
maintained by some external authority. [38]
The coping mode of thought is essentially a form of thought suitable for a closed/specific
environment in which entities can be defined objectively and in which one relies on structures
maintained and created by others (in a social-historical context of which the left hemisphere
might not have access to). This entails that thinkers in this mode use concepts and contexts
that are either defined consensually of defined by some authority. Because of this stabilizing
role of [external authority] the central entities of thought are invariant and of a symbolic
(abstract, generalized, and de-individualized) nature.
So in this mode of thought one does not (really) has the freedom to change the
entities/symbols and rules that define the specific environment. As such autonomy in this
mode of thought is characterized by successful manipulation of the given (authority maintained
and therefore supposedly invariant) structures in the environment: which makes it a form of
autonomy that essentially relies on external authorities.
The success criterion for this mode of thought is successful coping: it should result in
increased or restored (personal or ingroup) adequacy. As such it leads to ways to make the
(living) environment more suitable for the available competence (typically by suppressing or
purging “irrelevant” diversity) and to solutions that rely on the specifics of a particulate
environment (society, clique, specialism, or ideological ingroup).
It is the mode of thought for a specialist or engineer in search of the application of his/her
knowledge and for any agent complying with the demands of a hierarchical organization.
Within the boundaries of the particular environment or context this mode of thought, if
executed well, leads to highly effective and possibly even (locally) perfect solutions. However
the probability that these solutions can be generalized to a wider context than the context in
which they were created is (very) small. It is this mode of thought that allows scientists and
engineers to make the fallacious conclusion that because something is safe in the in the
confines of the lab, it must be safe in the world.

Pervasive optimization mode of thought
The second (right hemispheric) mode of thought becomes prevalent when control is not an
issue, when the situation is safe, and when basic needs are satisfied, which allows a shift from
control to pervasive optimization. In this libertarian/right hemispheric mode individuals think
because it allows them to shape themselves and the world they live in for the better: thinking is
to self-guide the global optimization benefits of co-creation. In this case the individual is
authoritive.
This is the mode of thought that allows one ideally to optimize the whole (in the context of
everything else). It is therefore a mode of thought suitable for an open world and as such its is
also essentially participatory since an open world is fundamentally dynamic due to the absence
(or at least ineffectiveness) of control/coping strategies for open worlds. This entails a need for
continual interaction â€” participation â€” to respond to the inherent dynamics of an open
world. In this mode of thought the entities are not symbolic, invariant, and context
independent, but individualized, in constant flux and development, and essentially context
dependent.

This mode of thought allows one to deal with a variable and developing world of which the
dynamics is neither fully known nor fully controllable or predictable, but to be discovered and
adapted to through participation (e.g., play and creativity). The participatory nature of this
mode of thought indicates already a higher level of autonomy than the coping mode of thought
since one not only has the option to manipulate system dynamics, but one also has the option
to adapt to the specifics of the system’s dynamics to influence its nature and character. The
more one understands the dynamics of a region of the open world, the better one can predict,
influence, and stabilize the region and the more authoritative the agent is.
The success criterion of this mode of thought is pervasive optimization through the co-creation
of a region of the world in which the inherent dynamic of different entities complement,
strengthen, and stabilize each other. This leads to unique, dynamically stable (and therefore
always changing and developing) environments to which the agent continually adapts.
Because each state of an open world is both unique and developing, this mode of thought
relies on ever more general knowledge that is however rapidly adaptable to the particulars of
the situation at hand. Success in this mode of thought is apparent as a feeling of happiness.
This is the mode of though of the experienced generalist and in general agents that understand
how to work with the inherent dynamics. It is also the mode of thought that characterizes wise
people.

The deeper and more pervasive the understanding of ever-wider (social) contexts, the more
often one can continue in the
Many living and working environments are (or at least seem) designed to activate the the
coping
Problem, reaction, solution

(Problem + Reaction = Solution)

Shallow and deep understanding
{Section under construction}
Authoritarians and libertarians have different modes of dealing with the world that one might
term shallow and deep cognition or alternatively intelligence with and without understanding.
Authoritarians live, conform Table Child rearing qualities, in a world of which they understand
many aspects only minimally and definitely shallowly: they might know the rules, protocols, and
norms of normal behavior, they might adhere to ideologies and religions, they know examples
of how to respond to particular situations, and might know what to say and who to obey, but
they have no pervasive understanding of why and how things happen and how the world is
interconnected. In addition they are definitely unable to think and decide for themselves, follow
their own conscience, and accept the responsibility for their own actions. Authoritarians obey
their authorities and these are therefore responsible for their actions. This also entails that
authoritarians cannot oversee the long- (or even mid-)term consequences of their own and
other’s behavior and they either offload the responsibility for that to authorities or simply fail to
accept that their behavior has predictable (and adverse) consequence. Which is often
impossible to understand by libertarians who have a deeper and more pervasive understanding
of the world.

Shallow understanding

This is cognition based on norms, rules, procedures, examples, instances, habits,
and stereotypes. Typically these are derived from some sort of external authority or
society as a whole. This form of cognition is only reliable in environments where the
rules, procedures, etc, are actually effective. And even while they are effective, they
allows for many inconsistencies and as such to potentially suboptimal behavior with
adverse long term consequences. Authoritarian self-confidence is therefore a
function of whether or not the shallow cognitive capabilities match environmental
demands, which explains why authoritarians go to such great lengths to help
authorities to maintain the conditions in which they feel adequate and confident. [39]
This refers back to the [coping mode of thought] in which success is measured in
terms of the restoration or protection of feelings of agentic adequacy. The
Associated strategy is to remove all sources of uncontrolled and not understood
diversity that frustrate the maintenance or restoration of agentic adequacy.
Deep understanding

A diversity of interactions with the world lead, via the process of induction, to
evermore generally applicable regularities that replace large sets of instances,
procedures, and examples, etc. by more parsimonious and gradually more pervasive
and reality-based and reality-tested understanding. Difficult to formulate intuitions
(i.e., the left hemisphere trying to formulate right hemispheric insights) are generally
the starting point and motivator of this process of discovery. The resulting deeper
and pervasive understanding becomes apparent as the ability to oversee the
consequences of behavior and the selection of courses of action with minimal
negative long term consequences. Associated with this is a wider applicability of
skills and a much lower associated probability of adverse long term consequences.
This results in increased reality-based self-confidence.
Deep understanding refers to the pervasive optimization mode of thought which lead
to the optimization of the whole living environment The associated strategy is to [cocreate] - to work with the inherent dynamics of the world.
Deep cognition is always based on an initial phase of shallow cognition such as intuition. This
entails that deep cognition is always a subset of the total cognitive competences of an
individual. In Authoritarians this subset is small. An adult authoritarian is in that sense an
example of arrested intellectual development.

The roots of violence
The authoritarian dynamic can be defined on a number of different levels: for example on the
level of the individual, on the level of small social groups, or on a societal level. Here we focus
on the level of the individual and especially individuals with a narrow and shallow
understanding.
When challenged at or beyond coping capacity, the strong authoritarian will respond with
control/coping strategies aimed at restoring personal (or ingroup) adequacy. This explains the
authoritarian dynamic as described by Stenner:
intolerance = authoritarianism x threat (of not being able to cope and being
inadequate)

However in its extreme the authoritarian dynamic does not lead to just intolerance but to open
violence, for which we might propose a reformulation as:
Propensity for violence = shallow understanding x feelings of personal
inadequacy
In this formulation violence towards others results from a shallow and narrow basis of
understanding that confronts the individual either with the unintended consequences of its own
actions (such as an in part self-created mess) and/or with an ill-understood world. If the
resulting situation is â€” visibly and therefore shamefully â€” indicative of personal inadequacy,
it is a public indication of the failure of the coping mode of though (which is dominant in these
situation and generally dominant in authoritarians).
Since the very purpose of the [coping mode of thought] is the protection of agentic adequacy,
a failure to do so is a sign of complete agentic inadequacy: something existential that should
therefore be prevented at all costs. So the danger of a public display of agentic inadequacy
may lead to the strongest possible motivation to protect a veneer of adequacy in the form of a
very strong urge to stop, remove, or destroy all sources of diversity that one might expect to
contribute to exceeding coping capacity and that as such contributes to the (immanent)
display of personal inadequacy. This makes violence, but also other atrocities (like rape), a
viable option to satisfy the existential need of (self-perceived) agentic adequacy.
This section investigates the ideas that (self-perceived) agentic inadequacy is a root cause of
violence.

Shame as the root of violence
This interpretation of perceived agentic inadequacy as the root cause of violence is supported
by James Gilligan, author of the book “Violence: reflection on a national epidemic”. [Gilligan,
1997, 40]Gilligan:1997tk. Gilligan was the director of the Center for the Study of Violence at
Harvard Medical school and a long term prison psychiatrist. Below we present an extended
annotated quote [Gilligan, 1997, p 110–115, 40]Gilligan:1997tk that argues that shame is the
root cause of violence.
The emotion of shame is the primary or ultimate cause of all violence, whether
toward others or toward the self. Shame is a necessary but not a sufficient cause of
violence, just as the tubercle bacillus is necessary but not sufficient for the
development of tuberculosis. Several preconditions have to be met before shame
can lead to the full pathogenesis of violent behavior. The pathogenic, or violenceinducing, effects of shame can be stimulated, inhibited, or redirected, both by the
presence or absence of other feelings, such as guilt or innocence, and by the
specific social and psychological circumstances in which shame is experienced.
The New Oxford Dictionary defines shame as a painful feeling of humiliation or distress caused
by the consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior. In the light of the role of the coping mode of
thought to protect agentic agency shame can be formulated as:
Shame
The realization that others may or have become aware of your utter agentic inadequacy
(at ultimo resulting from a shallow understanding of the situation). Shame is associated
with the failure of the coping mode of thought.
The different forms of violence, whether toward individuals or entire populations, are

motivated (caused) by the feeling of shame. The purpose of violence is to diminish
the intensity of shame and replace it as far as possible with its opposite, pride, thus
preventing the individual from being overwhelmed by the feeling of shame. Violence
toward others, such as homicide, is an attempt to replace shame with pride. It is
important to add that men who feel ashamed are not likely to become seriously
violent toward others and inflict lethal or life-threatening, mutilating or disabling
injuries on others unless several preconditions are met.
The New Oxford dictionary defines pride as a feeling or deep pleasure or satisfaction derived
from one’s own achievements, the achievements of those with whom one is closely associated,
or from qualities or possessions that are widely admired. This suggest that pride can be defined
as the emotion associated with the successes of the coping mode of thought.
Pride
a feeling or deep pleasure or satisfaction derived from successful coping, either resulting
from one’s own achievements, the achievements of those with whom one is closely
associated, or from qualities or possessions that are widely admired. Pride is associated
with the success of the coping mode of thought.
This suggests that activating a sense of pride counteracts a sense of shame and that pride and
shame function as evaluators of the success of coping mode of thought. Because a main
strategy of the coping mode of thought is controlling or suppression all sources of difficult-tocope-with diversity inflicting “lethal or life-threatening, mutilating or disabling injuries on others”
activate a sense of pride.
The first precondition is probably the most carefully guarded secret held by violent
men, which it took me years of working with them to recognize, precisely because
they guard it so fiercely. This is a secret that many of them would rather die than
reveal; I put it that extremely because many of them, in fact, do die in order not to
reveal it. They try so hard to conceal this secret precisely because it is so deeply
shameful to them, and of course shame further motivates the need to conceal. The
secret is that they feel ashamed â€” deeply ashamed, chronically ashamed, acutely
ashamed, over matters that are so trivial that their very triviality makes it even more
shameful to feel ashamed about them, so that they are ashamed even to reveal what
shames them.
This vivid description of being ashamed over seemingly trivial things, i.e., things that seem
trivial for those with a sufficiently developed understanding, describes an almost pervasive lack
(relative to others) of understanding. The resulting publicly visible agentic inadequacy is indeed
shameful.
According to Gilligan, violent men try to conceal their continual shame â€” of continual deep
felt agentic inadequacy â€” as if it were a secret. However an alternative interpretation is that
many of our true motivations (like maintaining agentic adequacy) are a driving force of thought
and not an outcome of thought. As driving force these motivations are only accessible with
sufficiently well developed self-observation capacities. Which is, one might surmise, lacking in
the most violent men.
And why are they so ashamed of feeling ashamed? Because nothing is more
shameful than to feel ashamed. Often violent men will hide this secret behind a
defensive mask of bravado, arrogance, “machismo,” self-satisfaction, insouciance,
or studied indifference. Many violent men would rather die than let you know what is
distressing them, or even that anything is distressing them. Behind the mask of
“cool” or self-assurance that many violent men clamp onto their faces â€” with a

desperation born of the certain knowledge that they would “lose face” if they ever let
it slip â€” is a person who feels vulnerable not just to “loss of face” but to the total
loss of honor, prestige, respect, and status-the disintegration of identity, especially
their adult, masculine, heterosexual identity; their selfhood, personhood, rationality,
and sanity.
The phrase “Because nothing is more shameful than to feel ashamed” can now be translated
into “Because nothing feels more inadequate than being an inadequate agent before the eyes
of others”. So pretending to be in control of the situation (bravado, arrogance, “machismo,”
self-satisfaction, insouciance, or studied indifference) is a viable coping strategy.
The assertion that men do not kill for no reason is often truer the more “unprovoked”
the killing appears to be. A man only kills another when he is, as he sees it, fighting
to save himself, his own self-when he feels he is in danger of experiencing what I
referred to earlier as “the death of the self,” unless he engages in violence.
Murderers see themselves as literally having no other choice; to them, “it’s him or
me” (or “her or me”). This is what I mean when I say that the degree of shame that a
man needs to be experiencing in order to become homicidal is so intense and so
painful that it threatens to overwhelm him and bring about the death of the self,
cause him to lose his mind, his soul, or his sacred honor (all of which are merely
different ways of expressing the same thought).
This should not be confused with the triviality of the incident that provokes or
precipitates a man’s shame, which is a completely different matter. In fact, it is well
known to anyone who reads the newspapers that people often seem to become
seriously violent, even homicidal, over what are patently “trivial” events.
Paradoxically it is the very triviality of those precipitants that makes them
overwhelmingly shameful.
The second precondition for violence is met when these men perceive themselves
as having no nonviolent means of warding off or diminishing their feelings of shame
or low self-esteem-such as socially rewarded economic or cultural achievement, or
high social status, position, and prestige. Violence is a “last resort,” a strategy they
will use only when no other alternatives appear possible. But that should hardly be
surprising; after all, the costs and risks of engaging in violent behavior are extremely
high.
The third precondition for engaging in violent behavior is that the person lacks the
emotional capacities or the feelings that normally inhibit the violent impulses that are
stimulated by shame. The most important are love and guilt toward others, and fear
for the self. What is most startling about the most violent people is how incapable
they are, at least at the time they commit their violence, of feeling love, guilt, or fear.
The psychology of shame explains this. The person who is overwhelmed by feelings
of shame is by definition experiencing a psychically life-threatening lack of love, and
someone in that condition has no love left over for anyone else.
With respect to guilt, being assaulted, or punished, or humiliated (the conditions that
increase the feeling of shame) decreases the degree of guilt. That is why penance, or
self-punishment, alleviates the feeling of sinfulness. Guilt, as Freud saw, motivates
the need for punishment, since punishment relieves guilt feelings. That is also why
the more harshly we punish criminals, or children, the more violent they become; the
punishment increases their feelings of shame and simultaneously decreases their
capacities for feelings of love for others, and of guilt toward others.

Freud commented that no one feels as guilty as the saints, to which I would add that
no one feels as innocent as the criminals; their lack of guilt feelings, even over the
most atrocious of crimes, is one of their most prominent characteristics. But, of
course, that would have to be true, for if they had the capacity to feel guilty over
hurting other people, they would not have the emotional capacity to hurt them.
With respect to fear, as we have seen, when the psyche is in danger, and
overwhelmed by feelings of shame, one will readily sacrifice one’s body in order to
rescue one’s psyche, one’s self-respect. That is why so called psychopaths, or
sociopaths, or antisocial personalities have always been described as notably
lacking in the capacity to experience fear.
A central precondition for committing violence, then, is the presence of
overwhelming shame in the absence of feelings of either love or guilt; the shame
stimulates rage, and violent impulses, toward the person in whose eyes one feels
shamed, and the feelings that would normally inhibit the expression of those feelings
and the acting out of those impulses, such as love and/or guilt, are absent.
These preconditions explain what would otherwise seem to be two anomalies. The
first is that we all experience feelings of shame in one of its many forms (feelings of
inferiority, rejection, embarrassment, etc.), and yet not everyone becomes violent.
Most people do not commit any acts of significant violence in their entire lives,
despite the fact that shame is experienced throughout the life cycle. The theory I am
preÂ·senting here suggests that most people have nonviolent means available to
them to protect or restore their wounded self-esteem. Or else the circumstances in
which they find themselves are such that violent behavior would not succeed in
accomplishing what they needed; and, finally, because most people possess
capacities for guilt and empathy with others that will not permit them to engage in
lethal violence except under extremely unlikely circumstances.
The second anomaly is that even the most violent people on earth, the most
intractably, frequently, and recurrently assaultive or homicidal criminals or maniacs,
are not violent most of the time. Their violence occurs in brief, acute crises, so that
even though we have no trouble in identifying them as very dangerous people, most
of the time even they hurt no one. It only happens when an incident occurs that
intensifies their feelings of being humiliated, disrespected, or dishonored to the point
that it threatens the coherence of the self, or when they find themselves in a specific
situation from which they feel they cannot withdraw nonviolently except by “losing
face” to a catastrophic degree.
I did not enter the world of the prisons knowing this. I had been taught none of it. I
reached these conclusions, against much resistance, otherwise unexplained, after
the violent men with whom I worked, year after year, had presented me with so
much cumulative evidence that these were the only terms in which I could
understand them or make any sense of their paradoxical, and anomalous behavior.
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Self-empowerment
This section is about self-empowerment. It is about how to make your destiny your business
and not the business of (unknown) others. It is about what life long top teacher John Taylor
Gatto describes as follows
“You either learn your way towards writing your own script in life, or you unwittingly
become an actor in someone else’s script.” John Taylor Gatto

We all learn â€¦
We all learn. That entails that we all learn through education and experience about the world
and how to act in a situationally appropriate manner. But does this entail that the more we
learn, the more we learn how the world works and how to act in ways that are beneficial?
No, not necessarily so. We can learn useful and useless knowledge and skills with almost equal
ease. As a consequence life-long learning may or may not lead to the acquisition and
accumulation of useful knowledge and skills. In addition we often draw unsupported
conclusions from the available evidence (or even worse by ignoring the evidence). This entails
that our beliefs, truths, and thought processes are unreliable. The best way to make them more
reliable is by trying them out in the real world and see whether they work out as expected. If
not discard or improve them. And if they lead to reliable outcomes test them further and build
on what seems most productive.
One simple rule-of-the-thumb is to use the description of the two brain hemispheres and
especially the table with left versus right hemispheric strengths and make sure that you
develop both hemispheres strengths so that you develop the use of your intelligence and
enlarge the scope of your understanding of the world.
The observation on which this site is build is that our societies have evolved in ways that make
it very difficult for most of us to accumulate the more useful and empowering knowledge and
skills. Little in society actively prevents us from accumulating predominantly useful and

empowering knowledge and skills. But very little, if any, reliable help is offered in this
accumulation process. At home or at schools we do not learn how to think properly, the media
provides deeply troubled role models or spin as default and they hardly ever allow airtime to
really competent thinkers and fully developed human beings.
So self-empowerment is something that you should do yourself. With little help of the
mainstream media, your schools, your authorities, and the large corporations. The best public
resources are the alternative media. The best alternative media provides a breadth of ideas that
is, unfortunately, unsurpassed by anything “organized” in our societies, and therefore highly
valuable in making your belief-base more realistic.

Training versus education
In the New Oxford American dictionary the term schooling is defined as education or training
received, especially at school.
Education

The term word â€˜educationâ€™ is described as the process of receiving or giving
systematic instruction, esp. at a school or university and â€˜an educationâ€™ as an
enlightening experience, where the verb â€˜enlightenâ€™ is described as giving
(someone) greater knowledge and understanding about a subject or situation. The
word education stems from Latin ‘educere’: lead out. It is also related to the less
common verb educe ‘bring out or develop (something latent or potential)’. Education
then leads you ideally out of bondage into a state of full (personal) development. The
key step is sometimes called the watershed.
Training

The word â€˜trainingâ€™ is described as teach (a person or animal) a particular skill
or type of behavior through practice and instruction over a period of time. It is related
to the verb to train as ‘cause (a plant) to grow in a particular direction or into a
required shape’. Training is important for particular activities that rely on precision of
execution such as dancing, programing, experimenting, and scientific reporting. The
results of training are therefore useful (often essential) in a narrow range of situations
and specialisms.
In contrast knowledge and understanding are of optimal use if they can be applied at any
moment and in any situation. This type of pervasive understanding â€˜empowersâ€™, which
means make stronger and more confident, esp. in controlling their life and claiming their rights.
Traditionally two systems of systematic instructions have existed in parallel, one focusing on
general knowledge and understanding and the other as preparation for specific roles
(vocations) in society. Both forms of schooling involve strong components of training, but the
first form â€” the liberal education â€” aims to â€˜liberateâ€™ and â€˜empowerâ€™ the
student. Where â€˜liberateâ€™ is defined as release (someone) from a state or situation that
limits freedom of thought or behavior.
While education and training are both important, a focus on education in the sense of allowing
and coaching individuals to develop according to their own full potential is indicative of selfempowerment. This is addressed in the subsections below. Education with a strong or
predominant training components that is aimed at ‘cause to grow in a particular direction or

into a required shape’ is the topic of the next section on disempowerment.
It may be useful to separate the world into people (or teachers) who influence you in the sense
of training and constraining you and people who help you to educate and liberate yourself.
Purging your environment from the influence of the first class of people might be highly
beneficial and even a pivotal point in your life.

Self-empowerment overview
This section is about what self-empowerment means. It starts with an overview of what is
known about personal development. One important aspect of personal development is
developing a reality-tested belief base: everyone has beliefs, but how can you ensure it reflects
reality really well and as such can be a reliable basis for interactions with the world. The
traditional method to develop a highly effective mind is called the Trivium, which we here
formulate in a way that explicitly addresses the strengths of the left and the right hemisphere.

Personal development
This section is based on section 2 of “Learning Autonomy in Two or Three Steps:
Linking Motivation, Authority, and Agency, with Open-ended Development”
Personal development, although it is a basic process that happens in all of us, is generally not
well understood. This is directly apparent from for example the way Wikipedia (accessed
August 2013) describes personal development, namely in form of barely structures lists.
Personal development includes activities that improve awareness and identity,
develop talents and potential, build human capital and facilitate employability,
enhance quality of life and contribute to the realization of dreams and aspirations.
The concept is not limited to self-help but includes formal and informal activities for
developing others in roles such as teacher, guide, counselor, manager, life coach or
mentor. When personal development takes place in the context of institutions, it
refers to the methods, programs, tools, techniques, and assessment systems that
support human development at the individual level in organizations.
According to Wikipedia at the level of the individual, personal development includes the
following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improving self-awareness
improving self-knowledge
building or renewing identity/self-esteem
developing strengths or talents
improving wealth
spiritual development
identifying or improving potential
building employability or human capital
enhancing lifestyle or the quality of life
improving health
fulfilling aspirations
initiating a life enterprise or personal autonomy
defining and executing personal development plans
improving social abilities

We can do better. Personal development is not just a list of activities and tricks to learn. It is
definitely not an undirected process, or something that ones learns from books or teachers
(although this plays a role). In fact it is an essential self-directed process of integrating
knowledge with experience and planning of which much has been known for a long time.
This section shows that personal development refers to the capacity to ever extend and finetune one’s capacity to deal with life’s challenges and to co-create one’s environment. Put
differently:
Personal development
the development process that allows people to gradually master more and more of the
complexity of the world and to become more and more self-deciding, agentic, and
autonomous.
How this become apparent from diverse domains of behavioral science is discussed in the rest
of this section. The Development Spiral visualizes the process of personal development and it
summarizes many of the results that we address in this section in as reported stadia of
personal development.
Development Spiral
This spiral development depicts phases in personal development and terms typically
associated with different development phases. The inner rotation can be described as learning
to master the body, the second rotation as making the mind a reliable tool and the third
learning to effectively co-create an optimal living environment. This corresponds to a
progression from right to left to right hemispheric dominance and associated strategies. See
[two hemispheres]. - Based on the depiction in Arnold [1910, p 23, 41]Arnold:1910wh
The spiral development outwards makes about three turns that reflect, very roughly, three
developmental phases. The first phase is physical growth and learning to control the body. In
the second phase one aims to makes the mind into a reliable instrument. The third phase,
depending on the success of phase 2, concerns learning to co-construct a world in which the
inherent dynamics of the world are stabilized and made reliable and broadly beneficial. This
leads to ever more extended (both in place and in time) environments in which one can selfmaintain the condition for adequate functioning, which leads to increasing diversity and
individual authority. This characterizes the outer (pre-conditioned) loop of the spiral
development in Figure 1.
The figure has a number of functional components. The spiral is divided into a number of
sectors that reflect aspects of personal development without being necessarily in the strict
circular progression the spiral form suggests. The end-state of the spiral is referred to as selfactualization or wisdom. The solid-line part of the spiral reflects development up the level of
the authoritarian personality, while the dashed part reflects an â€” in our culture non-standard
â€” additional development towards the libertarian personality type (see Authoritarians versus
libertarians. The main axes reflect behavior types and strategies horizontally and selfdevelopment and action readiness vertically. The diagonal axes reflect distinct development
stages from diverse scientific fields: moral development, education research and
epistemological development, and brain lateralization research. In the next subsections we’ll
provide supportive evidence for each axis.

End-state: self-actualization and wisdom
Self-actualization

Personal development in humans is a highly structured process that has been well studied in a
variety of different domains that each shed more light on the phases in the development
process. The development process begins obviously at conception and develops after birth in
a number of stages towards what Maslow [1943, 42]Maslow:1943vr [1962, 29]Maslow:1962tn
calls self-actualization. According to Maslow, self-actualization accounts for the highest
possible forms of psychological health and self-development. As such it is a candidate for fully
developed open-ended learning. Among the main characteristic properties of a self-actualized
individual are 1) realistic perceptions of themselves, others, and the world around them, 2) a
strong motivation through a sense of personal responsibility and ethics to help others and to
find solutions to problems in the external world, and 3) a well-developed personal autonomy
which is for example visible as an utter disregard of conformity if the situation demands this
and an appreciation for private time to self-develop one’s potential further.
Compared to not (yet) self-actualized individuals they (according to Maslow’s synthesis)
1. have learned the skills to prevent or overcome one’s own psychological problems that
allow then to be rarely motivated by unfulfilled needs,
2. have developed a deep and pervasive understanding of reality that they keep extending
through life and that is apparent from a well-developed creative capacity to produce
intended results with minimal adverse side-effects, and
3. feel a moral obligation to contribute to an improved world.
These properties reflect deep realities concerning the nature of agentic life. Interestingly the
term self-actualization arose from Maslow’s work on motivation [1943, 42]Maslow:1943vr, but
he refined and defined the term self-actualization later on the basis of case-studies of
individuals of whom he thought that they represented examples of self-actualization [1962,
29]Maslow:1962tn. This intuition-driven (dangerously circular) process is vindicated by results
later in this paper that dovetail with Maslow’s conclusions while being based on entirely
different evidence.
Wisdom

Another way to approach open-ended development comes from gerontology and especially
the role of lifelong learning and continued education for older people which allows them to stay
involved in a rapidly changing world [Ardelt 2000, 43]Ardelt:2000wr. This led to a distinction
between intellectual knowledge and wisdom-related knowledge, of which the wisdom related
knowledge develops on a basis of intellectual knowledge. Wisdom-related knowledge
inductively reduces the quantity and complexity of intellectual knowledge in favor of what is
deeper and more essential. Wisdom researcher Sternberg [1998, 21]Sternberg:1998tf defines
wisdom as follows:
â€œthe application of tacit knowledge towards the application of a common good
through a balance among intra-, inter-, and extrapersonal interests to achieve a
balance among adaptation to existing environments, shaping of existing
environments, and a selection of new environments, over the long term as well as
the short term.â€œ
One might summarize wisdom as “the ability to produce broadly beneficial intended results
while taking the full consequences of behavior into account.” Again we find a combination of

skill (tacit knowledge), and (implicitly) a pervasive (long term) understanding of reality, in
combination with an urge to improve and shape the living environment. We consider this
developing urge to improve and shape living environments an essential aspect of open-ended
development and propose an explanation for that below in the section on a complex world.

Authoritarians and libertarians
The solid part of the spiral is the development up to the level of the authoritarian personality as
defined by Stenner [2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve[#2009][9]Stenner:2009ul. Authoritarians “are not
endeavoring to avoid complex thinking so much as a complex world [Stenner, 2009, p 193,
9]Stenner:2009ul.” It is the authoritarianâ€™s underdeveloped cognitive capacity that
“reduces one’s ability to deal with complexity”. This personality-type seeks, appreciates, and
even demands external authorities to maintain the living conditions in which they can function
adequately: normalcy. For authoritarians ‘authorities’ are the processes or agents that they
perceive as responsible for maintaining normalcy (and with that their sense of adequacy).
Authoritarians display â€˜bounded autonomyâ€™ because they exhibit autonomy only in a
suitably controlled environment. Authoritarians actively help their authorities in a particular and
highly characteristic way: by reducing the perceived complexity of the environment; in
particular through intolerance of diversity and by supporting some perceived central authority
(an agent or process) with the same surmised aim.
The dashed part of the spiral progresses beyond this level to the libertarian personality
[Stenner 2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve. Libertarians have gradually developed the autonomy and
skills to co-create living conditions in which they and others feel and act adequately without
the need for external authority to maintain and create these conditions. Libertarians have
internalized the role of authority and prefer therefore individual authority to centralized
authority. As such libertarians become local centers of development and growth in their (social)
environment and consequently centers of diversity. Compared to authoritarians who can
function adequately in standard situations and tend to exhibit norm-complying and normreturning behavior, libertarians (have learned to) understand the world to a degree that they can
cope effectively with deviations from normalcy and they use the benefits this provides to
enhance their lives.
Stenner used a very simple “child-rearing values test” [Stenner 2005, 8]Stenner:2005ve to
determine whether individuals were authoritarian or libertarian (she only used the extremes in
her analysis). Participants that clearly preferred children to be raised as obedient conformist
were deemed authoritarian and those that preferred children to be raised as independent selfdeciders were deemed libertarian. Apparently this simple six two-option test was enough to
separate people into a group that aims to avoid (a more) complex world and a group that can
comfortably deal with some more complexity. Stenner specifically identifies the reaction to
‘normative threads’, perceptions of leadership failure and diversity in public opinion, as key
difference between authoritarians and libertarians.
Authoritarian behavior depends on whether or not the situation might develop beyond coping
capacity. This entails that “individuals with a certain level of authoritarianism may manifest
entirely different attitudes and behaviors from one occasion to the next, depending upon the
presence or absence of normative threat [Stenner 2009 p 189][#Stenner:2009ul p. 189].” And
“normative threat only invites this kind of fear, cognitive unravelling and out-bursts of
intolerance among authoritarians, whereas in fact these very same conditions (i.e., the public
dissension and criticism of leaders that are the hallmarks of a healthy democracy) induce only
greater tranquillity, sharper cognition, and more vigilant defense of tolerance among
libertarians” [Stenner 2009 p 193, 9]Stenner:2009ul. This leads to two attitudes towards a
complex world.

Development Spiral

Main Axes
The axis from the center leftward in the development spiral reflects increasingly more advanced
responses to environmental challenges developing from innate (e.g., sucking), via emotional
(e.g., happy or frustrated), to appropriate (e.g., culturally sanctioned) and even proactive
responses (e.g., preventing future problems or creating a better society). Protruding downward
is an axis denoting autonomy development. This axis develops from no autonomy at all, via the
bounded autonomy of authoritarians, to the autonomy of libertarians. Extending rightward is an
axis reflecting strategies developing from voluntary movements and direct perception-action
relations, via coping strategies for the here and now, to advanced co-creating strategies that
define and shape the environment (i.e., the agent as authority).
The axis extending from the center upwards reflects a development from a dependent self, to
an immature and mature self. This development of the self has two separate but related facets:
social and personal maturity. “Social maturity is defined by measures of adaptation such as life
satisfaction, environmental mastery, or positive social relations. Personal maturity, however, is
indexed by openness to experience and indicators of personal wisdom such as personal
growth and ego development [Staudinger 2011][#Staudinger:2011vf p. 213].” Development of
the self moves people increasingly away from egocentric, dependent, and self-centered modes
of being (in the figure referred to as ‘immature self’), towards the capacity to take perspectives
on the self and others, and to experience positive, helpful, responsible, and mutual interaction
with others (referred to as ‘mature self’) [Richardson 2005 p 145, 44]Richardson:2005wn.

Diagonal axes
The lower left diagonal in Figure 1 simply reflects the development from a baby, which is
preoccupied with discovering its body and its immediate environment, to childhood in which it
is preoccupied with the exploration of the neighborhood and the acquisition of habits, skills,
and knowledge, and to adulthood in which one’s potential can develop and be utilized in full.
The upper left diagonal shows the three main stages of moral development as described by
Kohlberg [1971, 45]Kohlberg:1971wo. Kohlberg calls the first main stage ‘pre-conventional’ in
which the child only understands the consequences of its behavior in terms of direct effects on
self in terms of (un)pleasantness and in which it knows that obedience is a way to avoid
punishment. At this stage right action concerns mainly the satisfaction of one’s needs. In the
second, ‘conventional’, phase the individual’s attitude is not only one of conformity to personal
expectations and social order, but of loyalty to it. It actively maintains, supports, and justifies
the order and identifies with the persons or group involved in it. This phase corresponds closely
to the description of authoritarianism. The third stage is called the ‘post-conventional’,
‘autonomous’, or ‘principled’ level. Individuals at this stage make a clear effort to define moral
values and principles that have validity and application apart from the authority of the groups of
persons holding them and apart from the individual’s own identification with the group
[Kohlberg 1975, 46]Kohlberg:1975up. This stage corresponds closely to the description of
libertarians. A 20-year longitudinal study in Chicago found moral judgment development to be
positively correlated with age, socio-economic status, IQ, and education. In addition
development in childhood predicted development in adulthood. At age 36 only about 10% had
reached a moral development at post-conventional level [Colby 1983, 47]Colby:1983tq; this
suggests indeed that it is more an option than a default in modern Western cultures.

The upper right diagonal reflects words from the field of epistemological development (see
[vanRossum 2010, 48]vanRossum:2010uy for an overview) and in particular from Kuhn [2000,
49]Kuhn:2000wo who separates four levels of beliefs about the world. In the first ‘realist’ level,
assertions exist only in direct reference to a state of the world. In the second ‘absolutist’ level
assertions are authority derived true or false representations of the world. In the third level
assertions are opinions that can be freely chosen, are accountable to their owners, and that,
apart from authority support, cannot be compared. In the fourth level assertions are judgments
that can be evaluated and compared according to criteria of argument and evidence. This
fourth level has passed what van Rossum and Hammer [2010, 48]vanRossum:2010uy call the
watershed between reasoning in terms of ready-made things (facts, procedures) existing â€˜out
thereâ€™ to independently constructing meaning. Since this is, again, a transition between
dependence and independence of authority we associate (but not equate) the “watershed”
with the transition from authoritarianism to libertarianism.
The last diagonal, in the lower right, describes typical activities associated with different lifephases. A baby is typically involved in all forms of senso-motor explorations in which it
gradually learns to separate the whole of perceptual and motor experiences into meaningful
units. This parts-from-whole approach of participatory discovery is typically associated with
the right brain hemisphere [McGilchrist 2010, 19]McGilchrist:2010uj. The second phase is
typically culturally, technically, and representationally driven. In this phase the main sources of
knowledge are represented and conveyed via languages (of diverse forms) and technologically
and culturally constructed objects and environments. This is a phase in which â€” in our
Western cultures â€” the left hemisphere is dominant. It is also a world in which knowledge and
skills are constructed from parts-to-whole. Knowledge and skills are typically not selfdiscovered but directly derived from others (authorities). In the post-watershed phase the
participatory co-creation that characterizes self-actualized individuals takes again the effect of
behavior in an ever-extending context into account. This suggests a return to right hemispheric
dominance.

The Trivium
{Section under development}
This section couples modern cognitive science to the age-old concept op the trivium to the
recent definition of Open-ended development. Whatever open-ended development is, it is
definitely not development aimed at interacting in a closed environment: that would only
require a finite development. Open-ended development is essentially aimed at dealing with
reality as it is and not with reality is it appears to be or as we can simplify it to. This entails that
reality is leading. Like it is in science.

Developing a reality-tested belief base
Every act you do, every step you take, every choice you make is a test of your beliefs. For
example every step you make relies on the ground not changing into water or disappearing
altogether. And each act that has the expected/desired outcome is evidence that your beliefs
and your reasoning capacity is reliable. But the very fact that you initiate an act is a sign that
you believe you expect you can deal with the consequences of your actions. Ideas as
expressed in words are of a different quality than ideas tested out in reality with whatever
intended or unintended consequences. Note that this directly refers to (raw) power as the
capacity to produce intended effects without taking into account the full consequences and
wisdom as the capacity to produce intended effects while taking into the full consequences
into account.

The more your beliefs and thought processes pass a wide variety of tests, the more reliable
they are. In addition, the more your understanding or the world extends itself, the further in the
future and the wider in spatial, cultural, technical, social, or scientific terms one’s plans work
will out as expected. This entails that, if all is well, our interactions with the world ensure that
beliefs become gradually more reliable in terms of how pervasively they can be used to base
successful courses of action on. This results in a reality-tested globally consistent belief base.
Unfortunately the development of a high quality reality-tested belief base is a process that,
although it works in all of us, may be derailed at some point. And it is typically derailed when
authority derived belief systems (ideologies, religions, or cultural biases) or authoritarian parent,
teachers, or authorities limit the freedom to “consider facts” critically and to either adopt them
in your belief-base or refute them as false or unreliable. Without this freedom people will not fill
their minds with ever more reliable and self-empowering knowledge and skills. The result is
dependency on authorities to maintain the conditions in which the mind functions adequately:
authoritarianism.
It is therefore important that the mind can fully self-develop, without externally (authority)
imposed limitations. This is probably the reason why the type of learning that leads to a realitybased belief system is called liberal education.
Liberal education (New Oxford Dictionary)
: concerned mainly with broadening a person’s general knowledge and experience, rather than
with technical or professional training
Note the use to the word education for “broadening a person’s general knowledge and
experience” and the word training for “technical or professional training.”
Only very few of us in Western Societies have received an education that allows the mind to
self-develop without imposed limitations and constraints. Yet a sizable minority has still has
learned to think properly and critically. The reason for that is that learning to think properly is
natural process, it might well be that low quality thought occurs only in societies, like ours, that
make an [effective effort[disempowerment to suppress the development of high quality
thought.

The Trivium and open-ended development
How to develop a reality-tested consistent belief system has been known since classical times
(and probably well in advance of that) and it is described in the so-called Trivium of ‘grammar’,
‘logic’ or ‘dialectic’, and ‘rhetoric’. There are many descriptions of these concepts. Here we
add another that takes the scientific basis in this website, and in particular the open-ended
development loop into account. It is loosely based on trivium education and [Sayers, 1947,
50]Sayers:1947uu. The ancient Greeks used the term dialectic to refer to various methods of
reasoning and discussion in order to discover the truth (see entry ‘dialectic’ the New Oxford
Dictionary) and in this context it might be better term than ‘logic’.
The Open-ended development loop depends, just as the Trivium, on three different concepts.
And interestingly, these two sets of concepts are easily connected and possible references to
the same phenomena.

Open-ended
development loop

Table Trivium vs open-ended development provides a comparison between the three
components of the Trivium and the three components of the open-ended development loop
and interprets each components

Trivium

Trivium vs open-ended development
Open-ended
Interpretation
development loop

Grammar
Exploration quadrant
Discovery of the Who,
Extending behaviors
What, Where, and When
through exploration
through interaction

Exploration via direct experiential evidence
or critically evaluating factual evidence

Logic/dialectic
Why of the world
through contemplation
and reasoning

Consolidation
quadrant
Generalization of
behaviors and
consolidating them

Consolidation of the knowledge and skills
acquired from the grammar-process
through a coupling with as of yet unrelated
domains of knowledge and skills

Rhetoric
The how of the world
through interaction

Problem solving
quadrant
Fine-tuning and testing
of behaviors and real
world problem solving

Problem solving associated with the
realization of ideas in an open world

Frustration quadrant
Deactivating or
unlearning behaviors

The antithesis of education, but
nevertheless important since not all
behaviors are productive and some should
be unlearned if they do not work out in
reality

The next few paragraphs are in part a verbatim copy of text in section Open-ended
development (if so in italic), but extended to be more useful for the connection with the Trivium.
Grammar â€” Exploration

In the exploration quadrant one expresses autonomy and agency and extends oneâ€™s
behavioral repertoire. Like anything on the right site of the [core-affect] plane, exploration must
be unforced and self-initiated. This ensure that one is in the [Vygostsky’s] zone of proximal
development](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zone_of_proximal_development) where learning
and ultimate consolidation is (almost?) guaranteed. Exploration should however become a
structured and effective process in which, if at all possible, a learner should be aware of the
completeness extend of the exploration so that exploration does not leave important answers
open that could have been easily filled with somewhat more strategic exploration.
Logic/dialectic â€” Consolidation

In the consolidation quadrant one develops â€” in the absence of environmental pressures â€”
new relations between oneself and the environment and one relates and combines hitherto
unrelated knowledge and experiences. In doing so one generalizes, stabilizes, and consolidates
knowledge and relations (whether mental, social, or otherwise). The consolidated knowledge,
(social) relations, and skills, no longer new and unpredictable, become more and more suitable

for general utility and in particular problem solving (a left-hemispheric activity).
This corresponds to the problem-solving quadrant in which the agent can prove its increased
competence and test and fine-tune its extended behavioral repertoire. Successful real-world
problem solving leads to confidence, which is a basis for further exploration, consolidation, and
testing.
This â€˜open-ended development loopâ€™ is depicted in Figure open-ended development
loop
Grammar process: exploration via direct experiential evidence or critically evaluating factual
evidence
Logic process: consolidation of the knowledge and skills acquired from the grammar-process
through a coupling with as of yet unrelated domains of knowledge and skills.
Rhetoric-process: problem solving associated with the realization of ideas in an open world.
Grammar
The grammar process leads to the discovery of the Who, What, Where, and the
When of the world.
The grammar process is about small-scale structure and in particular about exploring the
dynamics of symbols, objects, and processes. Play of any sort is a great way to explore and
discover the structure/dynamics of any system and the more one plays, the more one samples
and discovers the space of opportunities afforded. Grammar is traditionally used to refer to the
symbols of language and is as such important. In the middle ages a pupil of liberal education
learned a second language (usually Latin) explicitly on the basis of the grammar of the second
language. This engrained the belief that any system, however intractable it might appear
initially, is subject to regularities and that these regularities can be discovered and used. This is
a highly empowering realization on which all further learning .
Grammar, in de sense of allowed (often sequential) relations between symbols, matches left
hemispheric strengths because symbols refer to abstract entities without individuality that can
however be specified to particular situations. Mathematics and Computer Science tap into this
type of ability. Grammar in the sense of causal (local) structures that can be discovered via
(playful) interaction with the world is equally important and more attune with right hemispheric
strengths. Here the object of play is a particular real-world system, with all its particular
idiosyncrasies and fullness. In this case the discovery process is more aimed at learning to
generalize the experience by learning to discount the particulars of the instance. An important
point in both cases is that grammar is local in the sense that it, at least initially, pertains to
things that are simultaneous or sequential and typically part of a single system or process.
Grammar is therefore aimed at a local environment.
The result of discovering and ordering the small-scale structure includes the answers to the
Who, What, Where, and the When of individual processes that are randomly sampled from the
world. Trained thinkers are very good in discovering facts and experiences in ways that reliably
answers all W-questions from raw data. They have developed an uncanny ability to discover
local inconsistencies and to discover factual errors or lies; and they will not be satisfied or put
of by inconsistencies. In addition they know to judge the quality of information given by (so
called) experts and authorities and to check both key-facts and random factoids pertaining to a
situation. As such they fill their minds with a huge variety of reliable facts and experiences that
can be summoned when necessary and that can be used to discover and judge new raw data.

This leads to a large network of connected facts and experiences from a wide range of
domains. The nature and character of these domains is by and large irrelevant as long as its
diversity is large and the facts and experiences derived from it mainly reliable.
Discovering and ordering facts of reality comprises basic, systematic Knowledge- not only the
rules developed and applied to the ordering of word/concepts for verbal expression and
communication, but our first contact with conscious order as such. This is the initial, selfconscious technique used in properly (discursively or sequentially) organizing a body of
knowledge from raw, factual data for the purpose of gaining understanding (through logic) and;
thus, also organizing the individual human mind. It is the foundation upon which all other
â€œmethods of organization and orderâ€ﾝ are built. > Special grammar properly relates words
to other words within a specified language like English, Russian, or Latin. > General grammar
relates words to objective reality in any language and applies to all subjects as the first set of
building blocks to integrated or fully mindful, objective knowledge. A body of knowledge which
has been gathered and arranged under the rules of general grammar can now be subjected to
logic for full understanding, which, emphatically, is a separate intellectual procedure. -->
Logic
The logic-process produces the Why of the world.
Logic-process is about the interconnectedness of knowledge in as globally consistent manner.
Small-scale logic plays a role in fact-discovery and fact-evaluation. But the key point of the
logic-process is providing answers to the Why of a subject, i.e., it is about the history and
complete set of influences that gave rise to it and maintain it. Or phrased differently: to
understand a situation. For example, one might reflect on a bridge and why it was build just
there, why it has the features it has, and why it is in the state it is. This requires the flexible
combination of facts, skills, and knowledge from many different domains.
A proficient thinker is can rely on a huge basis of facts and experiences and use this to come
up with a globally consistent belief-base that approaches the consistency of reality itself.
Proficient thinkers know that inconsistencies in their thoughts cannot be a reflection of (everconsistent) reality and as such it require attention in the form of new or additional fact-checking
or other research.
Not yet competent thinkers on the other hand are characterized by what George Orwell termed
doublethink in his novel Nineteen Eighty-four: “Doublethink is the act of simultaneously
accepting two mutually contradictory beliefs as correct, often in distinct social contexts”
wikipedia. Doublethink is only possible when different domains of knowledge are not integrated
in a (globally) consistent whole. So the purpose of logic is to connect all types of different
forms of knowledge and experiences.
While the grammar-process is about going to the world and acquiring facts, the logic-process
is more introvert and contemplative. It requires quietness and a playful contemplative state of
mind which allows relevant knowledge to present itself to be fit into the larger reality-tested
(and therefore consistent) belief-base. Daydreaming, fantasizing, playful planning, discussions,
and listening to real-world accounts can all be ways to connect previously unconnected
knowledge, experiences, and skills. The logic-process can be tedious step-by-step work
(especially in the case of formal logic), often it involves a more day-dreaming or playful state of
mind in which all kinds of (possibly) relevant knowledge domains and experiences are
combined in search for inconsistencies to be resolved and for new relations to be discovered.
The natural result of the logic-process is the gradual merging of initially isolated knowledge and
experiential domains into a single connected reality-based understanding of the world. In this

understanding of the world, everything has a history that may not be known in full, but that can
be envisioned as the result of complex real-world dynamics context , which can be
extrapolated to the future. In many cases this requires some filling in, which necessitates
additional research (grammar).
Eventually the logic-phase allows one to understand every scene and every situation in terms
of relationships and dynamics. And part of these relations and dynamics can be separated
from the whole of existence and analyzed as a closed system (with typical left hemispheric
approaches) to solve particular problems. The result can always can be reintegrated in the
whole of understanding.
The result of the logic-process is a progressively more pervasive integrated belief-base on
which action can be reliably be based.
Developing the faculty of reason in establishing valid [i.e., non-contradictory] relationships
among facts yields basic, systematic Understanding- it is a guide for thinking correctly;
thinking without contradiction. More concisely, it is the art of non-contradictory identification.
The work of logic is proof. Proof consists of establishing the truth and validity of a concept or
proposition in correspondence with objective, factual reality by following a self-consistent
chain of higher-level thought back down to foundational, primary concepts or axioms (i.e.,
Existence, Consciousness, and Causality). > It is a means of keeping us in touch and grounded
to objective reality in our search for valid knowledge and understanding. Logic brings the
rhythm of the subjective thoughts of the mind, and the subsequent actions of the body, into
harmony with the rhythm of the objective universe. The intention is to amicably synchronize
individual mental processes, and their attendant actions, with the processes of our surrounding
natural, factual existence over the period of a lifetime. -->
Rhetoric
Rhetoric-process proofs that one knows the How of the world.
While the logic-process is primarily a mental and therefore an individual process, the rhetoricprocess is essentially a participatory one of (again) going out in the world to test one’s ability to
understand aspects of the world by [co-creating] new and desirable contributions to the world.
The narrow meaning of rhetoric is “the art of effective or persuasive speaking or writing”. But
this is only one way of persuasion: the best way of persuasion is by actually contributing
something new and useful in a more tangible form than mere words.
The key-feature of the rhetoric process is realizing: and successful realization is a measure of a
realistic belief base, because realizing something, and especially something new, is the
culmination of a long sequence of actions.
Applying knowledge and understanding expressively comprises Wisdom or, in other
words, it is systematically useable knowledge and understanding- to explore and
find the proper choice of methods for cogently expressing the conclusions of
grammar and logic on a subject in writing and/or oral argumentation (oratory). The
annunciation of those conclusions is called a statement of rationale, the set of
instructions deduced from the rationale for the purpose of application (of those
conclusions) in the real world is called a statement of protocols.
Many beliefs are false. Some seem reliable. Some are reliable. And some beliefs are true in a
particular â€” closed world â€” situation. No belief is generally true (which leads to the problem
of whether this statement is true :-) )

. That does not make your beliefs true in general
Given the fact that many of our belief
Every act is a test of our beliefs. We only act if we expect to be able to handle its
consequences.

Broaden-and-build theory.
The broaden and build theory of positive emotions [Fredrickson, 1998, 51]Fredrickson:1998er,
and [2005, 20]Fredrickson:2005ge argues basically the same as this site, but from a completely
different starting point, namely the role and function of positive emotions. The really nice point
of Fredrickson’s work is that positive emotions and effective learning go hand in hand.
Source: Barbara Fredrickson.
Central to many existing theories of emotion is the concept of specific-action
tendencies â€“ the idea that emotions prepare the body both physically and
psychologically to act in particular ways. For example, anger creates the urge to
attack, fear causes an urge to escape and disgust leads to the urge to expel. From
this framework, positive emotions posed a puzzle.
Emotions like joy, serenity and gratitude donâ€™t seem as useful as fear, anger or
disgust. The bodily changes, urges to act and the facial expressions produced by
positive emotions are not as specific or as obviously relevant to survival as those
sparked by negative emotions. If positive emotions didnâ€™t promote our
ancestorsâ€™ survival in life-threatening situations, then what good were they? How
did they survive evolutionary pressures? Did they have any adaptive value at all?
Barbara Fredrickson developed the Broaden-and-Build Theory of Positive Emotions
to explain the mechanics of how positive emotions were important to survival.
According to the theory, positive emotions expand cognition and behavioral
tendencies. Taking issue with the view that all emotions lead to specific action
tendencies, the theory argues that positive emotions increase the number of
potential behavioral options. Instead, emotions should be cast as leading to
changes in â€œmomentary thought-action repertoiresâ€ﾝ â€“ a range of potential
actions the body and mind are prepared to take.
The expanded cognitive flexibility evident during positive emotional states results in
resource building that becomes useful over time. Even though a positive emotional
state is only momentary, the benefits last in the form of traits, social bonds, and
abilities that endure into the future. The implication of this work is that positive
emotions have inherent value to human growth and development and cultivation of
these emotions will help people lead fuller lives.
The theory holds that in contrast with the benefits of negative emotionsâ€”which are
direct and immediately adaptive in life-threatening situationsâ€”the benefits of
broadened thoughtâ€“action repertoires emerge over time. Specifically, broadened
mindsets carry indirect and longterm adaptive value because broadening builds
enduring personal resources, like social connections, coping strategies, and
environmental knowledge. As an illustration, consider the link between interest and
exploration. Research shows that initially positive attitudesâ€”like interest and
curiosityâ€”produce more accurate subsequent knowledge than do initially negative

attitudesâ€”like boredom and cynicism. Positivity, by prompting approach and
exploration, creates experiential learning opportunities that confirm or correct initial
expectations. By contrast, because negativity promotes avoidance, opportunities to
correct false impressions are passed by. These findings suggest that positive
affectâ€”by broadening exploratory behavior in the momentâ€”over time builds more
accurate cognitive maps of what is good and bad in the environment. This greater
knowledge becomes a lasting personal resource
Although positive affect is transient, the personal resources accrued across
moments of positivity are durable. As these resources accumulate, they function as
reserves that can be drawn on to manage future threats and increase odds of
survival. So experiences of positive affect, although fleeting, can spark dynamic
processes with downstream repercussions for growth and resilience.
And from [Fredrickson, 2005, 52]Fredrickson:2005va:
The varied good outcomes empirically linked with positive affect support the
broaden-and-build theory, which asserts that positive emotions are evolved
psychological adaptations that increased human ancestorsâ€™ odds of survival and
reproduction (Fredrickson, 1998). The theory holds that unlike negative emotions,
which narrow peopleâ€™s behavioral urges toward specific actions that were lifepreserving for human ancestors (e.g., fight, flight), positive emotions widen the array
of thoughts and actions called forth (e.g., play, explore), facilitating generativity and
behavioral flexibility.
The theory holds that in contrast with the benefits of negative emotionsâ€”which are
direct and immediately adaptive in life-threatening situationsâ€”the benefits of
broadened thoughtâ€“action repertoires emerge over time. Specifically, broadened
mindsets carry indirect and longterm adaptive value because broadening builds
enduring personal resources, like social connections, coping strategies, and
environmental knowledge. As an illustration, consider the link between interest and
exploration. Research shows that initially positive attitudesâ€”like interest and
curiosityâ€”produce more accurate subsequent knowledge than do initially negative
attitudesâ€”like boredom and cynicism. Positivity, by prompting approach and
exploration, creates experiential learning opportunities that confirm or correct initial
expectations. By contrast, because negativity promotes avoidance, opportunities to
correct false impressions are passed by (Fazio, Eiser, & Shook, 2004). These findings
suggest that positive affectâ€”by broadening exploratory behavior in the
momentâ€”over time builds more accurate cognitive maps of what is good and bad
in the environment. This greater knowledge becomes a lasting personal resource
Although positive affect is transient, the personal resources accrued across
moments of positivity are durable. As these resources accumulate, they function as
reserves that can be drawn on to manage future threats and increase odds of
survival. So experiences of positive affect, although fleeting, can spark dynamic
processes with downstream repercussions for growth and resilience.Whereas
traditional perspectives hold that positive affect marks or signals current health and
well-being (Diener, 2000; Kahneman, 1999), the broaden-and-build theory goes
further to suggest that positive affect also produces future health and well-being
(Fredrickson, 2001). Put differently, because the broaden-and-build effects of
positive affect accumulate and compound over time, positivity can transform
individuals for the better, making them healthier, more socially integrated,
knowledgeable, effective, and resilient. Supporting this view, prospective studies by
Fredrickson and colleagues have shown that positive affect at initial assessment

predicts increases in well-being several weeks later, in part by broadening
peopleâ€™s mindsets (Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002) and building their psychological
resources (Fredrickson, Brown, Cohn, Conway, & Mikels, 2005). This evidence
motivates our prediction that positive affect is a critical ingredient within flourishing
mental health.

21st century education
In a position paper of the Association of American Colleges and Universities College Learning
for the New Global Century, 2009 about the (renewed) importance of a liberal education for all
(future) Americans the Association of American Colleges and Universities remark the following
when they describe 20tth century education:
With college education more important than ever before, both to individual
opportunity and to American prosperity, policy attention has turned to a new set of
priorities: the expansion of access, the reduction of costs, and accountability for
student success. These issues are important, but something equally important has
been left off the table. Across all the discussion of access, affordability, and even
accountability, there has been a near-total public and policy silence about what
contemporary college graduates need to know and be able to do. This report fills
that void. It builds from the recognition, already widely shared, that in a demanding
economic and international environment, Americans will need further learning
beyond high school. The National Leadership Council for Liberal Education and
Americaâ€™s Promise believes that the policy commitment to expanded college
access must be anchored in an equally strong commitment to educational
excellence. Student success in college cannot be documentedâ€”as it usually
isâ€”only in terms of enrollment, persistence, and degree attainment. These widely
used metrics, while important, miss entirely the question of whether students who
have placed their hopes for the future in higher education are actually achieving the
kind of learning they need for a complex and volatile world. (AACUNational
Leadership Council (U.S.), 2007) (page 1)
This report, endorsed by, interestingly enough, the Rockefeller and the Carnegy Foundations
and partially paid for by the Mellon Foundation, addresses the question â€œwhat
contemporary college graduates need to know and be able to doâ€ﾝ and what â€œthey need
for a complex and volatile worldâ€ﾝ to play particular roles in their multi-generational plans.
The position paper takes â€œthe wholesale dedication of education to a social purposeâ€ﾝ,
which Dodd (1954) reported on, still literally because it is explicitly aimed for a particular kind of
global citizenship. In fact the report is quite explicit in that it aims to create Americans as the
de facto leaders of the 21^th^ â€”century, who are comfortably able to deal with the diversity
of a multi-cultural world. This of course entails that American students are still considered as
pawns to be manipulated and that the rest of the world is treated as something to rule over.
Not much is new in this respect.
However US-education is not quite at this stage. In fact the position paper is quite alarming
when it reports that only six percent of college seniors are â€œproficientâ€ﾝ in critical thinking,
77 percent are â€œnot proficientâ€ﾝ. Probably something similar holds for their teachers. In
addition it concludes that the silence about what matter in education is dangerous because:
To students, it can send the self-defeating message that the diploma itselfâ€”rather
than the quality of learning it representsâ€”is the key to the future. Many students, in
fact, speak of college in just that way, and they view the degree as a ticket to be
stamped before they can move forward. â€œItâ€™s just a piece of paper. But that

piece of paper will
Whether you get the job is another matter because many jobs are outsourced to low-cost
countries. In addition the costs of college education have risen so much that many face a life of
debt-servitude: even have they obtained the degree [ref]. Nevertheless when stripped of its USparticulars the position paper is interesting and a useful inspiration for improved academic
education elsewhere. For example the position paper is precise about what kind of attitude
they would like to foster:
â€œLiberally educated students are curious about new intellectual questions, open
to alternative ways of viewing a situation or problem, disciplined to follow intellectual
methods to conclusions, capable of accepting criticism from others, tolerant of
ambiguity, and respectful of others with different views. They understand and accept
the imperative of academic honesty. Personal development is a very real part of
intellectual development.â€ﾝ - AAC&U Board of Directorsâ€™ statement on
Academic Freedom and Educational Responsibility (p 23).

The watershed
As a widely supported goal for university or college (and why not all?) education it is laudable
to aim for students who are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

curious about new intellectual questions,
open to alternative ways of viewing a situation or problem,
disciplined to follow intellectual methods to conclusions,
capable of accepting criticism from others,
tolerant of ambiguity,
respectful of others with different views, and
understanding and accepting the imperative of academic (intellectual) honesty.

Achieving it would entail a crossing of the watershed in the intellectual development of
students: the transition from â€œall opinions are validâ€ﾝ to â€œone opinion is better
(supported) than anotherâ€ﾝ (van Rossum & Hamer, 2010), which van Rossum and Hamer,
identified as of key importance for the development of truly autonomous individuals. In fact this
site has addressed many properties particular to pre and post watershed cognition. Table Pre
and post watershed properties organized by author lists a number of these.

Author

Pre and post watershed properties organized by author
Pre watershed
Post watershed

Woodrow Wilson

Not privileged

Privileged

Snedden

Producer of utilities

User of utilities

Dewey

No master of own industrial
fate

Master of own industrial fate

Labaree

Useful idiot

Nuanced and deep thinker

Connor

Unsuitable for democracy

Suitable for democracy

Author

Pre watershed

Post watershed

AAC&U

Fragmented and incoherent

Integrated understanding

Maslow

Pawns to be moved by others

Self-movers, self-deciders, selfchoosers

Stenner

Authoritarians

Libertarians

Stenner

Cognitive incapacity

Cognitive capacity

Meadows

Cannot control environment

Can control environment

Van Rossum and
Hamer

All opinions are valid

Some opinions are better supported

Epistemological development
Because the seminal work of van Rossum and Hamer [2010, 48]vanRossum:2010uy â€”
â€œThe meaning or Learning and Knowingâ€ﾝ â€” is so accessible and so relevant, the next
sections will consists predominantly of verbatim selections (with permission graciously given).
Especially chapters 1 and are a must-read for anyone interested in the processes of learning,
teaching, and intellectual development known as epistemological development.

Developing Conceptions of Intelligence
Academic development involves the development of the intellect. Van Rossum and Hamer
have proposed a theoretical framework that involves at least 6 levels of intellectual
development. Each of these levels corresponds to a particular conception of intelligence.
These six levels were the outcome of hundreds of analysis of essays on the basis of openended questions. The subjects were Hotel-school students in The Hague, a school of higher
professional education (HBO) in the Netherlands. One of the essay question addressed the
studentâ€™s conception of intelligence. This led to 6 conceptions of intelligence outlined in
table ‘Conceptions of intelligence’. These are later combined with how students conceptualize
learning and teachers conceptualize teaching. [Rossum & Hamer, 2010), p 21–24,
48]vanRossum:2010uy
Conceptions of intelligence
Level Conception of Intelligence
1

No concept of intelligence

2

As learning at this level of thinking, intelligence is seen as a one-dimensional, selfevident concept: it says something about how smart you are, how little trouble you have
with learning. However, intelligence is something that is not necessarily connected to
â€˜knowing a lotâ€™; itâ€™s more an innate talent.

Level Conception of Intelligence

3

Students at this third level of thinking about learning and teaching still feel that
intelligence (IQ) is fixed and innate, but that intelligent behaviour is something that can
be learned. The focus at this level is on applying or using oneâ€™s innate intelligence,
the more one uses it, the more intelligent oneâ€™s behaviour.

4

By students that see learning as understanding - and applying what is learned based on
this understanding, both in academic areas and in everyday life â€“ intelligence is
viewed in a logically coherent way, as the ability to function well and independently in
everyday life: as one student puts it, intelligence is â€œa way of lifeâ€ﾝ. Intelligence is
also something that can be developed. It loses its absolutist interpretation and it leads
to reflection about many things.

5

At his level, intelligence is sometimes seen as problem solving in the broadest sense. It
includes a view on which (problem solving) skills are most necessary in society for it to
function well, and intelligence is clearly seen as something that can be developed, and
needs to be developed when society needs it.

6

At this level, views on intelligence include cognitive and affective aspects, seeing it as a
comprehensive, intellectual and non-intellectual phenomenon. Where at the previous
level intelligence was seen as problem solving, here it is seen as a creative process.
Perhaps the distinction is between problem solving (5) and problem posing (6).

The development of conceptions of intelligence can be explained in terms of developing
agency (the capacity to be an autonomous source of behavior).
1. At level 1 there is very minimal agency, the student does as told and has no notion of its
role in the process.
2. At level 2 the student sees intelligence as â€˜ease of learningâ€™ that is beyond control.
3. At level 3 the student begins to realize that learning and intellectual development
depends on practice and is therefore in part under control.
4. Level 4 is the first stage beyond the watershed and reflects the transition from cognition
without and cognition with understanding. At level 4 intelligence is no longer apparent as
way of learning things, but apparent from how one understands the things one does and
now intelligence can come under full control, which leads to completely new levels of
self- direction.
5. At level 5 intelligence develops further from personal empowerment to creating the
conditions of a society in which one wants to life, with the consequence that the
individual sees himself (for the first time in its intellectual development) as an active nonnegligible contributor to the solutions of societal problems.
6. At level 6 the individual integrates intellectual and affective behavior in a more reflective
stance towards societal functioning, which may include a more critical, creative and
independent attitude towards societal functioning and development.
For their sample of the Hotel School in The Hague van Rossum and Hamer found only a
minority of 25% that had crossed the watershed. Although the reported results in the next
section pertain to higher professional education and not to scientific education, the researchers
warn for expectations that the epistemological development during university education is
necessarily much different from the results reported below. In particular they expect that the
majority of (Dutch) university bachelors will not exceed level 3.

Learning and Teaching Conceptions
Equally interesting are the conceptions of learning and teaching. These match the development
of conceptions of intelligence. In particular Learning-teaching conceptions 1 through 3 can be
associated with surface-level processing and learning outcomes that are mostly of a
reproductive nature. Learning-teaching conceptions 4 through 6 in turn can be associated with
deep-level processing and learning outcomes that are mostly of a constructive nature [p 30,
48]vanRossum:2010uy The next extensive quote provides a careful analysis of the 6 different
levels they identified for conceptualization of learning and teaching. This is especially useful to
apply to existing policy documents to determine from which level from which they originate.
In learning-teaching conception 1, learning is not reflected upon: it is simply
something â€œeverybody does,â€ﾝ like breathing. Learning is described as a list of
activities or synonyms. Students with this learning conception view teaching as the
transfer of knowledge. The role of the student is minimal and the teaching-learning
process is defined entirely by the teacher.
To students with learning-teaching conception 2, learning is equal to memorizing
and the ability to reproduce what is memorized, usually in a school test setting.
Level-two-thinkers see learning in quantitative terms: learning more is being able to
reproduce more, but they also have a budding awareness of not having to learn
everything, being able to make a selection of the facts to be memorized. For these
students teaching needs to be clear, orderly, efficient, entertaining and must include
opportunities to ask questions, implying a limited type of student-teacher interaction
in a still very teacher-dominated environment.
At learning-teaching conception 3, the process of learning is selecting and
memorizing those facts, procedures, ideas, etcetera which may prove useful later in
life. Learning and understanding both are interpreted as being able to apply what is
learned in the future. The major focus of learning is still quantitative and
reproductive, and neither the learner nor what is learned is changed in any way.
Teaching is characterized by teacher-dominated discussion, up-to-date examples,
cases from practice, and an enthusiastic teacher who shapes and motivates the
students using positive and negative feedback. These students attach a lot of
importance to being heard, to giving them the opportunity to express their opinions.
They feel any opinion is as good as any other.
About three quarters of all our students could be allocated to one of the three
reproduction oriented learning-teaching conceptions described above.
In moving to learning-teaching conception 4, students move across what we call the
watershed: the focus shifts from taking in ready-made things (facts, procedures)
existing â€˜out thereâ€™ to actively constructing meaning. Such students prefer
teachers who:
1) challenge students to (start to) think for themselves, 2) encourage
students to realize that multiple informed approaches and solutions to
problems are possible, 3) encourage and coach students to develop
â€œa way of (disciplinary) thinkingâ€ﾝ through 4) a less formal â€”
confidence building â€” interpersonal relationship.
Level-four-thinkers have become active participants in the teaching-learning
process. Student and teacher both focus on understanding and finding evidencebased solutions within a particular discipline. They realize that most knowledge is

uncertain and consequently authorities lose the exclusive ownership of it [emphasis
added]. Everybody may develop a point of view based on a set of arguments using
the rules of the discipline. About one in four of our students had crossed this
watershed to a way of thinking that is generally accepted as the outcome of higher
education, on average about 20% of our students was allocated to this particular
way of knowing at any time.
For students functioning at the fifth level of thinking, learning has acquired a more
personal meaning as opposed to the relatively technical view on learning in the
previous stage. This way of thinking is characterized by notions such as broadening
oneâ€™s outlook on things, opening oneâ€™s mind, widening horizons, or looking
â€œat the world with those eyesâ€ﾝ. By changing the eyes one sees with, students
can transform the way they perceive reality (i.e. self-transformation). Level-fivethinkers appreciate a teaching environment based on dialogue, where teachers and
students become equal partners in the mutual construction of knowledge. About 4%
of our students could at any time be allocated to this category of description. (Note
that the AAC&U Board of Directorsâ€™ statement on Academic Freedom and
Educational Responsibility on the goal of liberal education corresponds closely to
the description of level 5)
The most sophisticated learning conception that we have found in our student data
is characterized by an existential dimension, the self of the learner seems to have
become the focus of learning. This position is extremely rare, only slightly more than
1% of all our students studied over about three decades was identified as making
meaning in this way. The process aspect of this conception is growing selfawareness, looking for answers to the question â€œWho am I?â€ﾝ The self has
become the ultimate object of reflection. The product is self-realization: becoming or
defining the person you feel you are (i.e. self-definition). Good teaching to level-sixthinkers seems to be defined almost exclusively in language referring to emotion,
autonomy and reciprocal relationships and it boils down to mutual trust and caring
while showing an almost dismissive approach to teaching techniques and methods.
Learning-teaching conception 4 can be interpreted as the expression of academic or
scientific thinking: the ability to use the full range of rules and assumptions of a
discipline or system such as scientific thought. The move from reproductive to
constructive thinking, the move from learning-teaching conception 3 to 4, is the
largest and most difficult one to effectuate in higher education: we refer to this move
as crossing the watershed [p 30–31, 48]vanRossum:2010uy.
This leads to a summary table, including references to the conceptions of intelligence, are
provide below.
Developmental model of studentsâ€™ learning and teaching conceptions
Object of
Conception of
Level Learning conception
Teaching conception
reflection
intelligence
1

2

Increasing knowledge none

Memorizing

Exam
relevancy

Imparting clear/well
structured knowledge
Transmitting structured
knowledge
Innate and fixed IQ
(acknowledging
receiver)

Level Learning conception

Object of
reflection

Teaching conception

Conception of
intelligence

Usefulness
later on

Interacting and
Shaping

Innate and fixed IQ
versus intelligent
behavior

3

Reproductive
understanding/
application or
application foreseen

4

Challenging to think
Understanding subject Subject matter for yourself /
matter
meaning
developing a way of
thinking

5

Widening horizons

Personal
development

Dialogue teaching

Personal development
Problem solving skills, as
needed in society

6

Growing self
awareness

Self

Mutual trust and
authentic
relationships: Caring

Intelligence is intellect
and affect

Not fixed anymore
Independently thinking
and solving everyday
problems with ease

Van Rossum and Hamer validate their 6 level approach with comparison with other accounts of
intellectual developments (e.g. [p 145, 48]vanRossum:2010uy).

What drives intellectual development?
Both [Sayers, 1947, 50]Sayers:1947uu and [Gatto, 2002, 53]Gatto:2002vw have argued that
normal intellectual development is a natural process. Van Rossum and Hamer agree and
describe its driving dynamic as follows.
After describing the various developmental stages (see especially Table
Developmental model of studentsâ€™ learning and teaching conceptions), one
might wonder about the logic of why students develop at all. What is the process
and what are the questions that may drive development? We feel that it may be a
series of cycles of differentiation and integration. Because the majority of students
start higher education as level-two-thinkers we start with them, and not the levelone-thinkers who are not aware of the option of reflection.
In traditional secondary education level-two-thinkers have learnt to focus on what is
important to pass examinations, addressing the important issue of â€œHow do I
pass exams?â€ﾝ So exams define what to learn and know. After a while, perhaps
confronted with the demands of higher education and life, level-two- thinkers may
experience discomfort with memorizing and passing exams alone, and the need for
(reproductive) meaning making and application differentiates out of learning
conception 2 into learning conception 3. Learners then become level-three-thinkers
trying to answer the issue â€œWhat is useful for me to know?â€ﾝ For level-threethinkers later work or practice define what to learn and know.
The imminent future as a successful professional â€” or working experiences â€”
may stimulate learners to develop into level-four-thinkers (learning conception 4),
where the way of thinking of level-two-thinkers and level-three-thinkers become
elements in an integrated system focusing on autonomy and understanding within a

context, addressing the issue of â€œHow should I think?â€ﾝ or â€œHow do I make
sense of reality?â€ﾝ This is a big change in thinking and we have referred to this shift
as the watershed in epistemology within our six-stage model. The learning and
knowing of level-four-thinkers is defined by a professionalâ€™s (disciplinary) way of
thinking.
The realization that there may be more contexts including other autonomous people,
leads to the differentiating move into learning conception 5. Level-five-thinkers focus
on connection and multiple perspectives: â€œHow do I relate to other people and
perspectives?â€ﾝ and their learning and knowing is still defined externally by these
perspectives. (van Rossum & Hamer, 2010) (page 26 and 27)
Since universities are par excellence institutions where intellectual development is encouraged,
it makes sense to speculate about intellectual development well beyond what is possible or
likely within the bounds of organized academia, but is nevertheless facilitated by the presence
of a university. Fortunately van Rossum and Hamer dare to speculate.
These five first tiers of development seem to focus on epistemology: knowledge and
knowing. We have referred to this first set of five as a model of â€œlearning to
knowâ€ﾝ, introducing a second shift in focus within our original six-stage
developmental model. We have discussed this second shift, and the provisional
second tier of development introduced below, which focuses on â€œlearning to
beâ€ﾝ.
Learning conception 6 can be seen either as the final stage or the first of a second
type of development. Either way it is characterized by the integration of autonomy
(level-four- thinkers) and connection (level-five-thinkers) into a new structure
addressing more ethical issues such as â€œWho am I?â€ﾝ Here, for the first time
the self becomes â€˜the bossâ€™ who defines learning and knowing. Level-sixthinkers have made a step upwards to another, ontological plane which led us
before to propose a change of nomenclature: learning to be me or â€œknowing
meâ€ﾝ.
In response to a query what then would constitute learning to be 2 and beyond, we
have used both the idea of differentiation and integration used above, as well as the
idea of â€˜stepping out of embeddednessâ€™ that Kegan introduced (see chapter
3) to extrapolate a possible developmental trajectory. So if level-six-thinkers ask
â€œWho am I?â€ﾝ, level-seven- thinkers might focus on differentiation and finding
out â€œWho are you?â€ﾝ, embracing the other in a new way of knowing Parker
Palmer might be referring to when he says â€œa way of knowing and of living that
has moved beyond fear of the other into respect for, even a need for, its othernessâ€
ﾝ. Level-eight-thinkers then â€” stepping out of â€˜you-and-Iâ€™ â€” might
integrate this into the question â€œWhat defines humanity (to me)?â€ﾝ […]
And after considering humanity, in becoming a level-nine-thinker, one might
differentiate towards non-human life: â€œWhat about all other living things?â€ﾝ,
perhaps in time progressing towards a new structure. Becoming a level-ten-thinker
could mean addressing the issue of â€œWhat is humanityâ€™s place and
responsibility in the system, in and towards the ecology and the planet we live on, in
short â€˜life as we know itâ€™?â€ﾝ Although, this speculation seems to call us
â€œto boldly go where no-one has gone beforeâ€ﾝ, we choose to leave the
contemplation of â€œlife, not as we know itâ€ﾝ to another time and place.
This leaves the issue why people ask these questions undecided, although some

schools of thought believe that making sense of our environment by asking
questions (inquiry) may be â€œhard wiredâ€ﾝ into our brain.
This analysis dovetails with the highest level in the section on [Intellectual Classes]: being able
to understand how the world is understood through an independence of and flexible use of
paradigms. In addition it fits also with the concept to self-actualization that was introduced by
Maslow to denote the process towards realizing full personal potential [Maslow, 1962,
29]Maslow:1962tn. Maslow was the first (and arguably the wisest) researcher to study the full
potential of being human. Although he based himself on a low number of examples, and
possibly a somewhat biased set, he found a cluster of 14 characteristics that distinguish selfactualized individuals. The main characteristic was a very good grasp on reality. In addition
… these characteristics define individuals who are accepting of themselves and
others, are relatively independent of the culture or society in which they live, are
somewhat detached but with very close personal ties to a few other people, and are
deeply committed to solving problems that they deem important. Additionally, selfactualized individuals intensely appreciate simple or natural events, such as a
sunrise, and they sometimes experience profound changes that Maslow termed
peak experiences. Although difficult to describe, peak experiences often involve a
momentary loss of self and feelings of transcendence. Reports of peak experiences
also include the feeling of limitless horizons opening up and of being simultaneously
very powerful, yet weak. Peak experiences are extremely positive in nature and often
cause an individual to change the direction of his or her future behaviour. Maslow
believed that everyone is capable of having peak experiences, but he believed that
self-actualized persons have these experiences more often. (Source: Encyclopedia
Britannica, Motivation)
Peak experiences as moments in which structure is seen and where previously complexly
connected epistemological structures become simple and in doing so free mind-space for
further epistemological development. Maybe that is also the reason why they are so
pleasurable.
In accordance with Sayer and Gatto, Van Rossum and Hamer conclude:
Furthermore, we feel that this general intellectual development is a naturally
occurring one, and one that is crucial to the proper functioning in a complex society
including many groups, competing interests and value systems. It might even be
crucial to the survival of our planet. It is a development that can be accelerated by
formal (higher) education that focuses on systemic thinking, different perspectives or
paradoxes. The development can sometimes be greatly accelerated by formal
education or lifeâ€™s turns and twists. However, it can also be arrested for long
periods of time in â€˜traditional culturesâ€™, e.g. strongly traditional education,
focusing on lectures, memorization and reproduction. (p 574–575)

Intellectual development and intellectual classes
It is fairly straightforward to connect the five intellectual classes as proposed earlier to the sixstage development sketched by van Rossum and Hamer. For example the intellectual slave
class has no personal autonomy and conform level 1 â€œthe teaching-learning process is
defined entirely by the teacherâ€ﾝ. The intellectual lower class has learned certain
competences under the guidance of others which complies with a level 2 description that
â€œLearning more is being able to reproduce more in a teacher dominated environment.â€ ﾝ
This translates easily to â€œWorking is being able to produce under supervisionâ€ﾝ as typical

lower (social) class description.
Level 5 was described as broadening oneâ€™s outlook on things, opening oneâ€™s mind,
widening horizons, or looking â€œat the world with those eyesâ€ﾝ, which dovetails with the
intellectual upper class description as â€œthey have learned that all experiences and all
sources of knowledge are of potential interest so that they gradually become more competent
and more autonomous for more and more of the time.â€ﾝ The intellectual elite was described
as self-actualizing individuals who, as outlined in the previous section, gradually bring more
pervasive aspects of life part of their understanding.
To completely match the 6 levels of intellectual development with the intellectual classes it is
possible to split the intellectual middle class into a lower-middle class and an upper-middle
class. The first one corresponds to level 3, just below the watershed, and the second to level 4
above the watershed. The key difference separating the intellectual lower-middle class from the
upper-middle class may be the discovery that all knowledge is connected; that it doesnâ€™t
really matter what you learn as long as it is connected to the other things you know so that it
can be made serviceable at arbitrary moments in the future. This leads to the awareness that
knowledge in principle can be integrated (understood) and used pervasively through life. To
requote part of the learning and teaching conception of level 4:
Such students prefer teachers who: 1) challenge students to (start to) think for themselves, 2)
encourage students to realize that multiple informed approaches and solutions to problems are
possible, 3) encourage and coach students to develop â€œa way of (disciplinary) thinkingâ€ﾝ
through 4) a less formal â€” confidence building â€” interpersonal relationship. (van Rossum &
Hamer, 2010) (page 31) For the first time in life, this inspires the student to take partial control
over its own learning process, which forms the basis of true autonomy and it is therefore highly
empowering. At the same time these first steps towards further confidence building for future
autonomy may be a bit frightening and are likely to benefit from a supportive environment that
they search for.

EpistemologicalDevelopmentSteps
This then lead to the following development shown in Figure Epistemological development. The
modern AAC&U goal for higher education is to aim for level 5 (AACUNational Leadership
Council (U.S.), 2007), well above the watershed and probably quite ambitious.

The role of teachers
Van Rossum and Hamer describe a potential trap that occurs when educators below the
watershed, who favor reproduction over the construction of meaning, become the teachers of
a new generation of teachers. They conclude that:
teachers are indeed nothing other than students grown-up, meaning that they view
learning and teaching in essentially the same ways as students. It is true that
teachers â€” in part because of their participation in higher education and their
greater life experience â€” on average are further along the epistemological
development we have sketched above, but still there are many teachers who view
learning and teaching from a profoundly reproductive perspective (mainly learningteaching conception 3). When not addressed in teacher training this reproductive
view may perpetuate itself through generations of teachers who have failed to
experience epistemological growth towards constructivism in higher education.

Each generation of these fundamentally reproduction oriented teachers in turn
instilling the same reproductive way of knowing in their students and thereby
undermining the purpose of education: teaching people to think for themselves, to
evaluate evidence and to be capable of formulating an informed opinion. This means
that in particular in teacher education it is important to address the more
philosophical issues regarding the nature of disciplinary knowledge and theory-laden
observation, as well as addressing beliefs about truth, learning, motivation, effort,
talent, etcetera. We would suggest to pay particular attention to this in teacher
education for the natural and applied sciences (e.g. physics, mathematics, law,
accounting, business administration) as it may, at least initially, go against the grain
of existing and future teachers. Not only will this make a start towards breaking the
chain of perpetuation of reproductive epistemology, it will help teachers implement
future more constructivist educational innovations more successfully. (van Rossum &
Hamer, 2010) (p 576)
Universities run this risk as well. However universities, more than other educational institutes,
harbor a wide range of educators and researchers. At one end exists typical domain specialists
who might not have developed beyond level 3 (Snedden was professor at Stanford, and very
much an authoritarian), but who are still great sources of expertise and the can help to learn
students how to think albeit within a fairly narrow domain or to their own intellectual
development. But university staff comprises also of many members who are progressed far in
intellectual development and who are now only an informal resource for students who want to
make the most of their intellectual development. Ensuring that these educators are more
explicitly and more effectively involved in the intellectual development of students may result in
students that progress much quicker and therefore farther along the path of intellectual
development. This untapped resource may lead not only to students that enrich society with
independence, autonomy, stability, and wisdom but they will also spawn researchers who are
able to connect and unify fields of science and who easily transfer research outcomes to
society. These will be the scientific and societal leaders of the future, and they will elevate the
reputation of the university that educated them. In addition they will form the educators of
future students. This explains why top-universities take educational quality as serious as they
do.

Meaddowsâ€™ hiearchy and social strata
Meadowsâ€™ hierarchy is a count-down of twelve leverage points from the least influential
ones to the most effective and powerful ones. Although Meadows does not, the hierarchy can
be separated in 5 competence levels to interact with systems that become gradually more
powerful, more abstract, but at the same time slower. [What am I doing here?]
• The least influential levels can be described a â€˜Working with the systemâ€™ and
correspond to the level that most people are generally at. Traditionally it is reserved for
the lower classes.
• The second group of levels can be described as â€˜Making the system work for youâ€™
and are characteristics for the more successful and the entrepreneurially minded, which
include low and medium level politicians, entrepreneurs, and white collar criminals.
These levels are the domain of the middle-class.
• The third group of levels â€˜Designing and controlling the systemâ€™ is for policymakers such as lobbyists, politicians, high-level judges, CEOâ€™s of national
corporations, and the largest investment firms that are able to determine where a society
will focus on and in what direction its technology, economy, and laws will develop.
These levels are the domain of the upper-class.
• The fourth group can be described as â€˜Setting the goalsâ€™ and is reserved for

highest level of Intelligence Agencies, think tanks, media corporations, CEOâ€™s of the
largest multinationals, and a few highly effective communicators in, typically, academia
and culture. This is the domain of the oligarchy.
• The fifth and most powerful level contains a single level and can be described as
determining how the world is understood and how the global society reacts to changes
and challenges. This is the level in which this paper is particularly interested and is
reserved for a small part of the ruling oligarchy.
[Skill level as cognitive abilities]
Donella Meadowsâ€™ (1999) original list is informative, a pleasant read, and highly
recommended. Here we review it only
Working with the system
1. Constants, parameters, numbers (such as production levels, sales prizes, loans, taxes
levels)
2. The size of buffers and other stabilizing stocks, relative to their flows
3. Structure of material stocks and flows (such as transport network, population age
structures)
These levels describe the level relevant for those who limit themselves to tending the system or
playing according to the rules and expectations of the system. It is the level of the employee,
the low-level manager, or the obedient uncritical citizen. It is also the level of those who are not
able or willing to work with the system and try to appropriate some benefits via social security
or as unsophisticated criminal. The issues relevant for these levels are the issues that describe
the detailed workings of an idealized system as if it is not intricately part of a larger and more
complex (and therefore) obscure system. People who act exclusively at this level will
disempower themselves by limiting themselves to the least influential levels.
Skills: able to successfully attend a small part or facet of the system, but unable to fully
oversee and understand the dynamics of the direct social, cultural, and economic environment.
No ability to evaluate oneâ€™s situation in a larger context, therefore unable to visualize and
reason about cultural differences. Daily decision are dictated by the current environment.
Minimal personal autonomy and consequently a highly reliance on authorities of all sorts,
especially those who tell what to do and who are responsible for maintaining a context in which
one can function adequately.
Making the system work for you
1. Length of delays, relative to the rate of system changes
2. Strength of negative feedback loops, relative to the effect they are trying to correct
against
3. Gain around driving positive feedback loops
4. Structure of information flow (who does and does not have access to what kinds of
information)
These are the levels for those who are able to â€˜playâ€™ with the system and are able to
make the system work for them by changing or exploiting its less apparent properties and
internal dynamics. This level includes entrepreneurs, mid-level civil servants, and white-collar
criminals. For example a manager who works more efficient may improve sales effectively. A
mid-level civil servant who manages to decrease the effectiveness of regulatory instruments
may gain considerable freedom in implementing self generated or corrupt policies. An
entrepreneur who successfully exploit a market-niche will experience a period in which each

sale reinforces more sales. And a CEO who wants to close a plant can start with decreasing
the quality of the management to ensure an outflow of first the most talented personnel. These
will be followed with the more flexible and the disillusioned workers. The resulting most loyal
and desperate workers are unlikely to fight the closure of the plant. And a white-collar criminal
who effectively controls the information flow can generate in situation in which his victimâ€™s
sense of comfort is based on a careful selection of the available information. High comfort level
of the victims tell the criminal that he can continue raising the stakes of the scam.
Skills: able to understand and change the dynamics of the direct social, cultural, and economic
environment. Limited ability to evaluate and adapt oneâ€™s own situation reactively in a lager
social economic context. Able to visualize and understand cultural differences and to relate
and interact with these differences in an effective way. Daily decisions in part under strategic
control. Increased autonomy and reduced sensitivity to authorities and more likely to challenge
authorities when they interfere with own autonomy but equally likely to demand that authorities
uphold the conditions that allow them â€˜to work with the systemâ€™.
Controlling the system design
1. Rules of the system (such as incentives, punishment, constraints)
2. Power to add, change, evolve, or self-organize system structure
This is the typical level of top lobbyists, the top politicians, high level investors (large venture
capitalists, the daily activities of corporate bankers, hedge funds), CEOâ€™s of multi-nationals,
leaders of policy-advising law-firms, leaders of top-universities, economic strategists, and the
visionaries who control NGOâ€™s. It is also the level some academic generalists. This is the
level that determines â€˜how the game is playedâ€™. That influences what will be optimizes,
what will be punished, and within which constraints other have to work. This is the level that
determines whether whistleblowers will be cherished as stabilizing factors or persecuted to
enhance corruption and the freedom to play the system. This is also the level that decides
whether a government will be judged in terms of quantifiable and seemingly tangible goals
such a reducing poverty by 12% or in more abstract terms like whether or not providing
citizens with the tools and opportunities to liberate themselves from poverty. The first goal can
be reduced to mere budget allocation, while the second goal may lead to (dis)empowerment of
lower social classes.
This is also the level that determines how economies will develop. For example the type of
labor a country will be used can be influenced by selectively investing in industries and at the
same investing in matching education. Another example is the initiation of international
Skills: able to understand and willing to change the dynamics of society, culture, and economy
as a whole. Able to evaluate and to adapt proactively to large scale social-economic
developments. Able to visualize, understand, and regulate cultural differences. Daily decisions
in the service of strategic (long-term) control. A high level of personal autonomy and a
willingness and ability to lead covertly. Not subject to any authority. Able to effectively
challenge and influence (other) authorities irrespective whether one is part of the authoritarian
structure. Always looking for strategic coaching to help to guide daily decisions.
Use in a slow power context: generation of bubbles.
Influencing decision makers and public opinion
1. Goal of the system
2. Mindset or paradigm that the system â€” its goals, structure, rules, delays, parameters
â€” arises out of

Decision makers like politicians and CEOâ€™s, are highly visible and often raised in the
system they control. Through habit, education, experience, and social pressure they are highly
bound to a single system and system approach and they are highly skilled in influencing the
systems they are control. However their focus is on the system as they understand it and since
many of the decisions they take have long term consequences they rely on advice and
estimates of realizability and social acceptability from think tanks, NGOâ€™s, media,
Intelligence Agencies, and a few highly effective communicators in, typically, academia,
culture, and religion.
Slow power should focus on this and the next level by controlling these institutions. In addition
it is important to make sure that the public debate is controlled by suitable communicators.
Highly effective dissenting voices that convey messages on these levels should be suppressed
(Martin Luther king, Malcom X, Pope John Paul I, Ghandi).
Skills: Able to reason about the mindset of persons, groups, and social classes in terms of
effective behavior manipulation through a match of personality and task. Able to reason about
a wide range of societal, cultural, technological, and economics influences and their effect on a
society as a whole. Able to select, prioritize, and activate social social-economic changes. Full
personal autonomy and the skills to influence and use the mindset of others. Highly
independent of the day to day workings of authoritarian structures and able to make these
structure work for them.
Influencing how the world is understood
1. Power to transcend paradigms
The most effective level of slow power is an effective use of knowledge about human nature as
a tool of power. This does not entail a deep understanding of individual behavior, but a general
understanding about how to influence human behavior on the time-scale of generations and
during moments of crisis, in combination with the skills and opportunities to use this. It relies
on intimate knowledge about how individuals and societies make sense of the world. How they
attribute cause and effect, and how they integrate and desintegrate, empower or self-limit
themselves, and above all whether they trust themselves or some authority to determine what
they should feel or think.
Trust, level of individual autonomy, reciprocity, define good and bad, attribute causes to worldly
of spiritual causes, pallet of basic emotions in society, raise of lower the role psychological
deviants in society. Spread philosophies in society. Define normalcy on psychological and
social key terms. Influence the distribution in social strata. Structuring the flow of wealth
Defining and controling the level of individual autonomy.
[Example ownership in Middle-ages]
This boils down to a deep understanding of centuries old and optimized approaches of human
behavior on the time-scale of generations and during moments of crisis. Human nature in this
context is defined as the scope of human behavior insofar relevant of societal processes.
Skills: Able to work with human nature as a tool. Able and motivated to influence long-term
(multiple generations and even centuries) societal developments related to the global
distribution of wealth, the distribution of skills over social strata, shaping national identities and
national likes and dislikes, and global spheres of influence. Full personal autonomy and the
skills to influence the mindset of humanity in intended directions.

â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€” So one might conjecture that social classes is
correlated to a mastery of leverage points.
Level of autonomy
Working with the system Making the system work for you Defining and controlling the system
Influencing the decision makers Influencing how the world is understood Unable to fully
understand and oversee Able to understand the system and exploit Able to change qualitative
aspects and oversee part of the social consequences Able oversee the shaping dynamics and
changing them in desired directions Able to use human nature as tool. Looking for guidance for
daily matters Dependence on authority Independent enough to work with authorities for
change Independence of authority and able to guide authorities Independence of paradigms.
Able to use or initiate socio-ideological developments

Disempowerment
You probably know the experience of unsuccessfully trying to make a computer do what you
want it to do; to produce intended results. And then all of a sudden, you understand what you
have been doing wrong. You adapt your behavior a bit and now everything works.
In retrospect you know that you caused your own problem: you didn’t understand the
(computer) system to a sufficient degree. But you can also argue that you only had a problem
because the system was designed to behave counter-intuitively. And because it behaved
counter-intuitively, the system â€” instead of facilitating you â€” trapped you until you
understood it better. And while you are trapped your development stalls.
The world is just like this. If you understand it, it is a rich source of opportunities, but if you do
not it is a frustrating place to be trapped in. This site assumes that we are all trapped in global
and local systems we do not understand and that we have to educate ourselves out of the
ignorance traps to change the world from a frustrating trap into a world of near limitless
opportunities.
It is useful to contrast self-empowerment and disempowerment, as depicted in Table
Contrasting disempowerment and empowerment

Disempowerment

Contrasting disempowerment and empowerment
self-Empowerment

1) One is powerless if one cannot produce
intended results

1 ) Power is the capacity to produce intended
(and predicted) results.

2) The production of intended results is
impossible if efforts are based on unrealistic
beliefs (that lead to random results).

2) The production of intended and predicted
results is a real-world validation of beliefs and
a proof of a good grasp at reality.

3) Ineffective efforts leads to reduced
confidence in self and fosters dependence
through a self-initiated search, for authorities
as source of more effective behavioral options.

3) The capacity for effective actions lead to
confidence, independence, liberation from the
pressures of the direct environment, and forms
a basis for (natural) authority

Disempowerment

self-Empowerment

4) This result is self-enslavement in suboptimal 4) This results in independence and selfconditions.
ownership of life.

The ultimate crime: preventing humanity from the realization its potential
Our culturally shaped world has aspects designed into it that are counter-intuitive and that
â€”purposely â€” trap and exploit us all. The reasoning behind this conclusion is about as
follows:
1. People who do not understand the system they are involved in cannot reliably solve the
problems resulting from this lack of understanding (true according to the definition of
understanding)
2. Understanding of the systems one is part of leads to self-empowerment because the
system exhibits more predictable behavior (a definition of understanding)
3. Not understanding the systems one is involve in leads to dependence on individuals
who do (definition of dependence)
4. Dependence can be exploited (is a basis for capitalism: “I have something that you
need”)
5. Not understanding the systems one is part of makes it difficult to detect conscious
exploitation (because ill-understood system defy explanations)
6. The perfect crime is to exploit a victim without the victim realizing it (it will never be
prosecuted)
7. The ultimate crime is to exploit everyone without them realizing it (crime on the grandest
scale possible)
8. Only very few people understand the most relevant local and global systems they are
part of (only a very small minority is a true well-informed libertarian)
The ultimate crime â€” exploiting humanity without humanity realizing (the full extend of) it and
in doing so robbing humanity of opportunities to realize its full potential â€” seems a bit over
the top. But is it? One might also argue that this is precisely the dynamic that kept the
aristocracy in power for millennia.

Organization centered, not student-centered.
In the 20th century, duration has been taken over by bureaucrats. And bureaucrats are (at
work) in an authoritarian mode. Basically this led to an uniformization of education and, worse,
a change of focus from the needs of the student to the needs of the organization.
Students who make it to the University are selected for compliance: they have a 15 or so year
history of pleasing their teachers and performing the desired intellectual behavior at command.
No wonder that many have not been able to think for themselves or to be truly creative. Ken
Robinson is clear about this in his TEDx-talk on “How schools kill creativity”

Object 1

The process of

how the change in focus from student to pull came about is a great example of
disempowerment. The question whether education is aimed at learning full time or part time
skills is closely related to this. And these form the roots of hierarchy.

A short history of education in the 20th century
“We want one class of persons to have a liberal education and we want another
class of persons, a very much larger class of necessity, to forgo the privileges of a
liberal education.” â€” Woodrow Wilson (1909)
This section is part of a extensive analysis of Woodrow Wilson’s famous wish: “We want one
class of persons to have a liberal education and we want another class of persons, a very
much larger class of necessity, to forgo the privileges of a liberal education.”
A much more comprehensive history of the The deliberate dumbing down of America is
provided by Iserbyt [2003, 54]Iserbyt:1999vf. Much of this can be generalized to the rest of the
western world.

Liberal and vocational education
During history there has always been a clear division between the education of the elite and the
â€˜trainingâ€™ for the rest of the population. Wilsonâ€™s desire for a two class society
separated by differences in education was a wish of the economic elite of that time,
represented by extremely well-financed philanthropies such as the Rockefeller Foundation and
the Carnegy endowment later supported by the Ford Foundation {Lionni:1993wb}. In their
eyes, the American economy needed many more workers than thinkers. So a plan was hatched
in which the desired transition was brought about through a gradually increased influence of
focused education bureaucrats at the cost of teacher control. A point man in this transition was
David Snedden. Labaree has analyzed Sneddenâ€™s role in depth in a recent article â€œHow
Dewey lost: The Victory of David Snedden and Social Efficiency in the Reform of American
Educationâ€ﾝ (Labaree, 2011). This article outlines a confrontation of ideas of which Labaree
writes:
Snedden’s ideas come across as educationally narrow, politically conservative, and
quaint. He argues that “social economy” calls for a system of vocational education

that prepares the “rank and file” to become efficient “producers,” asserting that this
form of schooling needs to be separated from liberal education, which â€” although
its purposes “are as yet shrouded in the clouds of mysticism” â€” may still be useful
for those who are the “utilizers”. In contrast, Dewey’s ideas seem to resonate better
with current political, social, and educational, thinking. He charges that Snedden’s
system of “narrow trade trainingâ€ﾝ leads to ”social predestination“ and argues
instead for a broad vision of vocational education that has ”as its supreme regard
the development of such intelligent initiative, ingenuity and executive capacity as
shall make workers, as far as may be, the masters of their own industrial fate."
(P163–164)
The core difference between Snedden and Dewey is â€˜self-empowermentâ€™. In
Deweyâ€™s case making all students master of their own industrial fate. In Sneddenâ€™s
case the separation between the â€˜producersâ€™ and what he refers to as â€œthe utilizers of
the rank and fileâ€ﾝ empowers the utilizers; in fact it makes the utilizers more feudal lords than
leaders, and consequently the rank and file â€˜serfsâ€™. Snedden seemed never to be
bothered by or even aware of this attempt to reintroduce servitude.

Sneddenâ€™s ideas on education
In a 1900 speech at the Stanford Alumni Society, which won him a professorship at Stanford
before even having been involved in master level education, Snedden is quite open about the
intentions that were to become the core of the social efficiency movement.
I want especially to consider that education as it affects the rank and file of society;
for it we are right in thinking that training for leadership will largely become the
function of university, it still remains true that the most careful consideration must be
given to those who will do duty in the ranks, who will follow, not lead. (Labaree,
2011)(p 171, emphasis added)
So education was explicitly aimed at becoming either a leader of follower, depending on the
type of school one was allowed to go to. Note that Snedden uses the (oxymoronic) phrase
â€œtraining for leadership.â€ﾝ Snedden never seemed to have a clear conception of education
other than training, in fact anything beyond training was â€” for him â€” â€œshrouded in the
clouds of mysticismâ€ﾝ (Labaree, 2011)(p 171).
Snedden himself was educated in a one-room school in California in the 1870s. One-room
schools at the time were organized such that the lower year students were educated by higher
year students and the higher years students by the teacher, who, of course, was responsible
for the progress and development of all. This ensured that all students saw the material at least
twice: once as pupil and once as teacher. This system, as all educators know, provides one
with a whole new level of understanding of the material compared to only learning passively.
One-room schools had a core-curriculum of literacy, mathematics, and a strong focus on the
history of Western thought and attention for practical skills of local significance. Teachers were
free to select the topics of interests in accordance to the interests of the students and the
availability of material, which was typically not in a simplified form and was revisited multiple
times to allow for the development of different levels of understanding of the same material.
With so much freedom and a crucial role of the teacher, not all schools may have been up to
standards. However, if one reads popular literature of that age or reads letters from ordinary
soldiers during the civil war it is easy to be impressed by the high level of active literacy as
apparent from the complexity and depth of the arguments and clarity of thought. Overall, this
educational system was working well and it allowed the rapid build-up of the United States as
an economic, intellectual, creative, and industrial giant. It also led to a highly vocal and

effective work-force that the economic elite wanted to bring under control [Lionni, 1993,
55]Lionni:1993wb.
Whatever the quality of his education, at age 21, in 1889, Snedden became a teacher himself
and he started to think about educational reform. Labaree describes:
Snedden’s interests in education for social efficiency appeared quite early in his
career. As a teacher in the early 1890s, he avidly read the works of Herbert Spencer,
which he acknowledged in his memoirs as having “laid de groundwork for [his]
subsequent thinking.” As a student at Stanford, his strongest connection was with
Edward A. Ross, a sociologist who at the time was developing the ideas for his most
influential book, published in 1900, called Social Control. From these two thinkers,
he drew a rather literal understanding of their central constructs â€” social
Darwinism and social control â€” which shaped all of his later work as an
educational reformer. (p165–166)
Informed by these ideas and helped by influential protectors â€” such as the president of the
recently opened Stanford University, the same who offered him the professorship on the
condition that he at least finished a master program â€” Snedden started to contribute to the
programme of educational reform that the later US president Woodrow Wilson announced in
his 1909 speech. In 1914 Snedden wrote:
It is the writers’s conviction that the most useful definition of liberal education now
available is that which defines it primarily in terms of education towards higher
utilization. Man stands, to the world about him, in a twofold relationship. He is a
producer of utilities on the one hand, and on the other, for his own growth and
development, he must utilize utilities. That education which trains him to be a
producer is vocational education. That eduction which trains him to be a good
utilizer, in the social sense of that term, is liberal education.
Note the inconsistency in his reasoning. On the one hand he makes a sweeping statement
saying that â€œmanâ€ﾝ â€” denoting each of us â€” is both a producer and a user of benefits,
which is trivially true. But then, seamlessly, he promotes a two-class society in which one type
of â€œmanâ€ﾝ is trained to be a producer of benefits and the other the type is to become a
user of benefits, which contradicts his previous sentences. In addition this quotation shows
that he has no understanding whatsoever about what a liberal education actually is other than
that it leads, in his eyes, to a class of utilizers. He does however have a clear idea about
training. Labaree (2011) describes these (quoting Snedden) as follows.
Vocational preparation needs to take place in separate schools, which “must, to a
large extend, reproduce practical processes, must give the pupil many hours of each
working day in actual practical work, and must closely correlate theoretical
instruction to this practical work.” As a result, “The vocational school should divest
itself as completely as possible of the academic atmosphere, and should reproduce
as fully as possible the atmosphere of economic endeavor in the field for which it
trains.” In addition “the pedagogical methods to be employed must be those
involving concentration, painstaking application to detail, and continuity of purpose,”
and these need to be precisely tailored to the skill demands for each occupational
specialty. (Page 165, italics added)
So an academic atmosphere is seen as a threat to successful vocational preparation. Note that
Snedden writes â€œthe field for which it trainsâ€ﾝ. Sneddenâ€™s 1914 publications resulted a
number of articles in The New Republic where Dewey responded to Sneddenâ€™s profoundly
practical ideas.

How bureaucrats took control from educators
Although Dewey was not at all against vocational education he wrote (with a proper use of
â€˜trainingâ€™):
â€œI object to regarding as vocational education any training which does not have
as its supreme regard the development of such intelligent initiative, ingenuity, and
executive capacity as shall make workers, as far as may be, the masters of their
own industrial fate.â€ﾝ (p 167)
Dewey was acutely aware of the social implications of the vocational education as proposed
by Snedden, and he urged all committed educators to resist moves in that direction.
â€œI am regretfully forced to the conclusion that the difference between us is not so
much narrowly educational as it is profoundly political and social. The kind of
vocational education in which I am interested is not one which will “adapt” workers
to the existing industrial regime; I am not sufficiently in love with the regime for that.
It seems to me that the business of all who would not be educational time-servers is
to resist every move in this direction, and to strive for a kind of vocation education
which will first alter the existing industrial system, and ultimately transform it.â€ﾝ
It is interesting that Dewey, who in contrast to Snedden, was a prolific researcher of education,
makes a distinction between â€œeducational time-serversâ€ﾝ, who simply go through the
moves required from an educator, and educators who care about the quality and content of
education that they provide the students with. He urges the latter to alter the existing system
and ultimately transform it. Although Dewey had arguments where Snedden had statements
and was clearly the winner of the battle of ideas, it was in the end in vain. Sneddenâ€™s side
â€œwonâ€ﾝ, not because of superior arguments but because:
the old system of common schooling for all, aimed at providing broad education for
the citizenry of a republic, seemed increasingly out of touch with the social and
economic order, with its radical division of labor, growing class and ethnic
differences, and explosive expansive mode of corporate capitalism. This was a time
that was primed to be responsive to the argument that the new order required and
educational system that aimed to be useful and socially efficient in dealing with the
period’s emerging social problems. Snedden was just pushing this idea. (Labaree,
2011) (p 182)
In fact Snedden was as, described by Labaree (p183) an academic failure:
He was a self-styled scientists who never did anything that remotely resembled
scientific study, an educational sociologist who drew on the clichÃ©s of the field â€”
social Darwinism and social control â€” without ever making an original contribution.
In his written work he never used data, and he never cited sources, which made
sense, since he rarely drew on sources anyway. His books and journal articles took
the form of proclamations, scientific pronouncements without the science; they all
read like speeches, and that was likely the source of them.
He had not become a professor in education because he was a deep thinker like Dewey, but
exactly the opposite, because he was a shallow thinker: a â€œproducers of utilitiesâ€ﾝ to be
used by utilizers. Labaree concludes:
In this sense he was more a propagandist than a theorist or thinker, someone who
borrowed ideas without understanding them and then promoted them relentlessly.

The ideas sounded authoritative and gave the impression that they were building on
into arguments, but they were largely a collection of numbered lists and bullet
points. He was a man who would have warmly embraced PowerPoint. In his work,
portentousness abounded; it was all about riding the wave of the future and
avoiding the undertow of the past. He was an educational leader whose
effectiveness arose from being temperamentally a member of the rank and file. He
relentlessly promoted vocational education for the socially efficient society of the
future by proposing curricula that routinely prepared students for the tasks that
characterized the jobs of the past railway telegrapher, streetcar motorman). He was
so eager to be relevant that he gradually made himself irrelevant even within the
administrative progressive movement that he helped lead. (p183)
The administrative progressive movement was the main tool the economic elite, referred to as
â€œweâ€ﾝ in Woodrow Wilsonâ€™s quote, had invented to ensure that a very much larger
class, [would] forgo the privileges of a liberal education. The strategy to bring about desired
change is a classic example of the Hegelian dialectic in which a debate is initially framed in
terms of one extreme point of view (thesis), under control of those who want change, to
oppose a well-reasoned nuanced approach (antithesis). This leads quite natural to shift
(synthesis) towards the extreme position. Labaree describes this a follows:
Being extreme at this stage of reform is quite useful, whereas the kind of nuanced
approach that Dewey took, with its abhorrence of the very dualism that Snedden
loved, was not conducive to launching an effective movement of educational reform.
Therefore, the administrative progressive movement was able to become firmly
established and positioned for growth because of Snedden’s flame throwing. Put
another way, a useful idiot, who says things that resonate with the emerging ideas of
his time and helps clear the ideological way for the rhetorical reframing of a major
institution, can have vastly more influence than a great thinker, who make a nuanced
and prescient argument that is out of tune with his times and too complex to fit on a
battle standard. In part because Snedden was an Extremist, the tendency in
American education leaned strongly his direction and away from Dewey. What we
ended up with was a school system that reflected the main elements of the social
efficiency agenda: a differentiated curriculum, the de facto tracking by social class,
and a school system whose purpose is viewed through a vocational lens (education
for human capital development), even if vocational courses never gained more than
a relatively marginal part of the curriculum. (p184)
After his role as â€œagent provocateurâ€ﾝ he had outlived his usefulness and his extremism
was more a liability than an asset for the bureaucrats of the â€˜administrative progressive
movementâ€™ that gradually became the force that shaped not only American education, but
education all over the Western world. The role Snedden was allowed to play was not to
succeed in turning all public schools in vocational schools, but to frame the debate so that
control over education was transferred from the dedicated educators to administrators and the
â€œeducational time-seversâ€ﾝ that, as Dewey warned, were more in love with the regime
than with the students under their care. More importantly, it also entailed a transition from
teacher control over education to centralized control (by the economic elite (Lionni, 1993)).
Allowing a gradual nation-wide control over all aspects of schooling.
Labaree outlines how fragile student-centered education is compared to with one that aims for
economic productivity.
The pedagogically progressive vision of education â€” child-centered, inquiry based,
and personally engaging â€” is a hothouse flower trying to survive in the stony
environment of public education. It won’t thrive unless conditions are ideal, since,

among other things, it requires committed, creative, energetic, and highly educated
teachers, who are willing and able to construct education to order for students in the
classroom; and it requires broad public and fiscal support for education as an
investment in students rather than an investment in economic productivity. But the
administrative progressive visions of education â€” as a prudent investment in a
socially efficient future â€” is a weed. It will grow almost anywhere. Erratic funding,
poorly prepared teachers, high turnover, dated textbooks â€” all of these may
impede the socially efficient outcomes of education, but they do not prevent
reformers form putting in place the central structure of social efficiency in the school
system: a differentiated curriculum organized around a conception of education for
work. The weed of social efficiency grows under difficult conditions, because its
primary goal is to be useful in the narrowest sense of the term: It aims for survival
rather than beauty. But Deweyâ€™s vision of education defines success in her
richness of learning that is experienced by the child, and this is not possible without
the proper cultivation. (p185)
Snedden was actually a typical product of the type of education he promoted so relentlessly.
He was narrow-minded, impervious to arguments, and not at all bothered by inconsistencies or
his own lack of knowledge. He adopted ideas without understanding them and pursued them
relentlessly. All-in-all he was a prime example of the authoritarian â€œproducers of utilitiesâ€ﾝ
that he aimed to create, but was impervious for that as well. For his handlers he must have
been the ultimate irony: the authoritarian to educate more authoritarians.
He had no clear conception of what made â€˜the utilizersâ€™ different from him and at the
same time he found it difficult to believe that schooling could be anything else than preparing
for servitude. And although he acknowledged class differences he had no idea what made the
classes different. For him education beyond training was â€œshrouded in the clouds of
mysticismâ€ﾝ. And to varying degrees this is the case for most of the bureaucrats and
educational â€œtime-serversâ€ﾝ that gradually took over education in the twentieth century
and who started to make everything â€œefficientâ€ﾝ, standardized, and measurable. These
bureaucrats, and not Snedden, shaped public education in the vision of Woodrow Wilson and
his supporters and these ensured that the benefits of a liberal education would most assuredly
forego a large class of people: as much in the United states as in the rest of the Western World.

Full time or part time skills
The mystification of the narrowly educated
Although Snedden was mystified by the concept of liberal education, there is nothing
mysterious at all about liberal education: compared to vocational education that only prepares
for a few societal roles and a fraction of a life-time, a liberal education prepares for all roles and
all waking moments. It is the difference between part time and full time skills. A liberal
education empowers because it educates and trains people how to think and learn, not what
to think and learn, nor how to behave. It allows the development of cognition with
understanding as opposed to the thought processes without understanding that characterized
Snedden. It educates the mind to be critical of all new information and all beliefs and to accept
beliefs only provisionally and as long as they do not lead to inconsistencies. Or in
Aristotleâ€™s words: â€œIt is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought
without accepting it.â€ﾝ The mental education allows the mind to think freely, critically, and
creatively towards â€œever deeper and more integrated understanding and capacitiesâ€ ﾝ. And
above all it allows people to think and act autonomously.

In contrast, the vocationally educated individual will, outside the narrow bounds of high
competence, continually be confronted with the real-world consequences of an uneducated
mind. They will have pockets of competence within which they might reason consistently and
act effectively, but these will be connected by shallow and never questioned (and therefore
questionable) beliefs, with many inconsistencies. The uneducated mind may think killing is
wrong and agree to go to war, apparently oblivious that the belief that all killing is wrong exists
alongside the notion that killing people they donâ€™t even know is justified. The uneducated
mind might know that advertisements only exist to promote sales and believe that a particular
product is the best possible choice because advertisements say so, not realizing that the
object of advertisements is not information dissemination but sales. These and millions of other
fallacies, inconsistencies, and unfounded beliefs lead to a fragmented and incoherent
experience of the world. And since the uneducated mind does not know how to spot errors in
reasoning and still has to act in the world, this leads to all sorts of self-created predicaments
whenever one is not competent. And endless predicaments or series of predicaments
unbalanced by personal successes lead to a deep sense of insecurity and a deep distrust in
oneâ€™s ability to self-select a life-course. And this might be the key privilege that Woodrow
Wilson alluded to.
Deprived like this the uneducated mind will â€” freely, with positive intentions, and without any
realization of self-enslavement â€” look for authorities of any kind to decide on everything from
the most mundane to the spiritual. The truly narrowly educated individual is readily
recognizable as one who insists on absolute truths and easy to follow procedures to decide on
how to behave and what to do. The only requirement the uneducated minds pose on
authorities is that they creates less of a mess than oneâ€™s own cognitive processes do: all
authorities that makes one feel competent (again) in dealing with daily (non-vocational)
activities will be clung to and, if called for, defended to the absurd: not because the authority is
right, good or proper, but because the alternative â€” no authority to trust â€” removes all
certitude. While Dewey wrote that he was â€œnot sufficiently in love with the regime,â€ﾝ the
narrowly educated seem to be truly infatuated with any regime they happen to be part of.
Although â€˜addicted toâ€™ is probably a better term for their craving.
The narrowly educated therefore delegate the responsibility for behavior to some authority.
They adopt the chosen authorityâ€™s norms and comply with its commands. They do not
have the understanding to more than partially foresee the consequences of applying these
norms and commands, nor do they have the independence to refrain from executing
commands when these violate their own moral norms: they are the 70% of the volunteers who
administered the â€œlethalâ€ﾝ shocks in Milgrams experiments (Milgram & Zimbardo, 2009)
and they do it simply because a perceived authority instructs them to do so. They miss the
autonomy to disobey perceives authorities.
Note that there is nothing other than a â€œvoluntaryâ€ﾝ delegating of the responsibility of
behavior to others that makes authorities authoritative. The more people delegate aspects of
their behavior (and therefore their lives) the more authoritative the authorities become. Because
people only delegate the responsibility of their behavior whenever it is an improvement over
self-direction this entails two obvious and related ways to enhance the role of arbitrary
authorities: reducing the coping capacity to deal with daily challenges by impoverishing
education or a by creating a more complex world through complex rules, rapid (social or other)
changes, wars, terrorism, etc. The more people are mystified, the more they will delegate
responsibility to authority.
Cognition without understanding makes the narrowly educated the perfect tools for
â€˜utilizersâ€™: willing, smart enough to follow orders, and dependent enough not to think or
care about the consequences. The narrowly educated can be utterly mystified by the
structures around them, the might even fail to notice the more complex and subtle societal

structures on which people with a deeper understanding rely on as normal facets of life, such
as how much of an effort many people make to keep the social and political environment
livable. Like Snedden, they will definitely consider liberal education a complete mystery,
something not necessarily to be taken seriously by their practical minds. And in doing so they
perpetuate their own state of low autonomy to future generations.
Maslow (1962) the first psychologist to study the psychologically healthy persons, proposed a
term for the development process towards gradually more profound and pervasive
understanding: self-actualization. He noticed that personal autonomy is a central property of
highly self-actualized persons. At some point he contrasts low and high autonomous
individuals in a similar vein as above and he couples this, like Dewey, to politics.
Another meaning of autonomy is self-decision, self-government, being an active,
responsible, self-disciplined, deciding agent rather than a pawn, or helplessly
determined by others, being strong rather than weak. My subjects make up their
own minds, come to their own decisions, are self-starters, are responsible for
themselves and their own destinies. It is a subtle quality, difficult to describe in
words, and yet profoundly important. They taught me to see as profoundly sick,
abnormal, or weak what I had always taken for granted as humanly normal: namely
that too many people do not make up their own minds, but have their minds made
up for them by salesmen, advertisers, parents, propagandists, TV, newspapers, and
so on. They are pawns to be moved by others rather than self-moving, selfdetermining individuals. Therefore they are apt to feel helpless, weak, and totally
determined; they are prey for predators, flabby whiners rather than self-determining,
responsible persons. What this nonresponsibility means for self-choice politics and
economics is of course obvious: it is catastrophic. Democratic self-choice society
must have self-movers, self-deciders, self-choosers who make up their own minds,
free agents, free-willers. (Maslow, 1962) (p135)
In short, the difference between the liberally educated and the narrowly educated boils down to
two key-aspects of human autonomy:
1. individual authority versus external authorities, and
2. intelligence with understanding versus intelligence without understanding.
Autonomous individuals decide for themselves because they understand the situation they are
in, while less autonomous individuals rely on external authorities because they do not
understand their situation. These two aspects are the defining characteristics of an important
distinction in political psychology: the difference between authoritarians and libertarians, which
will be addressed next.

The roots of hierarchy
Since authoritarians seek authorities that are more competent, they spontaneously organize in
hierarchies. And these are typically structured according to Stennerâ€™s continuum: between
minimally autonomous authoritarianism at the bottom and highly capable libertarians at the
top. Some capable authoritarians may rise through the ranks to management positions, but the
more natural way is that highly (liberally) educated people enter at midlevel and shortcut to the
top.
Libertarians can be a dominant force that keeps the hierarchy rational, focused, and efficient.
But hierarchies that become dominated by authoritarians â€” typically by replacing highly
skilled and expensive libertarians by lower skilled and cheaper authoritarians â€” purge

understanding in favor of regulations, procedures, order, and control. This entails that budget
cuts typically lead to an increased role of authoritarians. Their minimal understanding in
combination with the underdeveloped conscience of the authoritarians leads to rot from the
inside: the well-known bureaucrat or corporate employee who blindly executes protocols and
is incapable of sincere empathy. If the higher echelons of the hierarchy do not correct this
tendency it will lead to hierarchies that become increasingly self-serving.
Worse even, the infatuation of authoritarians with their chosen leaders and their lack of
understanding makes them highly vulnerable to exploitation. Their fragmented and incoherent
minds are wide open for ideologies, propaganda, advertising, and â€œsolutionsâ€ﾝ from which
they themselves experience no ultimate benefit because these end-up near the top of the
hierarchy. Now the originally benevolent and maybe even idealistic organization has turned in a
(more or less) subtle force of extortion in which the lower echelons contribute to the extortion
of others as well as themselves. All hierarchies, corporate, public, as well as state, where the
lower and middle echelons do no longer understand the workings of the top are candidate
extortionist organizations. Only an educated mind and considerable study gives access to this
level of understanding of these organizations. The authoritarians of â€œthe rank and fileâ€ﾝ,
incapable of truly criticizing superiors, will as usual appear infatuated by the very people that
extort them via indirect means.
The dynamics of hierarchy are known for probably millennia, For example the intellectuals of
the Milner groups that spawned many of the think tanks of the twentieth century (Quigley,
1966; 1981) fully understood the contrast authoritarianism â€” libertarianism and its relation to
the very existence of the state. For example Lionel Curtis (1918) writes:
The state differs from any other form of human organization in that the authority
which it claims over the conduct of its members is unlimited. It assumes the right to
deprive them in the public interest of their property, of their liberty, and of their lives,
and it is only while that claim is admitted to a sufficient extent by a sufficient number
of its members that the state can exists. For, to put the matter in a nutshell,
government can only continue so long as it can depend upon the willingness of a
sufficient number of its subjects to sacrifice their lives to the enforcements of its
commands. (Page 6)
This goes to the very core of the strategy of behind Wilsonâ€™s wish for an impoverished
education: with it comes a craving for authority, a strengthening of the state and with it a
willingness to be deprived of property (increasing inequality), liberty (progressive curtailments
of constitutional rights), and lives (military adventures against non-threatening parties). In
addition the main danger facing a state is its citizens not depending on it except for the barest
minimum.

The top of the hierarchy
In strongly authoritarian societies such as in Nazi Germany typical authoritarians existed in the
top echelons of the â€” visible â€” hierarchy. For example Eichman, who was the bureaucrat
responsible for the EndlÃ¶sung, was described by Arendt (1963) as an example of the
â€œbanality of evilâ€ﾝ:
Throughout the trial, Eichmann tried to clarify, mostly without success, this second
point in his plea of “not guilty in the sense of the indictment.” The indictment implied
not only that he had acted on purpose, which he did not deny, but out of base
motives and in full knowledge of the criminal nature of his deeds. As for the base
motives, he was perfectly sure that he was not what he called an innerer

Schweinehund, a dirty bastard in the depths of his heart; and as for his conscience,
he remembered perfectly well that he would have had a bad conscience only if he
had not done what he had been ordered to do â€” to ship millions of men, women,
and children to their death with great zeal and the most meticulous care.
Eichmann is a perfectly frank authoritarian when he describes his conscience: this is not
concerned with his acts, but with whether or not he complies with the commands of
authorities. He is the efficient bureaucrat incapable of understanding and empathizing with outgroups. As such authoritarians like Eichmann can do the most horrible things to those they
believe adhere to different norms. From a third person perspective (victim or observer) they can
be evil. But as the example of Eichmann shows from a second person perspective (such as
the, possibly equally authoritarian priest) the authoritarian may have perfectly normal values.
From a first person perspective however no authoritarian considers himself deeply evil, they
simply miss the independence of thought and behavior to be a source of true evil (or true
benevolence for that matter). For them disobedience is evil. Authoritarians are the ideal tools of
evil because more intellectually capable than them direct them and almost own them. But
whether an authoritarian is good or evil is as ill posed as the question whether a bullet that
killed is evil or the hammer that builds is good. Eichmann was perfectly honest in his selfanalysis, consequently, he was nothing near the real top.
The real top of these multi-layered hierarchies consists more likely of a special class of highly
capable libertarians: those with the inclinations, the skills, and the understanding to turn
people, hierarchical organizations, and whole societies into instruments of self-enrichment and
extortion. People like President Woodrow Wilson can create the conditions that make people
more prone to join hierarchies. In our democratic society these people form a stable long-term
influence on the politicians that wax and wane with election cycles. But acknowledged or not,
this class of skilled long term thinkers has a profound influence on the lives of everyone.
Their influence is no secret at all, it is maybe not apparent for the narrowly educated, but it is
quite obvious when one has a well-developed understanding capacity. One famous and highly
relevant report about Wilsonâ€™s class activities is the 1954 Norman Dodd Report addressing
tax-exempt foundations (Dodd, 1954). The Yale educated Norman Dodd was staff director of
the United States House Select Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations and
Comparable Organizations, also known as the Reece Commission. This committee was tasked
to investigate whether the not for (short term) Foundations where the benign influence that
justified their tax- exempt status. For this committee Dodd reported that since the early
twentieth century the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, and Carnegie Endowment
were collaborating closely to a common goal of which Dodd writes:
In summary, our study of these entities and their relationship to each other seems to
warrant the inference that they constitute a highly efficient, functioning whole. Its
product is apparently an educational curriculum designed to indoctrinate the
American student from matriculation to the consummation of his education. It
contrasts sharply with the freedom of the individual as the cornerstone of our social
structure. For this freedom, it seems to substitute the group, the will of the majority,
and a centralized power to enforce this will â€” presumably in the interest of all. (p 7)
The last two sentences foreshadow Stennerâ€™s defining characteristics of Authoritarianism:
uniformity via indoctrination and group authority via the centralization of power. The irony still
drips from the last statement and begs the question to whom the word â€œallâ€ﾝ actually
refers to. Dodds continues with an analysis of the role of Ford foundation that is without
precedence as to size and it is the first Foundation that dedicates itself openly to â€œproblem
solvingâ€ﾝ on a global scale (p 14). This early reference to globalization makes one wonder it is
the same â€œallâ€ﾝ whose problems are going to be solved. Dodds writes that the Ford

Foundation dedicates itself â€œto take advantage of:â€ﾝ
the wholesale dedication of education to a social purpose â€” the need to defend
this dedication from criticism â€” the need to indoctrinate adults along these lines
â€” the acceptance by the Executive branch of the Federal Government of
responsibility for planning on a national and international scale â€” the diminishing
power of Congress and the states and the growing power of the Executive
Government â€” and, the seeming indispensability of control over human behavior.
(p 14)
This is a powerful statement outlying the absolute necessity of control over human behavior,
using education for social purposes and indoctrination as top priority, that is to be defended at
all costs. Furthermore it outlines the erosion of local politics and the legislative branch in favor
of stronger executive powers that should accept responsibility for planning on a national and
international scale. And this all was to be taken advantage of by some â€œallâ€ﾝ who are
interested in problem solving on a global scale.
Problem solving on a global scale for the benefits of â€œallâ€ﾝ references geopolitics: the
long-term struggle for control over the earth’s resources through controlling people. Money in
this game is a tool, not an objective. Climate change and the prospects of a sustainable future
are geopolitical issues par excellence because they are about who controls the earth, and
which control-strategy will be used. Ultimately, geopolitics is about controlling how we â€”
citizens of the world â€” understand our world and choose our actions: for the benefit of
ourselves or for the benefit of the top of the hierarchies that our dependence requires us join.
Geopolitics is applied cognitive science at a global scale and at timescales up to multiple
generations.
Ferdinand Magellanâ€™s expedition (1519–1522) that circumnavigated the earth â€” and
proved beyond all doubt that the earth was of finite size â€” was an incentive to control all of
the Earth. It is no accident that that since that moment Earth has gone from being a shared
entity into property (Hall, 2010). The top of the geopolitical hierarchy is therefore not reflected
the Forbes list of billionaires as shareholder value: it is only indirectly visible as geopolitical
control over energy, minerals, land, labor, intellectual or artistic achievements, and ideals: more
difficult to entangle, but much more interesting. For that reason the top of the geopolitical
hierarchy might fear nothing more than a careful analysis of who owns or controls what,
because it may reveal that sizable fraction of the world in is the hands of a very few who never
ever contributed to the total wealth of the Earth. And even authoritarians understand that this is
parasitic.
By now, it should be abundantly clear that educational quality â€” as realized by families, the
media, among friends, and at schools â€” is geopolitics. Any discussion on education quality
that does not take the geopolitical ramifications of education for dependency or understanding
and for democracy or oligarchy into account is missing the key point.

The crisis of Democracy
A fairly modern opinion on the role of democracy in the eyes of the economic elite Wilson
represented and Dodd reported on is conveyed in a report called â€œThe crisis of
Democracyâ€ﾝ (Crozier, Huntington, & Watanuki, 1975) written for the Trilateral Commission
that was founded by David Rockefeller and for a long time directed by geopolitical strategist
Zbigniew Brzezinski. The crisis of Democracy, as the report describes, it is one of too much
democracy. The report states:

Al Smith once remarked that “the only cure for the evils of democracy is more
democracy.” Our analysis suggests that applying that cure at the present time could
well be adding fuel to the flames. Instead, some of the problems of governance in
the United States today stem from an excess of democracyâ€”an “excess of
democracy” in much the same sense in which David Donald used the term to refer
to the consequences of the Jacksonian revolution which helped to precipitate the
Civil War. Needed, instead, is a greater degree of moderation in democracy. In
practice, this moderation has two major areas of application. First, democracy is
only one way of constituting authority, and it is not necessarily a universally
applicable one. In many situations the claims of expertise, seniority, experience, and
special talents may override the claims of democracy as a way of constituting
authority. During the surge of the 1960s, however, the democratic principle was
extended to many institutions where it can, in the long run, only frustrate the
purposes of those institutions. A university where teaching appointments are subject
to approval by students may be a more democratic university but it is not likely to be
a better university. In similar fashion, armies in which the commands of officers have
been subject to veto by the collective wisdom of their subordinates have almost
invariably come to disaster on the battlefield. The arenas where democratic
procedures are appropriate are, in short, limited. Second, the effective operation of a
democratic political system usually requires some measure of apathy and
noninvolvement on the part of some individuals and groups. In the past, every
democratic society has had a marginal population, of greater or lesser size, which
has not actively participated in politics. In itself, this marginality on the part of some
groups is inherently undemocratic, but it has also been one of the factors which has
enabled democracy to function effectively. Marginal social groups, as in the case of
the blacks, are now becoming full participants in the political system. Yet the danger
of overloading the political system with demands which extend its functions and
undermine its authority still remains. Less marginality on the part of some groups
thus needs to be replaced by more self-restraint on the part of all groups. (Crozier et
al., 1975) (page 114)
This is a very rich statement, which deserves a full analysis of its own. The issue of increasing
popular influence undermining authority is still a topic that is openly discussed within elitist
circles. Zbigniew Brzezinski has been addressing this issue now for a few years. In a lecture
delivered at Chatham House, London, on November 17th 2008 [link defunct] he addressed the
challenges of the then future president Obama. Of which
the first concerns the emergence of global issues pertaining to human wellbeing as
critical worldwide political concernsâ€”issues such as climate, environment,
starvation, health and social inequality. These issues are becoming more contentious
because they have come to the fore in the context of what I have described in my
writings as â€˜the global political awakeningâ€™, itself a truly transformative event
on the global scene. For the first time in human history almost all of humanity is
politically activated, politically conscious and politically interactive. There are only a
few pockets of humanity left in the remotest corners of the world that are not
politically alert and engaged with the political turmoil and stirrings that are so
widespread today around the world. The resulting global political activism is
generating a surge in the quest for personal dignity, cultural respect and economic
opportunity in a world painfully scarred by memories of centuries-long alien colonial
or imperial domination.
So even with the more or less global strategy to use education to foster authoritarianism, the
crisis of democracy is, for the elite, still a serious issue. Brzezinski continues with the
observation that while the lethality of their military might is greater than ever, their capacity to

impose control over the politically awakened masses of the world is at a historic low. To put it
bluntly: in earlier times, it was easier to control one million people than to physically kill one
million people; today, it is infinitely easier to kill one million people than to control one million
people. That insight bears directly on the use of force, particularly by societies that are
culturally alien even if technologically superior. As a result, in the current post-colonial era, it is
too costly to undertake colonial wars. That is a reality some recent American policy-makers
failed to assimilate, to Americaâ€™s detriment. The world has changed. We-the-people might
have more power than ever, and at least part of the elite knows it. It is definitely not easy being
the top of an extortionist hierarchy and still remain in control, especially since (external)
authority
â€œcan only continue so long as it can depend upon the willingness of a sufficient
number of its subjects to sacrifice their lives to the enforcements of its commandsâ€
ﾝ (Curtis, 1918) (page 6).
Disempowerment in any form that maintains or increases the willingness of a a sufficient
number of subjects to sacrifice their lives for the benefit of the elite is therefore of central
importance.

Obfuscating reality
The difference between the powerful and most of the rest is that the rest is busy with basic
needs, the local environment and the short term future. While you are reacting to the short term
effects of strategies and realities prepared decades and even generations ago the powerful are
already creating a new reality for you. Karl Rove, Bush’ chief of staff formulated this as follows:
â€œWeâ€™re an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And
while youâ€™re studying that realityâ€”judiciously, as you willâ€”weâ€™ll act again,
creating other new realities, which you can study too, and thatâ€™s how things will
sort out. Weâ€™re historyâ€™s actorsâ€¦and you, all of you, will be left to just study
what we do.â€ﾝ Ron Suskind quoting Karl Rove
This was Karl Rove speaking deep truths about power: every act of power is associated with
efforts to mask the real intentions of that act by creating alternative realities. That is how
empires, secret services, and secret societies have worked though out the ages. They create
layers of realities which obfuscate the “real” reality and make you either waste your time on
irrelevancies instead of on important aspects of actual reality or they make you waste your time
in figuring out what is actually happening.
Former white collar criminal Sam Antar writes the following about Understanding White Collar
Criminal Behavior. Read this with politicians, businessmen, and the clergy â€” who also have
white collars â€” in mind.
According to various studies conducted by the Association of Certified Examiners,
approximately 95% of white collar criminals have no previous criminal record. In
fact, the higher the monetary value of the economic crime, the less likely it is that the
perpetrator will have a previous criminal record.
White collar criminals know that people live on the hope of a better financial future.
The white collar criminalâ€™s job is to feed peopleâ€™s hope with their spin and
lies.
Initially, the white collar criminals attempt to build a wall of false integrity around

them to gain the trust of their victims. They showcase their good deeds, such as
giving money to charity and helping the poor and needy, in order to help build a
public perception of integrity. For example, as the criminal CFO of Crazy Eddie, I
walked old ladies across the street and gave huge sums of money to charity, while
having no empathy whatsoever for the victims of my crimes.
White collar criminals measure their effectiveness by the comfort level of their
victims. Those false perceptions of integrity that criminals build around themselves
help to mask their criminal intents by increasing the comfort level of their victims,
and corroding skepticism of the criminalâ€™s actions.
The white collar criminal always has the initiative to commit their crimes. They have
no respect for society and their victims. White collar criminals consider your
humanity as a weakness to be exploited in the execution of their crimes. By your
humanity, I mean your ethics, your morals, and our great laws that create the
presumption of innocence until proven guilty. Your trust, your morality, your ethics,
and our great legal system limit your behavior, while giving white collar criminals
freedom to commit their crimes and obstruct justice.
Trust is a professional hazard that will destroy the careers of journalists, Wall Street
analysts, auditors, and criminal investigators. For example, during the cold war,
President Regan used to say about his dealings with the Soviets, â€œTrust, but
verify.â€ﾝ The inclination to initially trust and later verify, gives white collar criminals
a major advantage over their victims. While you initially trust white collar criminals,
they work on ways to solidify your trust before you verify.
The white collar criminal hopes that you will never verify. Even if you do verify, your
skepticism of the criminalâ€™s deceptive answers may be corroded your comfort
level. In other words, you will accept the criminalâ€™s deceptive answers as factual.
In any case, as the criminal CFO of Crazy Eddie, I found that most journalists, Wall
Street analysts, investors, and auditors did not know how to ask proper questions,
who to ask the proper questions to, how to handle my deceptive answers, and how
to ask appropriate follow up questions.
Politicians, businessmen, and the clergy also have white collars. And some are criminal.
The Art of Spinning: http://www.whitecollarfraud.com/1583432.html
• Sell people hope. My cousin â€˜Crazy Eddieâ€™ Antar taught me that
â€œpeople live on hopeâ€ﾝ and their hopes and dreams must be fed through
our spin and lies. In any situation, if possible, accentuate the positive.
• Make excuses as long as you can. Try to have your excuses based on at least
one truthful fact even if the fact is unrelated to your actions and argument.
• When you cannot dispute the underlying facts, accept them as true but
rationalize your actions. You are allowed to make mistakes as long as you
have no wrongful intent. Being stupid is not a crime.
• Always say in words you â€œtake responsibilityâ€ﾝ but try to indirectly shift
the blame on other people and factors. You need to portray yourself as a
â€œstand upâ€ﾝ guy or gal.

• When you cannot defend your actions or arguments attack the messenger to
detract attention from your questionable actions.
• Always show your kindness by doing people favors. You will require the
gratitude of such people to come to your aid and defend you.
• Build up your stature, integrity, and credibility by publicizing the good deeds
you have done in areas unrelated to the subject of scrutiny.
• Build a strong base of support. Try to have surrogates and the beneficiaries of
your largess stand up for you and defend you.
• If you can, appear to take the â€œhigh roadâ€ﾝ and have your surrogates do
the â€œdirty workâ€ﾝ for you. After all, you cannot control the actions of your
zealots.
• When you can no longer spin, shut up. For example, offer no guidance to
investors or resign for â€œpersonal reasons.â€ﾝ Your surrogates and socalled friends can still speak on your behalf and defend you.
• If you are under investigation always say you will â€œcooperate.â€ﾝ However,
use all means necessary legal or otherwise to stifle the investigators.
Remember that â€œpeople live on hopeâ€ﾝ and their inclination is to believe
you.
• When called to testify under oath (if you do not exercise your 5th amendment
privilege against self-incrimination) have selective memory about your
questionable actions. It is harder to be charged with perjury if you cannot
remember what you have done rather than testify and lie about it.
• However, before you testify have other friendly witnesses testify before you to
defend you. You need to â€œlock inâ€ﾝ their stories first (before they change
their minds) so your testimony does not conflict with their testimony and your
story will appear to be more truthful.
• Try not to have your actions at least appear to rise to the level of criminal
conduct or a litigable action. Being stupid or being unethical is not always a
crime or a tortious action.
• One last rule, to be a most effective spinner always keep your friends close
and your enemies closer. The kindness you show your enemies will reduce
their propensity to be skeptical of you.
If you see some of the above similarities in people who are in authority such as
executives, politicians, and others, you are forewarned to watch out. Before a
person can be a white collar criminal, they must be deceitful and be able to follow
most of the above rules of spinning.
Hope the positive emotion of the powerless
Hope is a dangerous emotion. The New Oxford Dictionanary defines ‘hope’ as “a feeling of
expectation and desire for a certain thing to happen.” Hope is indicative of lack of control. We
all hope for the best when we have prepared something and wait how the world will respond to
it. That is the best type of hope. The worst type of hope is to simply hope that things turn out

for the better without any preparation or involvement. Baseless hope if you like.
Before his first election campaign Obama wrote a book with the title “The audacity of hope”.
Audacity means “the willingness to take bold risks.” So “the audacity of hope” is something
like: “the willingness to take bold risks through feelings of expectation and desire for a certain
thing to happen.” This sums up Obama’s overall strategy. He elicited high but baseless hopes
in his electorate and made them take the bold risk bold of electing him.
So what is the bold risk? Well some will argue that he, further facilitated the transitions of the
USA into a police state. As police state the USA is not yet very suppressive (nor was Germany
in 1933). And the same the people that voted for Obama in the hope he would solve their
problems, can only hope that Obama will not yet direct the full suppressive apparatus he has
to his disposal at them. Hope is the positive emotion of the powerless.
And in this case unfounded hope might be founded

Hope will safe you
My cousin Crazy Eddie Antar taught me that â€œpeople live on hope.â€ﾝ As white
collar criminals, we preyed on your hopes and dreams by feeding you our spin and
lies.
Investors demand confident leadership and strong financial performance from
company managements. They want to hear management exuding confidence about
their companyâ€™s future business prospects. Eddie and I built an image of strong
and confident leadership by promising investors a prosperous future backed up by
our phony financial reports.
As criminals, we considered the humanity of investors as a weakness to be
exploited in the cold-blooded execution of our crimes. We measured our
effectiveness by the comfort level of our victims.
My cousin Eddie and I built walls of false integrity around us to gain the trust of our
victims. We claimed that Crazy Eddie’s accounting policies were “conservative.” In
addition, we gave huge sums of money to charity and were involved in many
popular social causes in an effort to make investors comfortable with us. While we
were in effect, â€œhelping old ladies cross the street,â€ﾝ we were heartlessly
executing a massive fraud that wiped out the life savings of thousands of investors
and ultimately caused a few thousand people to lose their jobs.
Eddie Antar and I never had a single conversation about morality or right and wrong.
We simply did not care about the victims of our crimes. Our conversations only
focused on the successful execution of our cold-blooded schemes to defraud
investors.
At Crazy Eddie, we committed our crimes simply because we thought we could
execute them successfully. We took advantage of investor’s hopes, dreams, and
aspirations for a better future. More importantly, we fully exploited investor’s lack of

skepticism that resulted from the wall of false integrity we built around ourselves.
Hope is a fine human quality that motivates us to build a better future. Unfortunately,
criminals consider your hope as an exploitable weakness to aid them in the
successful execution of their crimes.
Do not get mesmerized by neatly packaged story lines and well researched sound
bites written by professional high paid media consultants. Criminals know how to
â€œtalk the talk and walk the walkâ€ﾝ as they inspire you with false promises of a
prosperous future.
In the New Year, please do not let criminals exploit your hopes and dreams. In
addition, you are cautioned to apply the same advice to our elected officials from all
sides of the political spectrum who exploit your hopes with inspiring rhetoric to sell
you flawed solutions to major problems facing our nation.
Have a skeptical New Year.
Written by:
Sam E. Antar (former Crazy Eddie CFO and a convicted felon)

Cognitive geopolitics
The purpose of this section is in part to show that the [cognitive science addressed earlier]
[Cognition for geopolitics] and the knowledge to prevent self-empowerment and to stimulate
disempowerment is known and routinely used by the geopolitical actors that shape our world.
This section will be extended in due time. But it core is the concept of (cognitive) Globalization
and Localization that matches authoritarian and libertarian tendencies closely.

Globalization and Localization
Currently there is a strong tendency towards a single amalgam global culture in which these
concepts become more and more shared all over the world: the process of globalization. But at
the same time we’re exposed to a larger and more pervasive diversity than ever before and that
can act as an opposing tendency to globalization and that therefore can be called ‘localization’.
Lowering versus enhancing individual autonomy on a societal level leads to two distinct and
opposing behavioral tendencies. Lowering personal autonomy leads to a ‘natural’ tendency
that I call ‘cognitive globalization’ and which is a process that weeds out diversity and
individual authority and fosters uniformity and group or central authority. The complementary
process is called cognitive localization because it fosters diversity and individual authority. A
summary of these tendencies is provided in the next table. GlobalLocalID
The two main tendencies that define the relation between geopolitics and cognition

Low Cognitive Autonomy

High Cognitive Autonomy

Topic

Cognitive globalization

Cognitive localization

Main
tendencies

Cognitive localization is based on
Cognitive globalization is based on
tendencies towards the pursuit of
tendencies toward global uniformity (world
individual opportunities and
order) and hierarchical group or central
equality based on individual
authority
authority and diversity.

Origin of
behavior

Based on habits that originate from the
internal logic of some global
(encompassing) â€œman-created system"
with the purpose to instill order through
standardized control-mechanisms that
progressively becomes more and more
decoupled from local realities.

Behavior based on individually
appraised habits that are grounded
in experiences that is and remains
firmly grounded in the realities of
the own local (and gradually more
global) environment and that work
with the with the environment
instead of controlling it.

Scope and
depth of
competence

Narrowly focused specialist and
acceptance of hierarchy endorsed
specialist as authority.

Broadly developed knowledge,
appreciation of context and holistic
approaches. Acceptance of
generalist as long as they make
sense.

Use of
resources

Firm and global control over all resources
Free access to local resources and
and use of resources assigned to
resource use by generalists
specialist.

Main
requirement

Globalization depends on the creation,
enslavement, and training of cognitively
inadequate individuals who crave authority
provided stability and invariance to ensure
individual competence

Localization depends, through
education, of free and cognitively
adequate individuals, who blossom
in the face of opportunity, and do
not need authorities to feel
competent.

Driving
emotion

Globalization is anxiety-laden. Fear is the
leading emotion and attention is focused
on pressing problems that require urgent
and isolated solutions.

Localization is anxiety-free. Interest
is the leading motivation and
attention is aimed at broad
optimization of all aspects of life.

Political
extreme

A single hierarchical power structures
resulting from a process of destruction,
usurpation, or co-optation of competing
(power-)structures, to a single global,
highly stratified, and highly resource
intensive power-structure, which
engenders monotony, stultification and
slavery.

Egalitarian highly diverse societies
that value wisdom. Characterized
by many transient collaborations
are organized as need arises and
dispensed with when they have
served their need. These engender
diversity, growth, and individual
freedom.

The last couple of centuries we have seen the dominance of (cognitive) globalization as a
driving tendency in history. However as any tendency proceeds to extremes it will progressively
generate stronger restoring forces. In this case the opposing tendency is cognitive localization.

Cognitive globalization explains the driving motivational dynamics of economic globalization.
One specific property of globalization (both cognitive and economic) is that it creates and relies
on a man-created â€œsimplified realityâ€ﾝ that requires shallow understanding seems (and on
the short run â€˜isâ€™) easier to cope with than actual reality that requires a deeper
understanding. This is the very reason why cognitive globalization is such a strong
undercurrent in history: a subset of reality that is easier to cope with is a magnet for the
inadequate. And because on one wants to evaluate him or herself as inadequate the result is
an aversion towards anyone who challenges the limitations of the â€œsimplified realityâ€ﾝ and
as such exposes aspects of the underlying personal inadequacy.
The man-made â€œsimplified realityâ€ﾝ can only be maintained at high costs in terms of
resources (such as energy) and human sacrifice, which entails high levels of inequality: those
who enjoy the â€œsimplified realityâ€ﾝ do so at the cost of others. The fundamental
differences in which the left and the right hemispheres of our brain understand the world entails
that a shared man-made reality can exists as (partial) substitute for actual reality.
The term cognitive globalization refers to the tendency for uniformity as simplification of reality.
Something that is globalized (centralized) or localized (spread and shared) is the knowledge to
produce intended results. And this links it firmly to the concept of power, defined by Russell
[1938][#Russell:1938t] as the ability to produce intended effects. Knowledge to produce
intended effects is power.
There are subtle but important differences between beliefs and knowledge. Basically
knowledge consists of more or less rigorously reality-tested beliefs that are often shared and
collaboratively improved. Consequently behavior based on well real-world validated beliefs â€”
knowledge â€” is likely to produce intended and reproducible results, while behavior based on
unfounded, untestable, or not (yet) real-world validated beliefs is less and often unlikely to
produce intended results. Knowledge and real-world validated beliefs empower and unfounded
beliefs disempower. Knowledge allows freedom and ignorance leads to slavery.
You cannot keep democracy in ignorance
I donâ€™t worry about our losing a republican government in the United States
because Iâ€™m afraid of a foreign invasion. I donâ€™t worry about it because of a
coup by the military, as has happened in some other places. What I worry about is
that when problems are not addressed people will not know who is responsible, and
when the problems get bad enough â€” as they might do for example with another
serious terrorist attack, as they might do with another financial meltdown â€” some
one person will come forward and say: â€˜Give me total power and I will solve this
problem.â€™
That is how the Roman republic fel. Augustus became emperor not
because he arrested the Roman senate. He became emperor because he
promised that he would solve problems that were not being solved.
NSA survailance
http://politicalblindspot.org/yes-monsanto-actually-did-buy-the-blackwater-mercenary-group/

The Power Elite
{Section under construction}

This section comprises of an annotated analysis of an excellent analysis of the international
power elite by Peter Phillips and Brady Osborne from the excellent project censored that
provides a yearly top 25 of the most underreported, but important news stories of the previous
year.
Note: the foot notes in this article stem from the article itself. The references are added.
By Peter Phillips and Brady Osborne
In this study, we decided to identify in detail the people on the boards of directors of
the top ten asset management firms and the top ten most centralized corporations
in the world. Because of overlaps, there is a total of thirteen firms, which collectively
have 161 directors on their boards. We think that this group of 161 individuals
represents the financial core of the worldâ€™s transnational capitalist class. They
collectively manage $23.91 trillion in funds and operate in nearly every country in the
world. They are the center of the financial capital that powers the global economic
system. Western governments and international policy bodies work in the interests
of this financial core to protect the free flow of capital investment anywhere in the
world.

A Brief History of Research on the American Power Elite
A long tradition of sociological research documents the existence of a dominant
ruling class in the United States, whose members set policy and determine national
political priorities. The American ruling class is complex and competitive, and
perpetuates itself through interacting families of high social standing with similar
lifestyles, corporate affiliations, and memberships in elite social clubs and private
schools.[56]
Long term, self-perpetuation. Defining quality: ability to set policy and determine political (and
social) priorities.
The American ruling class has long been determined to be mostly self-perpetuating,
[^PE2] maintaining its influence through policy-making institutions such as the
National Association of Manufacturers, the US Chamber of Commerce, the Business
Council, Business Roundtable, the Conference Board, American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research, Council on Foreign Relations, and other businesscentered policy groups.[^PE3] These associations have long dominated policy
decisions within the US government.
Institutes of disempowerment. This is however incomplete, also education, media/culture.
Later in the same article
With money comes power, influence, and propaganda. BlackRock and
numerous other banks and Wall Street institutions are financially backing
groups like Parent Revolution and StudentsFirst, whose agendas are to
privatize and subsequently corporatize the public school system.[57] The
transnational capitalist class is laying the foundation for the privatization
of the world. If public, democratic institutionsâ€”including schools, post
offices, universities, the military, and even churchesâ€”become privately
owned entities, then corporate interests will truly dominate. Then, we
become neo-feudal societies where the reign of kings is replaced by
private corporate ownership and the people serve as peasants.

In his 1956 book, The Power Elite, C. Wright Mills documented how World War II
solidified a trinity of power in the US that comprised corporate, military, and
government elites in a centralized power structure motivated by class interests and
working in unison through â€œhigher circlesâ€ﾝ of contact and agreement. Mills
described how the power elite were those â€œwho decide whatever is decidedâ€ﾝ
of major consequence.[^PE4] These higher-circle decision makers tended to be
more concerned with interorganizational relationships and the functioning of the
economy as a whole, rather than with advancing their particular corporate interests.
[^PE5]
So expect individuals who combine influence in two or all three domains. Concerned with the
question how to extract wealth from the economy instead of how the make money with
particular corporations.
The higher-circle policy elites (HCPE) are a segment of the American upper class
and are the principal decision makers in society. Although these elites display some
sense of â€œwe-ness,â€ﾝ they also tend to have continuing disagreements on
specific policies and necessary actions in various sociopolitical circumstances.
[^PE6] These disagreements can block aggressive reactionary responses to social
movements and civil unrest, as in the case of the labor movement in the 1930s and
the civil rights movement in the 1960s. During these two periods, the more liberal
elements of HCPE tended to dominate the decision-making process and supported
passing the National Labor Relations and Social Security Acts in 1935, as well as the
Civil Rights and Economic Opportunities Acts in 1964. These pieces of national
legislation were seen as concessions to the ongoing social movements and civil
unrest, and were implemented instead of instituting more repressive policies.
Mindset: competitive within ingroup. Liberal more associated with optimization of society as a
whole.
However, during periods of threats from external enemies, as in World Wars I and II,
more conservative/reactionary elements of the HCPE successfully pushed their
agendas. During and after World War I, the United States instituted repressive
responses to social movements, for example through the Palmer Raids and passage
of the Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition Act of 1918. After World War II, the
HCPE allowed and encouraged the McCarthy-era attacks on liberals and radicals
and, in 1947, passage of the National Security Act and the anti-labor Taft-Hartley
Act. In the past twenty-five years, and especially since the events of 9/11, the HCPE
in the US has been united in support of an American empire of military power that
maintains a repressive war against resisting groupsâ€”typically dubbed
â€œterroristsâ€ﾝ â€”around the world. This war on terror is much more about
protecting transnational globalization, the free flow of financial capital, dollar
hegemony, and access to oil, than it is repressing terrorism. Increasingly, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is a partner with US global dominance interests.
[^PE7]
More conservative/authoritarian mode

The Transnational Capitalist Class
Capitalist power elites exist around the world. The globalization of trade and capital
brings the worldâ€™s elites into increasingly interconnected relationshipsâ€”to the
point that sociologists have begun to theorize the development of a transnational

capitalist class (TCC). In one of the pathbreaking works in this field, The
Transnational Capitalist Class (2000), Leslie Sklair argued that globalization elevated
transnational corporations (TNC) to more influential international roles, with the result
that nation-states became less significant than international agreements developed
through the World Trade Organization (WTO) and other international institutions.[58]
Emerging from these multinational corporations was a transnational capitalist class,
whose loyalties and interests, while still rooted in their corporations, was
increasingly international in scope. Sklair wrote:
The transnational capitalist class can be analytically divided into four main
fractions: (i) owners and controllers of TNCs and their local affiliates; (ii)
globalizing bureaucrats and politicians; (iii) globalizing professionals; (iv)
consumerist elites (merchants and media)â€¦ It is also important to note,
of course, that the TCC and each of its fractions are not always entirely
united on every issue. Nevertheless, together, leading personnel in these
groups constitute a global power elite, dominant class or inner circle in
the sense that these terms have been used to characterize the dominant
class structures of specific countries.[^PE9]
William Robinson followed in 2004 with his book, A Theory of Global Capitalism:
Production, Class, and State in a Transnational World.[^PE10] Robinson claimed that
500 years of capitalism had led to a global epochal shift in which all human activity
is transformed into capital. In this view, the world had become a single market,
which privatized social relationships. He saw the TCC as increasingly sharing similar
lifestyles, patterns of higher education, and consumption. The global circulation of
capital is at the core of an international bourgeoisie, who operate in oligopolist
clusters around the world. These clusters of elites form strategic transnational
alliances through mergers and acquisitions with the goal of increased concentration
of wealth and capital. The process creates a polyarchy of hegemonic elites. The
concentration of wealth and power at this level tends to over-accumulate, leading to
speculative investments and wars. The TCC makes efforts to correct and protect its
interests through global organizations like the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund, the G20, World Social Forum, Trilateral Commission, Bilderberg
Group, Bank for International Settlements, and other transnational associations.
Robinson claimed that, within this system, nation-states become little more than
population containment zones, and the real power lies with the decision makers who
control global capital.[^PE11]
Deeper inside the transnational capitalist class is what David Rothkopf calls the
â€œsuperclass.â€ﾝ In his 2008 book, Superclass: The Global Power Elite and the
World They Are Making, Rothkopf argued that the superclass constitutes 6,000 to
7,000 people, or 0.0001 percent of the worldâ€™s population.[^PE12] They are the
Davos-attending, Gulfstream/private jetâ€“flying, money-incrusted,
megacorporation-interlocked, policy-building elites of the world, people at the
absolute peak of the global power pyramid. They are 94 percent male,
predominantly white, and mostly from North America and Europe. Rothkopf reported
that these are the people setting the agendas at the G8, G20, NATO, the World
Bank, and the WTO. They are from the highest levels of finance capital, transnational
corporations, the government, the military, the academy, nongovernmental
organizations, spiritual leaders, and other shadow elites. (Shadow elites include, for
instance, the deep politics of national security organizations in connection with
international drug cartels, who extract 8,000 tons of opium from US war zones
annually, then launder $500 billion through transnational banks, half of which are
US-based.)[^PE13]

Rothkopfâ€™s definition of the superclass emphasized their influence and power.
Although there are over 1,500 billionaires in the world, not all are necessarily part of
the superclass in terms of influencing global policies. Yet these 1,500 billionaires
possess two times as much wealth as the 2.5 billion least wealthy people, and they
are fully aware of these vast inequalities. The billionaires inside the TCC are similar
to colonial plantation owners. They know they are a small minority with vast
resources and power, yet they must continually worry about the unruly exploited
masses rising in rebellion. As a result of these class insecurities, the TCC works to
protect its structure of concentrated wealth. Protection of capital is the prime reason
that NATO countries now account for 85 percent of the worldâ€™s defense
spending, with the US spending more on military than the rest of the world
combined.[^PE14] Fears of rebellions motivated by inequality and other forms of
unrest motivate NATOâ€™s global agenda in the war on terror.[^PE15]
NATO is quickly emerging as the police force for the transnational capitalist class. As
the TCC more fully emerged in the 1980s, coinciding with the collapse of the Soviet
Union, NATO began broader operations. NATO first ventured into the Balkans, where
it remains, and then into Afghanistan. NATO started a training mission in Iraq in
2005, has recently conducted operations in Libya, and, as of July 2013, is
considering military action in Syria. Superclass use of NATO for its global security is
part of an expanding strategy for US military domination around the world, whereby
the US/NATO militaryâ€“industrialâ€“media empire operates in service to the TCC
for the protection of international capital anywhere in the world.[^PE16]
The most recent work on the TCC is William K. Carrollâ€™s The Making of a
Transnational Capitalist Class (2010).[^PE17] Carrollâ€™s work focused on the
consolidation of the transnational corporate-policy networks between 1996 and
2006. He used a database of the boards of directors of the global 500 largest
corporations, showing the concentrated interconnectedness of key corporations and
a decreasing number of people involved. According to this analysis, the average size
of corporate boards has dropped from 20.2 to 14.0 in the ten years of his study.
Furthermore, financial organizations are increasingly the center of these networks.
Carroll argued that the TCC at the centers of these networks benefit from extensive
ties to each other, thus providing both the structural capacity and class
consciousness necessary for effective political solidarity.
A 2011 University of Zurich study completed by Stefania Vitali, James B. Glattfelder,
and Stefano Battiston at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology reported that a
small group of companiesâ€”mainly banksâ€”wields huge power over the global
economy.[^PE18] Applying mathematical modelsâ€”usually used to model natural
systemsâ€”to the transnational corporations in the world economy, the study found
that 147 companies controlled some 40 percent of the worldâ€™s wealth.[^PE19]

War as applied psychology
The purpose of modern war is to change or influence authority with military means. It is good
to recall the definition of authority:
Authority: the capacity to create, maintain, and influence living environments
So an authority ceases to exist whenever it looses to capacity to the capacity to create,
maintain, and influence living environments. The purpose of war is basically to persuade
people to change their alliance with an existing authority by targeted destruction of what these

people in the context of their authorities have build-up. In that sense war is the negation of cocreation.
Because modern war is intended as a means to change people’s alliances with authorities it is
a in the first place a psychological process. Therefore in all western invoked recent wars (WWI
and WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq 2x, Libya, etc), a key component, and usually the
first thing that is done, is to attack key infrastructural facilities. So energy facilities, water and
sewer infrastructure, bridges and other key transportation infrastructure. These are the fruits of
collaboration under the existing authority, and the existing authorities looses legitimacy when it
can no longer provide the services people have become dependent on.
This is a form of disempowerment. Disempowerment of others is often much easier and more
feasible than self-empowerment.
If a state doing what it is supposed to do: functioning as a conduit to create, maintain, and
influence living environments of its inhabitants it will serve its inhabitants more than it serves
other (foreign, corporate) interests and as such it makes enemies of those who think they are
entitled to whatever the country may provide.

Where wars are decided on.
While most people tend to think of war as necessity, “as the continuation of politics/policy by
other means (Carl von Clausewitz)” because all other methods failed, it is not. That is just the
front. In reality wars are decided on by some sort of consensus within the in the corporate,
administrative, banking, media, academic elite that is, for the highest hierarchies way beyond
any real accountability from the people that constitute the bottom of the pyramid.
A very useful insight in where and how these decisions are made comes from an interview by
Amy Goodman Democracy Now on March 2 2007 with formal General Wesley Clark.
AMY GOODMAN: Do you see a replay in what happened in the lead-up to the war
with Iraq â€” the allegations of the weapons of mass destruction, the media leaping
onto the bandwagon?
GEN. WESLEY CLARK: Well, in a way. But, you know, history doesnâ€™t repeat
itself exactly twice. What I did warn about when I testified in front of Congress in
2002, I said if you want to worry about a state, it shouldnâ€™t be Iraq, it should be
Iran. But this government, our administration, wanted to worry about Iraq, not Iran.
I knew why, because I had been through the Pentagon right after 9/11. About ten
days after 9/11, I went through the Pentagon and I saw Secretary Rumsfeld and
Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz. I went downstairs just to say hello to some of the
people on the Joint Staff who used to work for me, and one of the generals called
me in. He said, “Sir, youâ€™ve got to come in and talk to me a second.” I said,
“Well, youâ€™re too busy.” He said, “No, no.” He says, “Weâ€™ve made the
decision weâ€™re going to war with Iraq.” This was on or about the 20th of
September. I said, “Weâ€™re going to war with Iraq? Why?” He said, “I donâ€™t
know.” He said, “I guess they donâ€™t know what else to do.” So I said, “Well, did
they find some information connecting Saddam to al-Qaeda?” He said, “No, no.” He
says, “Thereâ€™s nothing new that way. They just made the decision to go to war
with Iraq.” He said, "I guess itâ€™s like we donâ€™t know what to do about
terrorists, but weâ€™ve got a good military and we can take down
governments." And he said, “I guess if the only tool you have is a hammer,

every problem has to look like a nail.”
So I came back to see him a few weeks later, and by that time we were bombing in
Afghanistan. I said, “Are we still going to war with Iraq?” And he said, “Oh, itâ€™s
worse than that.” He reached over on his desk. He picked up a piece of paper. And
he said, “I just got this down from upstairs” â€” meaning the Secretary of
Defenseâ€™s office â€” “today.” And he said, “This is a memo that describes
how weâ€™re going to take out seven countries in five years, starting with
Iraq, and then Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and, finishing off, Iran.” I
said, “Is it classified?” He said, “Yes, sir.” I said, “Well, donâ€™t show it to me.” And
I saw him a year or so ago, and I said, “You remember that?” He said, “Sir, I
didnâ€™t show you that memo! I didnâ€™t show it to you!” (â€” Emphasis added)
It will be clear that the (elite) forces that influenced the US Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld (and
Vice-president Dick Cheney) to decide on war on seven countries in five year were not the
normal democratic forces (otherwise it would be proceeded by a period of broad consensus
building). It is some elite deciding on multi-trillion dollar and multi-million lives decisions.
While [authoritarians] have no difficulty accepting this â€” they assume their authorities know
best â€” it it should be the [libertarians] that should start to think whether they want to give
their allegiance to these top-down decisions.
Mark the emphasized words “but weâ€™ve got a good military and we can take down
governments” and I guess if the only tool you have is a hammer, every problem has to look like
a nail". The first remark is a confirmation of the purpose of modern war as changing or
influence authority with military means. The second is a direct consequence of the fact that the
US has changed from a production economy in the first half of the 20th century to a full-blown
war economy (about 25–30% of the US national budget is going to defense and security
related activities). Without a strong domestic production basis only the US is vulnerable and it
uses its only main strength â€” the military â€” to solve its problems. Basically the US has been
changed into the bully on the block.

How to start a war
Most countries indeed got their war, albeit not within 7 years. And in most cases by proxies
such as Israel, or well-financed Islamic, typically Saudi-controlled Al Qaeda forces.
Strategy: reading tensions followed by a digust-event. (Why disgust?)
• Afghanistan since (October 2001), direct reconstruction of heroin production after
Taliban, widely expanded US/NATO sphere of influence. Disgust-event: 9/11
• Iraq (March 2003), full military war followed by large scale domestic terrorism and high
international oil-prices. In addition Sadam Hussein was stopped in trading oil in either
Euros or gold (as supposed to dollars). Disgust-event: weapons of mass destruction
• Sudan (February 2003, War in Darfur), fomenting christian-islamic tensions while
reducing Chinese access to oil. Disgust-event: Darfur genocide.
• Lebanon (2006 Israelâ€“Hezbollah War and known in Lebanon as the July War), war
fought by Israel as proxy.
• Somalia (February 2009, first month of the Obama administration), led to a robust NATO
presence in the Gulf of Hormuz. Disgust-event: Piracy after destruction of local fishing
industry
• Libya got its war in 2011 via well financed local and Al Qaeda mercenaries). Resulted in
a very strong bridgehead for AfriCom, new access to the highest quality light oil, looting

of Libyan gold reserves. Disgust-event: Phony rape charges
• Syria’s “civil” war gradually develop in 2011 when more an more Islamic and Al Qaeda
mercenaries were flown in to terrorize the Syrians, the first reports of (secret NATO
control and command posts at the Jordanian and Turkish borders]
(http://www.boilingfrogspost.com/2013/08/29/bfp-syria-coverage-track-record-whatwhen-we-exposed-and-the-msm-quasi-alternative-culprits-who-fought-our-exposes/)
stem from November 2011. Disgust-event: Chemical weapons attack
• Finally for Iran the war is until now mainly economic warfare (sanctions since 2006)
under the hypocritical pretense of Iran developing nuclear weapons.

Applied psychology in Iraq
In the days after 9/11 2001, Deputy Defense secretary Paul Wolfowitz declared that a major
focus of US foreign policy would be: â€œending states that sponsor terrorismâ€ﾝ. Iraq was on
that list, although it had not been involved at all in the crimes of 9/11 nor in substantial
sponsoring of international terrorism. The purpose of the war in Iraq was to end the Iraqi state
and to destroy Iraqi culture by erasing collective memory. So apart from the normal complete
obliteration of the infrastructure (in sofa still working or rebuild after the first Gulf-war) here the
target was to completely remove any allegiance to the former Iraqi state by destroying the rich
cultural basis that had extended 10 millennia back when in Mesopotamia the first agricultural
settlements originated from and where writing was invented.
This entailed among other activities the complete eliminating the Iraqi middle class and force
the most capable and wealthy to flee the country (about 40% did so). Destroying the Iraqi state
entailed for example that whatever was still functioning in Iraq after the war, or what could be
used as a basis for an efficient build-up, such as state-officials, police, and military was
ignored or, if it emerged as efficient source or activities (co-creation) it was, as long as is was
not completely under Allied/US control, destroyed. In addition the looting of the complete
cultural heritage of Iraq was stimulated and facilitated [Baker 2010, 59]Baker:2010tu. Ethnic
cleaning was another tool: where the Iraqi ethic minorities had always heel living together and
where most ethnic tensions were mild or non-existent, a forced, Yugoslavia style, of ethnic
separation into different regions with different privileges was implemented. And finally the
outsourcing of state terrorism to local proxy forces was used to stimulate internal ethnic
tensions further. This along the policies that had succeeded in preventing the total defeat of the
US-backed government in El Salvador. Pentagon-hired mercenaries, like Dyncorp, helped form
the sectarian militias that were used to terrorize and kill Iraqis and to provoke Iraq into civil war.
The aim was to use the destruction of the Old Iraq as a basis for a New Iraq, based on a
dumbed down and demoralized remnant of the population (with the more libertarian, welleducated, and capable middle and upper class withering away somewhere abroad). Everything
would be new: education, entertainment, infrastructure, laws, culture (Iraq Idol)
US war casualties since WWII: 20–30 million
Hillary Clinton, James Baker III on Iran: â€œWe Ought to Take Em Outâ€ ﾝ, â€œWeâ€™re going
to Provoke an Attack because then we will be in Power for as long as Anyone can Imagineâ€ ﾝ
Eyopener Report
Compromised: How the National Security State Blackmails the Government
While the world watches every twist and turn in the unfolding Edward Snowden
drama, the story becomes less and less about the information he revealed and more

and more about an international manhunt. But if the issues of PRISM and spying on
China and GCHQâ€™s spying at the G20 are falling off the radar, then how much
further off the radar is the story of Russell Tice? Although very few are aware,
Russell Tice was one of the NSA sources that James Risen and Eric Lichtblau used
for the original 2005 New York Times report on the warrantless wiretapping scandal.
In 2009 he went even further, revealing on national TV that the NSA was specifically
targeting journalistsâ€™ communications in a massive and undisclosed
eavesdropping program. And just last week, Tice went further than ever in exposing
NSA corruption. In two exclusive interviews with BoilingFrogsPost and The Corbett
Report, he revealed that not only is the NSA now intercepting and storing all
electronic communications in the United States, but that Tice himself had personally
handled the paperwork authorizing wiretaps on some of the most powerful judges,
lawyers, military officers, and elected officials in the country, including soon-to-be
President Barack Obama. That the NSA is covertly spying on all three branches of
the American government is nothing short of scandalous. Ticeâ€™s revelations are
especially appalling to anyone even remotely familiar with how exactly the type of
information collected in such intercepts can be used for the purposes of political
blackmail, and how profoundly that blackmail can shape the political landscape of
the country. In fact, there is a long history of intelligence agencies and covert groups
using precisely this type of information to blackmail politicians in the past. Political
blackmail is as old as politics itself, but perhaps the best-known example of the past
century was J. Edgar Hooverâ€™s secret files. Almost from his appointment as
director of the Bureau of Investigation, which morphed into the FBI in 1935, Hoover
began amassing confidential information that the bureau collected on politicians in
the course of their investigations. The files included information on the liasons and
affairs of Eleanor Roosevelt, JFK, RFK, MLK, and a host of other figures. He openly
held this information over them, telling JFK over lunch in March 1962 that he had
wiretaps of Kennedy having an affair with Judith Campbell Exner, the mistress of
Chicago mafia don Sam Giancana. As a result, no President ever dared to fire
Hoover, and Hooverâ€™s FBI became untouchable by anyone in Washington. Many
of the secret files were destroyed after Hooverâ€™s death. In 1954, political
blackmail was used to bring down Senator Lester Hunt, ultimately leading to his
suicide. Nor is this a peculiarly American phenomenon. In 2005, a massive
wiretapping scandal was uncovered in Greece, where more than 100 high-ranking
dignitaries were found to have been bugged, including the Prime Minister. When the
scheme was uncovered, the Network Planning Manager for Vodafone Greece, the
cell phone network through which the communications were tapped, was found
dead in his apartment of an apparent suicide. In the News of the World scandal
surrounding Rupert Murdochâ€™s media empire and the phone hacking that was
rampant in the British tabloid world, the inquiries included investigations into the
allegations that top politicians were targeted for hacks in order to gather dirt for a
plot to blackmail members of an influential Parliamentary committee. And as FBI
whistleblower Sibel Edmonds detailed in a recent interview on The Corbett Report,
the FBIâ€™s tactics of gathering dirt on politicians did not end after Hooverâ€™s
death. During her tenure with the agency in the early part of last decade, she
witnessed how the Bureau would hang on to information gained from eavesdropping
on FBI investigation targets who were conspiring with top-ranking political figures.
The information, as Edmonds and the field agents involved in the investigations
surmised, was being stored for later use in blackmailing politicians who crossed the
Bureau or its director. Earlier this week, Sibel Edmonds appeared on The Corbett
Report to discuss the Tice revelations, her own direct experience with
eavesdropping on Congress in the FBI, and how this information can be wielded by
a small clique to make themselves de facto rulers over the American political
system. The picture that is being painted by Tice and Edmondâ€™s revelations is a

grim one. It tells the tale of a government that is no longer â€œby and for the
peopleâ€ﾝ (to the extent that it ever was), but by and for a small intelligence
establishment with the means to spy on and blackmail judges, lawyers, officials and
even the President. Lest there be any doubt about the extent to which the FBI and
the NSA collaborate and cover for each other in these operations, a telling moment
was accidentally caught on microphone after NSA head General Keith
Alexanderâ€™s testimony in front of a Congressional hearing. Alexander and the
NSA was vigorously defended at the hearing by FBI Deputy Director Sean Joyce,
and after the meeting Alexander was overheard thanking Joyce for the FBIâ€™s part
in covering for the NSA operations. It is difficult to overemphasize just how serious
these allegations are, or how fundamentally they threaten the very foundations of the
American political system. Every four years, millions of people go to the polls
believing that they are pulling the levers for the candidate of their choice, a
representative who will take their concerns to Washington in an attempt to better
their communities. In reality, if these latest allegations really do amount to a
systematic blackmailing operation, the people are not voting for a representative,
but the FBI or the NSA or whatever other agency is able to collect and use
blackmailable information in the name of â€œnational securityâ€ﾝ operations. Given
just how fundamentally this calls into question the very notion of a democratically
elected constitutionally-restrained American Republic, one would expect that among
the non-stop, 24/7 network coverage of the Edward Snowden story there would be
some time, even a few minutes, to devote to Ticeâ€™s allegations. At the very least,
one would expect that these networks would at least solicit an official denial from
the NSA press office or vet Ticeâ€™s claims against other NSA whistleblowers. Not
only have the networks NOT covered the story, however, they have gone out of their
way not to cover it. In the weeks preceding Ticeâ€™s interviews with Boiling Frogs
Post and The Corbett Report, he was scheduled for four separate on-camera
interviews with major television networks. All four interviews were cancelled. After
his recent allegations were made public, MSNBC invited him on to talk about the
NSA spying scandal, but just minutes before the interview they told him that he was
specifically forbidden from bringing up the wiretapping allegations during the
segment. Worse, Glenn Greenwald, who has received universal acclaim amongst the
alternative press and universal derision amongst the pampered establishment
journalistic class for his dogged pursuit of the Edward Snowden case, has not even
acknowledged Ticeâ€™s claims, let along attempted to report on them. Greenwald
was specifically asked for comment on this report regarding Ticeâ€™s allegations,
but has so far failed to reply. Given the recent reminders that journalists, too, are
privy to the same data collection and blackmail that the courts and the government
itself is subjected too, it is safe to assume that these recent revelations are simply
too hot for any establishment journalist to handle. This means it is now up to the
viewers of this report to help disseminate this information and to alert others to the
fact that national security establishment whistleblowers are alleging massive data
collection and blackmail by the intelligence agencies. It is not until the societal
conversation can be directed away from the manhunt for Snowden and toward
questioning the very existence of the â€œnational securityâ€ﾝ state and the
extraordinary powers that have been granted to the intelligence agencies to operate
in that arena, that the American people can even start to devise a solution to this
problem.
Russ Tice on Abby Martin (RT, July 10th, 2013)
http://youtu.be/d6m1XbWOfVk

Object 2

Geopolitics at home
If you think that geopolitics is something for world leaders could not have been more wrong.
Geopolitics starts, ends, and is decided in everyday life. There is truly no more important
geopolitical environment than the environments you frequent daily. It is in your mundane
everyday life where you empower or disempower yourself. Karl Sandsberg’s â€œSometime
theyâ€™ll give a war and nobody will comeâ€ﾝ is not something to be decided in an office, but
at home, at work, at school, in cafes, at sports clubs.
And this is one of the bigger (open) secrets of our world: without us participating in games in
which we are not the ultimate beneficiaries there will be no wars, no organized oppression, no
dictatorships. We are the fools that participate in the things that we detest and do not want to
happen to ourselves.
By realizing how foolishly we participate in games we do not understand we set the
first step towards empowering ourselves. By blaming ourself instead of the
government or other authorities we take control over our life and destiny. It is so
much easier to change or educate yourself than to change or educate others.
This clip from the BBC series ‘Yes Minister’ show humorously how important it is for the
established power centers to prevent the people from discovering they have real influence.

Object 3

This Section is about “geopolitics at home” and it addresses key-geopolitical processes that
influence practically in all aspects of daily life and that can pop up at any moment. In fact
geopolitics at home can be positively revolutionary activity.

This section will be expanded in due time. Currently it focuses on bureaucracy as an example
of geopolitics at work. Understanding the psychological processes that underly bureaucracy is
probably the best possible introduction in the how societal wide dictatorship and cognitive
globalization and localization works.
The typical place where geopolitics should be discussed and decided is the kitchen table.
Traditionally this table had a newspaper. Since more and more independent media have been
gobbled-up by huge media conglomerates the current owner-class only has to ensure that
intelligent (and generally good-looking) authoritarians dominate their organizations. The result
is highly predictable self-censorship concerning attacks on authorities and in times of crises
blatant self-endorsed propaganda. See Propaganda and self-censorship in the media.

Alternative media
The alternative media is the refuge of the libertarian thinking and acting journalist and mediamaker. Part of the Western alternative media is quasi alternative in the sense that they receive
money from “charities” (with a disempowerment agenda) or other governments. Typical
examples are Democracy Now! and Russia Today. These deliver propaganda or counter
propaganda, but this can be of very high value and of great depth.

Alternative media

High quality Alternative Media
Description

Corbett report

Highest quality, broad and informed analyses

Global research

Probably the best and most comprehensive alternative media site. Use
the archive!

Washington’s Blog

Information in context. Some very good news in context analyses.

Zero Hedge

Economic news

The intel hub

Another news aggregator.

Sibel Edmonds’
Boiling Frogs

Some very high quality news analyses and geopolitical background
articles and podcasts. Worth a subscription.

The people’s book
project

Book writing project by an excellent young researcher Andrew Gavin
Marshall (listen to his podcasts on Boiling Frogs

Highly recommended extended interviews with often conflicting
Red Ice Radio and its
interpretations about everything from new-age, via (fringe) science, to
member’s site
geopolitics.
Media Monarchy

Podcast currently on hiatus.

Gnostic Media

Highly interesting podcasts on a wide diversity of topics. Some great
work on organized religion and ideology (such as NEw Age)as mind
control.

Project Censored

Yearly selection of the most censored media stories. A living proof of

Alternative media

Description
the core problems of the mainstream media.

Cryptogon.com

Valuable resource of information and perspectives that have been
ignored, covered up or otherwise belittled by government, media, and
corporations.

Invaluable timeline to show the real complexity of the events that
Complete 911 timeline culminated in the media on 9/11, 2001. The mother site, history
commons, is tool for open-content participatory journalism
Note: The full text on bureaucracy is available as pdf<\center>

Happiness
http://www.happyplanetindex.org
“Blind pursuit of a single objective, whilst disregarding the means to achieving it, is
dangerous.”
In his TED talk in Oxford Nic Marks
His “five positive actions to improve happiness in your life” reads like a proscription for cocreation and the Pervasive optimization mode of thought.
Ten keys to happier living
1. Connect to others
2. Be active (any way)
3. Take notice or the world around you and of yourself
4. Keep learning during your whole life, be curious
5. Give, be generous, contribute to the world.

Bureaucracy
The New Oxford Dictionary defines bureaucrat as:
An official in a government department, in particular one perceived as being
concerned with procedural correctness at the expense of peopleâ€™s needs.
It defines bureaucracy as:
• A system of government in which most of the important decisions are made by officials
rather than by elected representatives;
• a state or organization governed or managed according to such a system;
• the officials in such a system, considered as a group or hierarchy;
• excessively complicated administrative procedure, seen as characteristic of such a
system.

The dictionary definitions already point out some key features. Bureaucracies:
• are concerned with procedural correctness of excessively complex procedures
• at the expense of addressing peopleâ€™s needs,
• they take over decisions from the places where they should be taken, and
• it is a group or hierarchical phenomenon.
Of course not all administrative structures are bureaucratic, and not all bureaucracies are in
administration. And most ways in which people (and even bureaucrats) interact are not at all
bureaucratic. In fact in situations without leaders, such as with friendships, even the most
extreme bureaucrats are not bureaucratic. It therefore makes sense to expect a particular kind
of leadership as culprit. So the question is what makes some group of cooperating people
bureaucratic? Or put differently, what type of cognitive phenomena explain this particular
pattern of behavior? A suitable starting point is the strong, and disturbing, tendency of
bureaucracies to take over authority from the places where it should reside.
Authority - the Capacity to Control and Define Environments.
The New Oxford Dictionary defines â€˜authorityâ€™ as
â€œthe power or right to give orders, make decisions, and enforce obedience; a
person or organization having power or control in a particular, typically political or
administrative, sphere; the power to influence others, esp. because of oneâ€™s
commanding manner or oneâ€™s recognized knowledge about somethingâ€ﾝ
It will be clear that a bureaucracy touches on many of these points.
One way to understand the concept and role of authority is from creation myths. Especially in
Western creation myths, the pre-creation state was either chaos or some unspecified void or
nothingness. From this, an omnipotent being created the order in which lesser beings such as
humans function. This Creator is the ultimate authority who not only created the living world,
but who is also responsible to sustain and control the conditions in which humans flourish or
wither. No wonder kings and emperors claim to derive their powers directly from a deity; and
no wonder that those who have no idea how to self-maintain the conditions in which they
function well believe in the Devine origin of authority.
This defines a number of key properties of authority:
• authority masters both order and disorder better than the subordinates;
• the authority controls and sustains the environment in which subordinates exists;
• subordinates go to authorities for guidance and to solve problems they cannot solve
themselves;
• whenever a subordinate learns to take control over more and more of its environment, its
dependence on authorities decreases and it claims more and more authority over its
own situation.
These properties are keys to the concept of authority (and bureaucracy). It entails that
whenever individuals do not know how to self-maintain proper living conditions, they rely on
â€œauthorityâ€ﾝ to keep living condition within manageable bounds. This need for authority
scales inversely with the scope of inadequacy: the more pervasive the inadequacy, the greater
the need for authority. Conversely, the better individuals cope with and maintain their own living
environment the less they need authorities.

So this leads to the definition of authority as:
the capacity to create, maintain, and influence living environments
Within the domain of political psychology the first group is known as authoritarians and the
second as libertarians (Stenner, 2005; 2009a; 2009b). Authoritarians prefer (centralized) group
authority and uniformity, while libertarians prefer (decentralized) individual authority and
diversity. The predictability of authoritarian behavior has been studied in detail in â€œThe
Authoritarian Dynamicâ€ﾝ (Stenner, 2005). Authoritarianism is characterized by a strong
tendency of authoritarians to maximize oneness (via central control) and sameness (via
common standards), especially in conditions where the things that make us one and the
sameâ€”common authority, and shared valuesâ€”appear to be under threat.
What follows is based on the scientific basis that culminated in Stennerâ€™s work on political
psychology, but here interpreted initially more generally â€“ as coping with the â€˜living
environmentâ€™ â€“ and later interpreted more narrowly â€“ as coping with the â€˜work
environmentâ€™.
Authority as existential need
For authoritarians, the need for authority is not an option: it is an existential need. Whether they
hate or love their authorities is irrelevant: they depend essentially on authorities and obey their
commands because the alternative â€” no one to maintain living conditions â€” is too horrible
to contemplate. This entails also that authoritarians hate the idea that their authorities are
untrustworthy or incompetent, which Stenner refers to as threats to the normative order,
because this is experienced as an existential threat. Being structurally depending on others
(i.e., authorities) is already suboptimal, and being dependent on authorities that are
incompetent, donâ€™t care about their wellbeing, or even abuse this dependence is highly
unsettling. In fact, thoughts in this direction are avoided because it makes authoritarians feel
even more inadequate than normal. This makes authoritarians about the worst possible judges
of the authorities they depend on and align with. And it stabilizes bureaucratic organizations.
While authoritarians feel a pervasive (and generally subconscious) inadequacy to self-maintain
proper living conditions, libertarians are blissfully unaware of any problem. They feel â€“
justified or not â€“ in control of their environment. This also entails that when the situation
deteriorates, libertarians find it normal to (re)take matters in their own hands. Authoritarians in
the same situation will turn to their authorities for solutions which is less likely to yield results.
Libertarians might also be taxed beyond their coping capacity and from that moment they are
more likely to adopt or accept authoritarian strategies. The reverse holds for authoritarians:
when they experience a prolonged sense of control over their own situation they behave more
libertarian. Crises and times or prosperity differ therefore in the prevalence of authoritarians
and libertarian personalities.
In what follows, bureaucracy is the authoritarian way to organize a professional environment.
Organizations that are controlled by people in a libertarian mode, who by definition are able to
self-maintain proper or even nearly optimal working conditions, will not be bureaucratic
because they will keep the whole organization focused on its societal goals. However
organizations controlled by authoritarians will gradually ignore the stated goals and replace
them with more and more activities that serve another goal: namely minimization of feelings of
(existential) inadequacy at every level of the organization. To understand the dynamics of
bureaucracy one needs to understand the roots of the concepts â€˜authoritarianâ€™ and
â€˜libertarianâ€™.

Authoritarians vs Libertarians
Princeton researcher Karen Stenner (Stenner, 2005) used the following 5 two-option questions
about child rearing values to determine the degree of authoritarianism.
Table 1: Child rearing qualities used to determine authoritarianism.
Authoritarians
Libertarians
Children should:

Children should:

should obey parents

be responsible for their actions

have good manners

have good sense and sound judgment

be neat and clean

be interested in how and why things happen

have respect for elders think for themselves
follow the rules

follow their own conscience

The difference between the answers that authoritarians and libertarians choose is qualitative:
authoritarians teach children to behave in certain proscribed ways and to obey authorities
(elders, parents), libertarians teach children how to understand the world and how to act
responsibly. The difference between authoritarians and libertarians is therefore neither
ideological nor political: it depends exclusively on of the depth and pervasiveness of
understanding of the living environment: not of conveniently isolated parts, but of the whole
environment in all of its diverse complexity.
Authoritarians and libertarians may experience and interpret a shared world quite differently. If
authoritarians experience the world as too complex the highest priority is to eliminate all
sources of diversity to bring complexity down to manageable levels. And this, and only this, is
the reason why bureaucrats take control over decision processes. It is not because they think
they can do it better, but because of a strong unconscious urge to establish a measure of
control over their world. And because they do not know how to do that independently, they
turn to their authorities for ideologies, interpretations, and marching orders.
A problem here is that their limited understanding, in combination with the deeply unconscious
nature of the root problem, precludes a proper assessment of the true sources of diversity and
complexity that boggle their minds; they need their authorities to tell them why they feel
inadequate, what the sources of their problems are, and how to cope with these. Which of
course provides authorities ample room for manipulation. This is another example of the fact
that authoritarians are the worst possible judges of their leaders. It is also a reason why so
many â€œrevolutionsâ€ﾝ realize the opposite of what they (cl)aim to realize. For libertarians the
complexity of the world is well below daily coping capacity and where authoritarians see
problems they see opportunities. This is actually problematic because realizing these
opportunities is bound to lead to a further social complexification that might aggravate
authoritarians even further. Libertarians are therefore, quite unwittingly, major sources of
feelings of inadequacy in authoritarians.
And this leads to a one-sided resentment toward anything beyond coping capacity that
authoritarians share with other authoritarians and of which libertarians are typically completely
unaware. In fact encroaching bureaucracy can be interpreted as a (low-intensity) war between
two ways of facing reality. While libertarians are unaware of any war being fought (especially

because they do not understand the need for it), they can be blamed for co-creating a complex
world surpassing authoritarian coping capabilities. Authoritarians, with their limited
understanding, share a deep anxiety and are highly motivated to do something about it. This
subconscious attitude towards the world makes them highly motivated to oppose all sources
of complexity, unpredictability, novelty, and growth that complexify, confuse, and destabilize
any ordered state of affairs.
Authoritarians do have and alternative strategy to deal with complexity: they can be educated
their way out of dependence. This is a perfectly feasible strategy, but it is not a strategy that
they will come up with among themselves (libertarians choose this strategy naturally). In
practice it works only when their superiors and colleagues double as mentors who help to
deepen and (especially) broaden their understanding of the world, allow them to experiment
and make mistakes to learn from, coach them to see opportunities where they originally saw
problems, and allow them more and more control over their living and working environment.
This is the simple solution to prevent and counteract bureaucracy. On the other hand,
authoritarian superiors who feel threatened by subordinate independence will curtail any
subordinate creativity and budding understanding. Selecting this kind of leaders in an
organization is a sure (and time honored) strategy to foster bureaucracy.

Authoritarian - libertarian interactions
Most research on authoritarianism has been aimed at the more extreme authoritarian and
libertarian personalities. However it make sense that most people shift in and out of
authoritarian and libertarian modes-of-being as function of whether the demands and the
environmental complexity and diversity exceeds coping capacity and real-time understanding.
This leads to motivational differences: authoritarians, especially the ones with the shallowest
understanding, are highly motivated to change the situation into one that is sufficiently purged
of perceived sources of complexity; in society typically people who look different (ethnicity) or
adhere to different norms (religious minorities, sexual orientation, and libertarians). Initially
libertarians fail to see a complexity induced need for change and often allow authoritarian
tendencies a free rein because they can deal with some additional curtailment (or additional
complexity for that matter). While authoritarians are motivated and unified in their yearning for a
less complex world, the libertarians enjoy their freedoms and add further complexity and
diversity in the system in their efforts to realize their individual potential and enjoy their
freedoms. Which of course bolsters the authoritarian determination to oppose this progressing
â€˜moral declineâ€™.
Libertarians only start to become upset when authoritarian curtailment of complexity effectively
constrains their freedom. Initially they use their more pervasive understanding to reach goals in
spite of an increasing self-serving environment. This of course increases complexity and
diversity, with the stereotypical authoritarian response to further increase curtailment and
uniformity. Typically only at a (too?) late stage they confront the red tape, incompetency, and
self-serving character of the organization they have allowed or even helped to develop. This
window of opportunity is an important reason why unnecessary bureaucracy can develop and
become institutionalized.

Intelligence versus understanding
Intelligence is unrelated to the difference between authoritarians and libertarians. In
Stennerâ€™s words: â€œauthoritarians are not endeavoring to avoid complex thinking so
much as a complex worldâ€ﾝ (Stenner, 2009a). Authoritarians are just as intelligent as

libertarians, and might value intelligence even higher than libertarians do. This is not because
libertarians value intelligence and rationality less, but because they value understanding and
creativity even more.
The authoritarian preference for intelligence is unsurprising because intelligence as measured
by an IQ-test reflects oneâ€™s ability to produce expected and desired answers in response to
problems formulated by others. IQ measures therefore intellectual compliance and conformity,
which are typical authoritarian values. So it is to be expected that authoritarians judge a high
IQ â€” as intellectual compliance â€” as highly desirable. However in complex times of change
and uncertainty authoritarians judge behavioral compliance â€” obedience, even if it defies
logic â€” as even more desirable.
Where intelligence leads to particular context-deprived standard solutions, understanding
leads to situationally adapted, context-aware, unique solutions that are always in flux because
they are in continual pursuit of optimality. With mere intelligence one can improve a bad
situation to a standard situation (which may or may not be optimal), but mere intelligence is
equally able to reduce excellence to the same standard situation. With understanding and
situational optimization, it is possible to track optimality because it allows for a continual,
broadly shared, autonomous optimization process. Without understanding, one cannot see nor
evaluate, nor appreciate the opportunities for long-term optimization, which entails that the
creative diversity necessary to remain excellent is interpreted as unnecessary and unwanted
complexity.

Intelligence without understanding
Authoritarians live, conform Table 1, in a world of which they understand many aspects only
shallowly: they know the rules, protocols, and norms of normal behavior, they adhere to
ideologies and religions, they know many examples of how to respond to particular situations,
and know what to say and who to obey. But they have no pervasive understanding of why and
how things happen and how the world is interconnected. In addition they are definitely unable
to think and decide for themselves, follow their own conscience, and accept the responsibility
for their own actions. Authoritarians obey their authorities and these are therefore responsible
for their actions. This also entails that authoritarians cannot oversee the long- (or even
mid-)term consequences of their own and otherâ€™s behavior and they offload the
responsibility for that to their authorities. And if these have no idea about the long-term
consequences or even if they have opposing goals than their stated goals, the authoritarian
neither cares nor understands.
Our current educational system, which favors IQ and specialization over pervasive
understanding, is conducive for the development of authoritarians. In fact it seems that
Einstein was referring to the authoritarian disposition when he described the goals of
education:
The development of general ability for independent thinking and judgment should
always be placed foremost, not the acquisition of special knowledge. Otherwise he
â€“ with his specialized knowledge â€“ more closely resembles a well-trained dog
than a harmoniously developed person.
– Albert Einstein (1954)
The well-trained dog resemblance is a direct reference to intelligence â€” as intellectual
compliance â€” resulting from specialist education without the benefits of the pervasive
understanding that allows for independent thinking and judgment. The well-trained dog

comparison is an effective analogy of authoritarians who exhibit desired behavior while neither
understanding the larger context nor the consequences of their compliance. On top of that it is
also the ideal personality type for the organizational ideal they envision.

Rationality and reality
Rationality â€“ the ability to think clearly, sensibly, and logically â€“ is a valuable, but ultimately
a limited ability: rational and logically sound thinking is only possible in a closed domain
consisting of concepts that can be manipulated with logical operators. The key problem with
rationality is that it is perfectly possible to be rational in knowledge domains devoid of factual
reality. Bureaucracies have many ways to create phony realities that arise from many
generations of documented and gradually more formalized accounts (i.e., redefined towards
reduced complexity) of the impact of the real world on the bureaucracy. The formal response of
the bureaucracy, for example the way it assigns funds and other forms of support to some
activities while discontinuing other activities, is a very strong incentive to behave according to
whatever the bureaucratic decision processes favor. This then leads rapidly to a bureaucratic
â€œrealityâ€ﾝ in which behavior in compliance with the bureaucratic goals â€“ whatever these
are â€“ is favored over behavior that actually realizes the societal goals of the organization. The
rational thing to do is to behave according to the bureaucratic reality: and rationality is just as
suitable for that, as it is for any other closed domain reasoning.
What the libertarian mode of being brings to organizations is a sense of reality; a structural
grounding in the larger societal context that ultimately provides the reason dâ€™Ãªtre of the
organization. Without dominant libertarian influences, an organization looses track of its goals
and turns into a â€“ rationally and intelligently managed â€“ activity that becomes increasingly
self-serving: the internal dynamic, based on formal procedure, has become more important
than the societal function of the organization.

The driving forces of bureaucracy
Where intelligence and rationality are mainly concerned with local/specialized solutions and
static and specific end-states (such as in an IQ-test), understanding and creativity are
concerned with pervasive holistic optimization via novel and situationally appropriate
approaches. These often non-standard and diverse solutions are typically well outside the
scope of understanding and coping capacity of the true authoritarian and therefore highly
suspect. This is the reason why authoritarian superiors hate (more) competent subordinates
and generally do everything to curtail them. This underlies the gradual purging of competence
in an encroaching bureaucracy.
The â€˜intelligent ignoramusesâ€™ â€”literally intelligent individuals who are ignorantâ€” at key
positions in an organization are the main driving forces of bureaucracy. This can be a
functionary who is promoted to the level of incompetence (Peterâ€™s Principle). But it can
also be technocrats as the prototypical example of highly intelligent authoritarian specialist
who lacks the benefits of pervasive understanding. For all domains in which technocrats are
not competent they rely on shallow ideologies, sloganeering, minimal understanding of past
events, caricatures and suspicion of complex phenomena, and especially on the wishes of the
people or structures that have promoted them to their control positions. These technocrats are
Einsteinâ€™s well-trained dogs that optimize, in all sincerity and without malice, a few aspect
of the functioning of a complex organization, while destroying all other facets and peculiarities
characteristic of the healthy organization that optimizes its organizational goals. Especially in
times of perceived thread and adversity, technocrats are, as all authoritarians, deeply anxious
and deeply suspicious of any future situation that cannot be predicted or understood with their

limited understanding. If pushed beyond their scope of understanding they have one, and only
one, goal: the reduction of the complexity of the working (or living) environment to a (for them)
manageable level. This goal can be reached via a range of strategies but is characteristically
implemented through adherence to formal structures and the reduction of diversity in any way
possible and as long as it does not require more than shallow understanding.

The spread of bureaucracy
This entails that technocrats focus on formal structures such as bodies of rules and
regulations, detailed protocols (for standard situations), and shallowly interpreted best
practices. True work floor competence and proven organizational excellence are an annoying
obstacle in the simplification and uniformization of the organization (a process often referred to
as â€œharmonizationâ€ﾝ, a characteristic authoritarian reinterpretation of the meaning of the
word â€˜harmonyâ€™).
And because the authoritarian fear of a complex world is existential, the technocrat in charge is
quite ruthless in simplifying the working environment: it is even seen as a good thing, because
if (s)he with his/her intelligence and proven (specialist) competence does not understand his
working environment, who can? Of course many do, but their attempts to communicate and
convince the authoritarian leader are interpreted as subversive resistance against the good
cause of simplification. Which justifies the activation of the bureaucratic bag-of-tricks for
psychological warfare in which the now â€œharmonizedâ€ﾝ chain-of-command is used to
crush subordinate dissent (and competence).
These tricks include promoting compliant friends (â€œteam-playersâ€ﾝ) at key-positions and
sidetracking competent others. Key information is increasingly kept among an authoritarian
inner-circle and used to gain advantage over independent thinkers (who at this stage typically
do not yet know they are under some sort of a coordinated attack). Promotions are easier
made within the inner-circle, which entails a gradual, but quite effective spread of
authoritarians at key-positions. In addition impossible deadlines are set and mind-numbing
tasks are given to the competent resistance, and extensions of deadlines and other favors are
only granted after acknowledging the power of the new bureaucratic realities. This result
inevitably in a fearful and demoralized formal organization that is devoid of its original shared
purpose and enthusiasm and which relies more and more on shallow cognition: existing and
potential subordinate competences are no longer appreciated and the organizational goals are
sacrificed for the benefit of the perpetuation of incompetence. This of course increases the
need for authority. And even when the authorities do a bad job, the incompetent and
demoralized have no choice in accepting its rule, so the resulting cesspool of self-serving
incompetence is surprisingly stable. It is also devoid of enthusiasm, passion, growth, and
commitment.
There are strong parallels with the time-honored practice of slavery. Enslavement is not in the
first place determined by physical constraints, it is primarily a state of mind in which one is
incompetent to manage oneâ€™s living/working conditions. This entails that masters/superiors
that value the stability of their relation to slaves/subordinates should prevent the development
of a deeper and more pervasive understanding and with that the erosion of the need for
authority. It will be clear that encroaching bureaucracy follows the dynamics of slavery,
although unacknowledged because the bureaucrats in charge generally miss the
understanding of what they are doing. And if they do, they do not really care because they do
not see an alternative.

Mediocracy
Mediocracy - a dominant class consisting of mediocre people, or a system in which
mediocrity is rewarded (New Oxford Dictionary)
The authoritarian need for structure and authority fosters hierarchy. Authoritarians crave a clear
chain of command in which, without any need for justification, it is assumed that the higher
levels of the hierarchy are sufficiently competent. This assumption does not need to be
backed-up by facts or even to be partly true because the assumption of authority competence
is an existential necessity for the authoritarian (as outlined above). The true authoritarian only
needs an illusion of competent authority figures and this is another reason why bureaucracies
become self-serving: as actual competences are suppressed (e.g., because the truly
competent coworkers search for more rewarding opportunities elsewhere) it becomes essential
to keep up appearances. In practice this eventually entails the disappearance of any form of
accountability in the higher levels. It illustrates why it is so important to speak truth to power:
without this critical function there is no way to stop encroaching bureaucracy/authoritarianism.
At the same time the higher levels in the hierarchy become increasingly intolerant of errors,
because it reflects badly on the organization (i.e., the higher levels). All in all this entails that a
once healthy organization becomes obsessed with preventing errors and changes from an
organization that pursued its original function as well as possible into an organization that does
not want to make (publicly known) mistakes. The typical instruments are Service Level
Agreements that cover all standard services (that can be executed with minimal understanding)
but that not even try to address non-default services (that require more understanding and
commitment). In addition it is usually agreed that customer satisfaction of these services
should at least be 7.5 out of 10 or so. Effectively this entails that service quality will improve if
customer satisfaction is below this threshold and decreases if it surpasses it sufficiently. This is
an example of mediocracy.
The organization in this state has now abolished even the pretense of excellence. However the
remaining libertarians that do value the original goals of the organization will be forced to
compensate for the mediocratic we-can-and-will-do-it-if-it-is-standard-and-does-not-requireunderstanding attitude for everything that is really important to optimize. Of course libertarians
can do this to some degree, but it leads to all kinds of parallel and unofficial structures where
the required quality is realized despite the formal organization. This holds in general: inevitable
the rigidity and self-serving properties of the formal hierarchy lead to informal parallel
structures to either realize above-average quality or to hide below-average performance.
However these parallel structures are murky and easily corrupted. At best these result in a
situation in which the functional hierarchy is quite different from the formal hierarchy. At worst it
leads to a factual, never acknowledged, disintegration of the formal hierarchy into highly
corrupt factions that use the formal hierarchy as a cover for and cover-up of self-serving
activities. For example drug-running or black-mailing schemes by security forces, accepting or
demanding bribes for favors and information by civil-servants, or sexual abuses among the
clergy. These are all sure signs of institutionalized authoritarianism and the associated selfserving nature of bureaucracy.

Libertarian organizations
Interestingly, libertarian organizations have similar unofficial structures as late-state
authoritarian bureaucracies (without the corruption). This is not because of a formal choice, but
simply because the idea that a formal structure can cover all necessary eventualities was an
illusion in the first place: functional structures that contribute to real-world requirements need
flexible access to the available competence and enthusiasm, without being bogged-down and

interfered with by bureaucratic structures of mediocre competence that offer no discernible
contribution towards meeting real-world needs.
Unlike authoritarian organizations that unsuccessfully try to reduce the complexity of the world
to match the institutional understanding of it, libertarian organizations match the available
competences and institutional understanding to whatever the world (justifiably so) demands of
the organization. Where authoritarian organizations realize stasis and mediocracy, libertarian
organizations realize personal growth, institutional excellence, and with that effective
contributions to the wider society.
In non-bureaucratic organizations the formal hierarchy is as important as in a bureaucracy, but
its role is quite different: it has to manage autonomy instead of enforcing compliance. However
this is, for superiors in a libertarian mode, not at all demanding because the very autonomy and
commitment of a healthy libertarian organization ensures that it can deal with stability (where
efficiency and organizational optimization are priorities) and change (where protection of quality
and the realization of opportunities are prominent).
Properties of non-bureaucratic organizations
• A â€œlivedâ€ﾝ vision of the goals and roles of the organization is widely shared. It allows
everyone in the organization to contribute to its realization via well-formulated
procedures and competent improvisation alike.
• Focus on pervasive competence development; stimulate overlapping competences to
ensure organizational redundancy, optimization opportunities, and more timely services.
• Distribute responsibilities according to available competences, interests, ambitions, and
enthusiasm.
• Let co-workers organize their own work and make sure they have ample opportunities to
volunteer for activities.
• Be alert of indications of low competence, stagnated development, insensitivity to
adverse consequences of (in)action, low inherent motivation, low commitment to the
organization and the services it should provide (e.g., 9-toâ€“5 mentality), and as early
indicator lack of enthusiasm.
• Approach the organization holistically: optimize everything in context of the whole;
prevent at all cost strict compartmentalization of responsibilities and information,
because specialism and other forms of close-mindedness are seeds of stagnation and
corruption.
• Allow for ample opportunities for unstructured information sharing. The Scottish proverb
â€œWhen the heart is full the tongue will speakâ€ﾝ will ensure that really important
information will be shared.
• Put real responsibility in every job description and allow a diversification or
responsibilities as competence grows. Stimulate expertise, but prevent specialization.
• Allow people to be enthusiastic about what they have done well and allow them to learn
from mistakes.
• Continually match organizational goals and individual growth.
In healthy libertarian organizations everyone develops in terms of understanding. This entails
that eventually many can â€œplayâ€ﾝ a diversity of formal and functional roles. Basically the
only real requirement for a healthy libertarian organization is that everyone in the organization is
at a position that does not exceed their understanding capacity: their epistemological
development.

Epistemological development
Epistemological development (van Rossum & Hamer, 2010) is a highly predictable, although
barely understood, process in which the first two stages, absolutism and multiplism are
characteristic for authoritarians:
Absolutism
This is a worldview marked by dualism and certainty: knowledge is black or white, right or
wrong, highly certain, composed of discrete facts, and handed down from authorities
unquestioningly.
Reasoned arguments to convince an absolutist leader are pointless, (s)he just follows
authorities. You need to become an authority in the eyes of the absolutist to impose your
views. And as long as you are the authority, you will have their devoted support.
Multiplism
This is a worldview characterized by the idea that one opinion is equally valid as any
other, that knowledge is highly uncertain, and that there is no agreed-upon means for
justification. And because of this there is no reason for a leader to take other opinions into
account on the basis of their quality.
However the multiplist leader is sensitive to arguments related to goal achievement:
feasibility is more important than the desirability since the multiplist leader wants to
uphold the illusion of competence, especially in the own eyes.
The further stages, that are probably only reached by a minority of university graduates, start
with a position sometimes referred to as evaluativism and are characteristic for libertarians (and
academics).
Evaluativism
Marked by a growing realization that there are means of justification of various positions
and that this enables an individual to assert some positions with confidence even if
knowledge is evolving and contingent.
"The evaluativist leader is able to deal with uncertainty and balances arguments of
varying quality, but generally only within a limited scope.
Advanced understanding
Is characterized by the ability to evaluate a range of expertise and qualitatively different
arguments, reconcile theory and evidence, provide support for a diversity of claims, and
re-evaluate those claims in the light of new evidence.
Leaders in these stages are able to reconcile the available resources with the
organizational goals, while taking the full societal context into account.
Organizations that prefer excellence over mediocracy should be highly sensitive to signs of
absolutist and multiplist leaders. All leaders in a hierarchy should understand the Peter
Principle (employees tend to be promoted to their level of incompetence). Insufficiently
competent leaders can function when tightly controlled by libertarian superiors, but this is
dangerous since the libertarian superiors expect subordinate autonomy without the need of
tight control. Fortunately, leaders with advanced levels of understanding will generally have no
difficulty in shaping and maintaining a non-bureaucratic organization.

Opposing encroaching bureaucracy
Opposing encroaching bureaucracy in its early phases is especially simple when no one really
wants more bureaucracy: simply score the current state of affairs and current plans of the
organization in terms of their effect of purging competence (e.g., with the tables associated
with this text) and start an open discussion based on arguments.

If a part of the leadership is absolutist or multiplist and simply refuses to accept any nonbureaucratic alternatives it is more difficult because arguments do not work, which is
counterintuitive for libertarians and is likely to lead to a waste of their efforts. In this case a
sufficient group of libertarians need to organize themselves to quickly organize more pressure
on the absolutist or multiplist leadership in the form of naked power. The strategy is basically
simple: offer two approaches; the carrot and the stick. The carrot involves a work floor derived
face saving solution for the problems the leadership has, on conditions that do not enhance (or
actually reduce) bureaucracy, while making clear this is 1) not negotiable and 2) already in
progress. The stick involves refraining from taking any responsibility for any plans towards
more bureaucracy through a combination of 1) actively boycotting the bureaucratic process
and 2) making leadership failure as public as possible. The prospect of immanent public failure
is highly motivating for authoritarians and it will be clear who the real authorities are in this
situation (namely those who define the environment of the leaders).
However absolutist and multiplist leaders are no idiots; Far from. They are just as intelligent,
and have many institutional tools at their disposal to demoralize their opposition. The most
prevalent of these is probably the simplest: structurally ignoring, non-addressing, and ridiculing
of the issues of those opposing bureaucratic tendencies. That the opposition is fighting to
prevent or repair a pathologic organization is not understood and therefore irrelevant. The
complexity reduction these leaders crave, justifies pretty much any strategy. This entails that
the libertarian opposition should act firmly and timely. They should realize that real authority
shows itself as control over the environment (pretty much the only concept authoritarians grasp
better than libertarians). So controlling the environment of the leaders is a key strategy. Put in
more positive terms (that libertarians do understand): it is all about co-creating an environment
in which every key process can flourish: even the leaders.
Opposing bureaucracy in its advanced stages is almost impossible from within the
organization, because hardly anyone has any real competence and autonomy left. The result of
any work-floor opposition in this stage yields generally not less bureaucracy, but a
reorganization of inadequacy with little benefit for the public. In this case the organization
needs highly competent libertarian leadership that is well versed in the power play of highly
intelligent and highly motivated apparatchiks. Fortunately, even in this situation bureaucracies
can make a fairly quick turnaround because the gradual development of opportunities to
(re)express and (re)develop individualism, autonomy, and competence are highly appreciated
by many in even the most stultified and corrupt bureaucracies (as third world anti-corruption
policies have demonstrated). However this should be a gradual process.

Ethical wrap-up
Bureaucracy, as interpreted here, is a pathological state of human organization that opposes
some of the most central tendencies in human individuals: namely to growth, towards
autonomy, and to the co-creation of a high quality living environment. Given the consequences,
not opposing encroaching bureaucracy might be interpreted as highly unethical.
From an ethical point of view, educational organizations, and maybe even each individual
educational program, should make a well-advertised choice whether they aim to produce the
highly intelligent specialists â€“ devoid of pervasive understanding â€“ that Einstein compared
to well-trained dogs. This will foster bureaucracy. Alternatively they may aim to educate
harmoniously developed personalities, which requires a careful consideration of the
development of the individual student and is, as such, a safeguard against bureaucracy.
Although bureaucracy is per definition focused on the working environment (in a broad sense),
a society-wide degrading of understanding and competence is of course also facilitated if

people are actively limited in their ability to contribute autonomously to the co-creation of their
society. As such it is a serious danger facing democratic societies and it may lead even to
society-wide bureaucracies that are only democratic in name because real democratic
competences have been purged from society. In these societies citizens only participate in the
faÃ§ade of democracy and not in the population-wide co-construction process that
democracy is supposed to be.

Bureaucracy checklists
Key Properties
Topic

Bureaucratic syndrome

Non-bureaucratic syndrome

Organizational
goals

Societal goals of the organization
are only adhered in name, but
neither understood nor clearly
implemented

Development of a broadly shared vision
about the societal reason dâ€™Ãªtre of
the organization and the way to realize
it

Overall strategy

Stimulating sameness and oneness Continual skilled improvisation on the
through standardization and
basis of a shared vision and wellobedience
chosen procedures

Competence

Ignoring, discouraging, and
demoralizing competent
â€œsubordinatesâ€ﾝ

Relying on and fostering all proven and
budding competencies in the
organization

Autonomy

Subordinate autonomy is not an
option. Obedience is more
important than competence

Autonomy and competence
development of subordinates expected

Content

Complete disregard of content
while favoring form

Content is leading, form a means

Organizational
development

Everyone is expected to learn and grow
Structures and procedures adapt to
towards autonomous roles in
the lowest competence level
organization

Main conflicts
Topic

Bureaucratic syndrome

Non-bureaucratic syndrome

Stability versus
development

The workers in the organization are
Stability and other forms of high
constantly developing their skills in
predictability leading. This defines order to improve all aspects of the
the organization
societal role of the organization (i.e.,
quality and efficiency)

Form versus
optimization

Obsessed with form and
formalisms. Centralized

Actively eliciting creative and
decentralized optimization of

Topic

Bureaucratic syndrome

Non-bureaucratic syndrome

optimization of standard
responsibilities

organizational goals. Disregard of form
when counter-productive

Standardization
versus diversity

Concerned with the overall optimization
Obsession with standardization
of all work processes in context, of
and curtailing diversity, at the cost
which both standardization and
of quality if quality entails diversity.
increasing diversity are options

Error versus
learning

Obsessed with preventing errors
and mistakes. The organization
Error and correction after error part of
redefines itself to produce what it continual creative optimization of work
can, not what it should; â€œrace processes
to the bottomâ€ﾝ

Exclusively short-term (form)
Short versus long oriented, no care for or
Optimization on all time-scales and all
term
understanding of mid of long term dimensions of success
goals

Structural properties
Topic

Bureaucratic syndrome

Non-bureaucratic syndrome

Hierarchy task dependent, and
Hierarchy formalized and inflexible, based
Role of hierarchy
therefore flexible and
on assumed competence of superiors
competence-based
Perception of
authorities

Authorities never fundamentally
questioned

Incompetent authorities not
accepted, but coached or
dismissed.

Formation of stable authoritarian cliques,
who take control over the institutional
Loosely and varyingly linked
Locus of control
change processes to prevent further
libertarians at control positions.
complexity
Measures of
success

Performance measure based on
Performance measures redefined to what
what should be delivered (given
is delivered
reason dâ€™Ãªtre)

Accountability

Suppression of all forms of accountability
Accountability part of normal
at the higher levels and prevention of
institutional learning and
errors and retribution in case of error at
competence building.
the lower levels

Emotions
Topic

Bureaucratic syndrome

Non-bureaucratic syndrome

Overall role of
emotions

Rationality and
â€œobjectivityâ€ﾝ leading.
Emotions treated as irrelevant
source of variation, to be
suppressed

Central role of positive emotions
(compassion, enthusiasm, interest) as key
motivators; pervasive negative emotions
indicative of organizational failure

Emotion of
workers

Motivating emotion negative:
activities guided by the fear of
losing control

Motivating emotion positive: activities
aimed at realizing shared benefits

Emotions of coworkers (esp.
lower in the
hierarchy)

Disregard of the feelings and
emotional wellbeing of coworkers and clients

Strong focus on the creation of optimal
working condition in which coworkers feel
optimally motivated to give their best

Red flags
Red flag
Vision

The absence or insufficiency of a shared, living vision about the
organizationâ€™s goals in a larger societal context

Leaders

Leaders insensitive to reasoned arguments by competent individuals at any
position in the organization
Leaders only sensitive to arguments related to goal achievement or procedure:
realizable goals are preferred over desirable goals
Leaders preferring obedience over autonomy and who curtail work-floor
autonomy

Competences Neglect of work-floor competences
Demotivation of highly autonomous, competent and committed co-workers
Gradual deterioration of quality of the working environment, the most
competent and committed co-workers leaving
Standardization at the cost of curtailing of essential/useful diversity
Uniformization Strong focus on formalities while neglecting (or indefinitely) postponing content
Compartmentalization of information and plans
Mediocracy
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From bureaucracy to dictatorship
This previous analysis of bureaucracy concluded that bureaucracy is a pathological state of
human organization, characterized by intelligence without understanding. Bureaucracy stems
from the desperately embraced illusion, held by a particular subset of people, that human
organizations can be approached as closed systems to be fully described in rational and formal
terms. More specifically, this assumption is made by â€œsuperiorsâ€ﾝ who interpret the world
either as filled with absolute truths or who believe that all knowledge outside the scope of their
main competence is highly uncertain and therefore of little use. These â€œsuperiorsâ€ﾝ
interpret any open world as too complex to handle â€“ which it is true for them â€“ and as
such they consider complexity reduction the first priority of the organization. However they fail
to acknowledge that this priority might be the result of their own limited, specialist, or even
pathological understanding. As a result they do everything to bring the complexity of the
organization down, even if this results in a mass destruction of the available competence and
commitment.
It is this enforced attempt to complexity reduction that, if not curtailed, results in an
organization in which people are treated as and (effectively) reduced to robots devoid of
understanding (replaced by procedure) and empathic involvement (replaced by blind
obedience). People are more treated more as a automatons or robots than as an assembly of
highly capable, willing, and autonomous individuals who contribute to the greater societal goal
of the organization. This treatment is not only highly degrading towards the living, breathing,
and feeling people who form the organization, but it is also deeply misguided, because we
need pervasive understanding of the world at any part of society, otherwise society will
degrade to mediocracy at best or a deeply corrupt and self-serving robotic zombie-entity at
worst.
So the bureaucracy text was an analysis of what happens if understanding, competence, and
compassion are purged from an organization or from society as a whole.

Calamaro
Calemaro is a way to maintain a website as if it was a book, or alternatively to design a
complex website the way you would write a book. So if you can write a book, or at least write a
paper with a few sections, you can make and maintain your own website. This website is made
with Calamaro.
Any Calamaro website is originally written in a variant of normal text called MultiMarkdown
(MMD) that is highly readable and at the same time can easily translatable to websites (HTML),
pdf (for printing), LateX (for publishing), or rtf (for normal word processors like Word or Pages).

See here for [a super short intro into MultiMarkdown].

Why Calamaro?
Calamaro is Italian for squid, a pretty smart animal that disperses ink when need arises. In our
times webpages spread the “ink” in every direction, as the tentacles of squids and octopuses.
In addition many squids are masters in disguise and camouflage since they adapt their body
colors to the environment. Calamaro is, like the squid, highly customizable. A few well-chosen
changes and you have a quite different website. So if you have ideas worth spreading that
extend the capacity of Twitter or Facebook, Calamaro might be ideal for you, especially it you
find writing a book more natural than mastering quite complex blogging or website software.

Calamaro key features

•

•
•
•

• Very small files, easily transferable to different platforms.
• Very little website design time and therefore a lot of content time.
• Easy translation into different file types
• Very clean HTML
Optional .mmd file original of each HTML-page for collaborative writing. Collaborators
simple mail adapted mmd-file to the website editor for inclusion in the whole.
• Very simple, yet highly customizable, website designs.
Standard pdf-version of the whole website for online reading and storage in document
selection.
Standard whole website package for download a safeguard against internet breakdown
or censorship.
DonationWare, after donating you receive a code that allows you to remove the links to
the home-base of Calamaro www.geopoliticsandcognition.com

Book to website
The idea of Calamaro is to link website design to writing a book (or at least a paper).
Depending on the size of the text, either book parts, book chapters, sections or subsections
form individual webpages that are ordered and presented in a logical and flexible way. For
example it is as easy to browse only through chapter introductions as it is to read the whole
website as a book from beginning to end. And when you use many internal links to headers,
such as this link to Why Calamaro? one can read the book non-sequentially as if it is
Wikipedia. Finally, Calamaro offers also a pdf version of the whole website, as book, for offline
reading, and even the ability to download the whole website as .zip file as safeguard in case
Internet breaks down or is censored.

A super short intro into MultiMarkdown.
For example to make something bold simply write it like **this**, or italic like *italic*. This link to
this website looks like [link](http://www.geopoliticsandcognition.com). And this internal link
refers to the subsection just below and looks like [internal link][Book to Website].
Not at all difficult. This paragraph is full with these “tricks”, but most long text are mainly text,
with the occasional #Section, or ##Subsection headers, ###Subsubsection, footnotes[60], links
to websites, yet another footnote[^note2], and quotes:

This is a short quote that starts with a > sign before the quoted text
Multimarkdown is richer than the examples shown above. For example its also has tables
Feature

Example

Bulleted lists

* before the items

Numbered lists 1. Before the item
• bulleted list item 1
• buttered list item two
Some text
1. Numbered item one
2. Numbered item two

Using Calamaro
Calamaro is designed to be part of an efficient workflow that should allow you to build a small
website from scratch in an evenings work. And what it more, you spend 90% of the evening
writing content and only 10% (say 20 minutes) on the appearance.
Alternatively Calamaro allows you to develop a big website, like this one, as you would write a
book. In fact you might share your book on the web while you are writing it and even share
the .mmd originals of each of the webpages for collaborative editing.
You can write your book in any text editor or word processor, but it is probably best to write it
in a dedicated MultiMarkdown editor like:
Apple
Multimarkdown Composer
ByWord
Windows

Calamaro with MultimarkdownComposer
Calamaro with Scrivener

Calamaro tricks and tips
Many of the tricks and tips here are actually MultiMarkdown tricks and tips.
Main source: https://rawgithub.com/fletcher/human-markdown-reference/master/index.html
TEXT

MultiMarkdown

Result

This text is **bold**.

This text is bold.

This text is also __bold__.

This text is also bold.

This text is *italicized*.

This text is italicized.

This text is also _italicized_. This text is also italicized.
`This is some code.`

This is some code.

This is a rather
long section of code
taking multiple lines

This is a rather
long section of code
taking multiple lines

MultiMarkdown

Result

Link to [Google](http://google.com).

Link to Google.

Link to <http://google.com>.

Link to http://google.com

Link to [Google][] with attributes later in the document.
Another Link to the [search engine][Google].
[Google]: http://google.com “The Google!”
style=“border: solid black 1px;” target=“_blank”
Send me an email at <address@example.com>.

Link to Google with attributes later in
the document.
Another Link to the search engine.

Send me an email at
address@example.com.

Cross referencing
MultiMarkdown
You can place a link to a point in your document like this [one], or [another] place in the doc.
### one###
A simple subheading in a larger document with the same name as the referring tag.
### Another place in the document [another] ###
Another place in the document that is referenced by the [another] tag in the heading
######A special case is for H6 for which you might define as plain text appearance which you
can link to without an obvious header if you give it a name such as [Hidden link]######
You can place a link to a point in your document like this one, or another place in the doc.

one
A simple subheading in a larger document with the same name as the referring tag.

Another Place in the Document
Another place in the document that is referenced by the another tag in the heading. And here
you can link to a Hidden link
A special case is for H6 for which you might define in Calamaro as plain text appearance which you can link to without an obvious header if you give it a name such as …

Mathematical formula’s

\[ {e}^{i\pi }+1=0 \]
$${e}^{i\pi }+1=0$$

Calamaro download
Calamaro will be available soon.
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